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ABSTRACT
I

|
'

.. Unresolved Safety issue (USl) A-48 arose as a result of to be equipped with hydrogen control systems to protect f
the latte amount of hydrogen generated and burned omtainment integrity and safety systems inside contain. !

i within containment during the 'lhrec Mile Island acci- ment. Industry has chosen to use hydrogen igniter systems
. dent.*lhis issue covers hydropen control measures for rc- to butn hydropen produced in a ccmtrolled fashion to pre. !,

'

: coverable degraded core amdentr, for all leiling water vent damage. An independent review by a Committee of i

reactors (llWHs) and those pressurited water reactors the National Research Council concluded that, for most 1

(P% RS) with ice condenser omtainments. 'lhe ( ommit' accident scenarios, cutrent regulatory requirements .

unn and the nuclear mdustry have sponsored entensive
research in this area, which has led to sigmficant revison make it highly unlikely that hydrogen detonation would I

be the cause of containment faHure. On the bass of theof the Commission's hydrogen control regulations, given ,

in Title 10 Code of /hlerul Ngdurions Part $0 (10 catensive research cifort conducted and current regula- ;

CI:R 50), Section 50.44. IlWRs having Mark I and 11 con, tory requirements, including their implementation, the ;

tainments are presently required to operate with inerted stafIconcludes that no new regulatory guidance on hydro. !
'

containment atmospheres that effectively prevent hydro. gen control for recoverable degraded core accidents for |
'

ren combustion, ilWRs with Mas k Ill containments and these types of plants is necessary and that USl A-4N is re. ;

PWR6 with ice-condenser containments are now required solved. [
t
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EXECUTIVI; SUMMARY
t

Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-48 arose as a result of the formation of explosive mixtures. Ilecause of the in-
the large amount of hydrogen that was generated and creased containment volume for hydrogen dilution, the
burned within c(mtninment during the '!hree hiite Island large, dry containment types, such as TMl Unit 2, were
Unit 2 ('Ihil-2) accident in 1979. As a result of the not included in USI A-48 pending completion of bottiin-
degraded core accidtnt, approximately 1000 pounds of dustry and the NI(C hydrogen research programs,1(cac-
hydrogen generated by the hot rirconium f uel ciadding re- tor containments of this type are currently being evalu-
acting with steam and water within the pressure vessel ated under Generic lksue (GI) 121 *llydrogen Control for

large, Dry Wit Containments."pproduced hydrogen that was later ignited by an unknown
source in the containment building pnslucing a 28 psi
pressure pulse. Depending ulxm the hydrogen concentra- 'lhe Cc nmission sponsored an independent review of the
tions, this combustibic gas can deflagrate or detonate, hydrogen research program studies c(mducted by the Na-
liither of these processes can affect containment integrity tional llehearch Cour.cil Committee on liydrogen Com-
and/or the operation of safety equipment within contain- bustion. 'Ihc committee's conclusions and neommenda-
ment. USl A-48 covers hydrogen control measures for re- tions were published in the report entitled "l'echnical
coverable depaded core accidents for all boiling-water Aspects of 11ydrogen Control and Combustion in Severe
reactors (IlWils)and pressuriicd water reactors (pWils) 1Jght Water 1(cactor Accidents"in 1987.*lhe committee
with ice condenser containments. concluded that, for most accident scenarios, cur rent iegu-

latory requirements make it highly unlikely that hydrogen
Following the 'Iht! Unit 2 accident, the Commission and detonation would be the cause of containment failure,
the nuclear industry initiated extensive research pro- 'Ihey further concluded that the presence of an inert at-
grams to control hydrogen produced during degraded- mosphere is a satisfactory approach to the prevention of
core conditions.*lhis research has led to a significant revi- detonations and that the use of igniters in intermediate
sion of the Commission's hydrogen control regulations in volume containments is a reasonable way to reduce the
10 C171t $3.44. 'this rule requires that ilWits with Mark I ptobability of detonation.
and Mark 11 small volume containments operate with in-
crted containment atmospheres. 'lhe intermediate vol- On the basis of the extensive research effort conducted by
ume containments include llWits v,ith Mark lli contain- the NI(C and the nuclear industry, current regulatory re-
ments and PWits with ice-condenser containments, quirements, including their implementation and the inde-
'Ihese are required to be equipped with hydrogen control pendent review by the National itescarch Council Com.
systems to protect containment integrity and safety- mittee on Ilydrogen Combustion, the staff concludes that
related equipment within ctmtainment. 'lhe nuclear in- no new regulatory guidance on hydrogen control for re-
dustry has chosen to implement this requirement by the coverable degraded-core accidents (like that which oc.
use of hydrogen igniter systems to burn the hydrogen in curred at TMI Unit 2) for these types of plants is neces-
controlled combustion at low concentrations to prevent sary and that USl A-48 is resolved,

vii
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1 INTRODUCTION AND Mark ili containments, and 10 reactors with ice-
condenser contamments. 'the list of plants meluded is

HACKGROUND tisiedin Appendix Ateihisreportctheserepresentabout
45 percent of the nuclear power plants beensed in the

Unresolved Safety issue (USI) Task Action Plan A-48, United States. Appendix il provides a list of the docu-
*llydrogen Control Measures and LIfccts of Ilydrogen ments reviewed during the resolution of this issue.
Ilurns on Safety liquipment," was established in 1980 to
provide a focus for the Nuclear llegulatory Commission's Considerations of the design basis loss of coolant acci.
(NilC's) rulemaking and technical review efforts associ- dent (1,0CA) led to the original requirements for hydro-
ated with hydrogen control. 'the issue is concerned with gen control measures to provide the capability to control
hydrogen control under degraded-core conditions in the hydrogen accumulation from accidents within a reactor
smail volume, boiling water reactor (IlWit) hiark I and containment. *Ihese control measures were establithed
Mark 11 pressure suppression containments and the in- before the Thil-2 accident in 1979. In the event of a
termediate volume, pressurized water reactor (PWit) desiga basis LOCA in a light water reactor plant, com-
ice condenser and ilWR Mark 111 pressure suppression bustible gases, principally hydrogen, may accumulate in-
containments, side the primary reactor containment as a result of

(1) metal water reaction involving the fuel element clad.
'lhe major c!cments of this issue include (1) rulemaking ding,(2) the radiolytic decomposition of the water in the
ciforts for the Mark I and Mark 11 containments, rcactor core and the containment sump, (3) the corrosion
(2) rulemaking efforts for the Mark til and ice-condenser of certain construction materials resulting from the spray
containments. (3) confirmatory research, and (4)licens- solution, and (4) any synergistic chemical, thermal, and
ing implementation reviews of the lead plants with radiolytic effects of post accident environmental condi-
Mark til and ice condenser containments. tians on containment protective coatings and electric ca-

ble insulation..

large, dry PWR containments have been excluded from
USl A-48 because such containments have a much llecause of the potential for significant hydropn genera-
greater ability to accommodate the large quantitics of hy- tion as the result of a LOCA, Title 10 of the Code rfred-

drogen associated with a degraded-core accident than the cral Regulations (10 CFR), Section 50.44, " Standards for
small Mark I,11, and !!! and ice-condenser containments. Combustible Gas Control Systems in Light Water-
Most dry containments have about 2 million or more cu- Cooled Power Reactors," and General Design Criterion
bic feet of net free volume."Ihe design pressure for large 41," Containment Atmosphere Cleanup,"in Appendix A
rnntainments ranges from about 45 to 60 psi. Analyses to 10 CFR Part 50 require that systems be provided to
performed on the Zion and Indian Point plants show that control hydrogen concentrations in the containment at-
the pressure capabilities are greater than twice the design mosphere following a postulated design basis LOCA to
pressures. Preliminary calculations were performed to ensure that containment integrity is maintained. 'fhe
determine the pressure in a dry containment resulting amount of hydrogen to be controlled as a result of a
frorn the combustion of hydrogen correspond 6g to a LOCA was specified in 10 CFR 50.44 (D)(d)(1) to be that
75 percent metal water reaction following onset of a amount produced by a metal water reaction involving fuel
degraded core accident and while the wntainment is still cladding in which there was degradation but not total fail-
near its peak pressure. 'Ihese calculations for a dry con- ute of the emergency core cooling system.
tainment indicated a peak total pressure below the failure
pressure.f urthermore,variouspreliminatyanalysesindi. Conventional hydrogen control systems (for exampic,
cated that essential equipment would function during and recombiners) were installed in nuclear power plants to
after a large deflagration in a dry containment. This con- provide the capability to control hydrogen and oxygen ac-
clusion was supported by the Three Mile Island Unit 2 cumulation as a result of radiolytic decomposition of
(TMI-2) experience, water, corrosion of metals inside containment, and hydro-

gen producing reactions of coatings and insulation. The
On the basis of the above, the staff determined that design capability or margin to control the contribution of
depaded core hydrogen control problems in dry contain- hydrogen accumulation resulting from a metal water re-
ments were not serious enough to warrant their consid- action involving the fuel cladding is provided in PWR fa-
cration in either the hydrogen control rule related to cilities by the relatively large net free volume inside the
degraded-core accidents or in USl A-48. Ilowever, hy. containment structure. 'Ihis control is provided in llWR

drogen control for large, dry containments has been as- facilities with small volume pressure suppression con-
signed Generic issue Number 121 and will be evaluated tainments of the Mark I and !! designs by inerted contain-

for rulemaking once research is completed. ments. For the PWR plants, the containment free volume
is large enough to prevent the hydrogen generated and re-

USI A-48 includes 24 reactors with Mark I containments, leased from the cladding reaction from reaching a uni-
9 reactors with Mark 11 containments. 6 reactors with form concentration approaching the lower limit of

1 NURI!G-1370
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tlammability because the amount of rnetal water reaction cupied a significant place in the NRC's research and regu. iis postulated to be small (that amount consistent with a 2acory activities over the last 10 years. Resolution of ;
design basis accident). Also, the rateof hydrogen release USI A-48 has resolved hydrogen concerns for a large !as a result of the cladding reaction spectfied in 10 CFR class of accidents beyond the design basis. llowever, reso- !

50.44 (DXd)(1) was assumed to be rapid following a postu. lution of USI A-48 should not be taken to imply that all
lated accident (on the order of minutes).*Ihis corresponds research or regulatory actions on hydrogen control are ;
to a rclease rate beyond the capability of hydrogen control complete.1hc following discussion provides a brief over.
systems such as recombiners. Ilowever, the containment view of those ongoing research and regulatory areas with
nel free volume was found to be sufficient for providing regard to hydrogen generation, combustion, and control,

;
;

the initial protection, and hydrogen control systems primarily in the area of low probability severe accidents. |
(recombiners)could be actualed later to contro! hydrogen 1

accumulation from other sources to graduhlly reduce the
liydrogen research being carried out by the NRC today is <hydrogen concentration inside containment,
primarily in connection with conditions associated with a [
severe accident (that is, accident conditions involving e !

About 10 hours after the onset of the TMI-2 degraded-
molten core and leading to hydrogen generation greatercore accident on March 28,1979, a 28 psig containment
than the amount of metal water reaction of the fuel clad-

<
,

'

pressure pulse was recorded in the control room. Post- ding t
accident analysis indicated that this pressure pulse was of ma,ypically associated with a degraded core). The areasor emphasis include computer code assessment and
due to the accidental ignition (deflagration) of approxi. particularly hydrogen transport after pencration and the !

t

mately one half ton of hydrogen ps that had been gener. potential for stratification leading to localized volumes iated by hot zirconium fue! cladding materials reacting having a high hydrogen concentration. In addition, hy'dro- [with steam or water. The heat generated damaged plas. pen research into the effect of temperature upon detona- |tics, rubber, and paint. The pressure pulse bent elevator
doors, forced open stairwell doors, and crushed barrels tion limits, especially the potential for a reduction at cle- !

stored within the reactor containment.The estimated hy.
vated temperatures in the hydrogen concentration

drogen concentration at the time of ignition was about 8 necessary to achieve a detonation, is being pursued. >
t

volume percent.1hc quantity of hydrogen released from
the core was well m excess of that that had been specified Closus e of severe accident issues is being pursued in ac. -

!
m 10 CFR 50.44. cordance with the Commission's Severe Accident Policy

Statement (50 FR 32138) issued on August 8,1985, and
'

Fo' lowing the TMI-2 accident, analys.is showed that the via an overall integration plan (SECY 88-147) presented e

maxtmum quantities of hydrogen that could be released by the NRC staff. Regulatory resolution of hydrogen con- i

(assuming reaction of 100 percer of the fuel element cerns, among others, arising out of a consideration of se.

claddmg with water) were about 2200 pounds and 4400 vere accidents is being carried out under the auspices of ,

pounds for PWRs and IlWRs, respectively. The TMI-2 the nyere accident implementation effort. A major ele-

accident is estimated to have produced an amount of hy* ment of this integration plan is the Containment Per-
drogen resulting from about 45 to 50 percent of the fuel formance improvement (CPI) Program. This effort is in- >

claddmg reacting with water or steam. The zirconsum- tended to examine and assess each containment type for r

water reaction is exothermic with a heat of reaction of potential generic vulnerabilities with regard to severe ac. +

650010/Kg of zirconium.The reaction rate increases rap- c dents and to determine what, if any, generic improve- i
,

idly above temperatures of 2500*F. flydrogen is flamma- ments are warranted.

ble in the range of 4.0 to 75 volume percent and detonable
in the range of 18 to 59 volume percent. (Recent Sandia As part of this program, resolution of the question of the
National laboratory tests and analytical ext rapolations to need fo: redundant power s9pplies for igniter systems m
large scales have indicated that detonability may be at- the event of a station blackout will be addressed. In addi-
t:ined at values as low as 9.5 volume percent under cer- tion, resolution of the need for hydrogen control require- !
tain conditions.)' ilydrogen combustion can contribute ments for large, dry containments, presently bemg mye,s.
to containment failure by overpressurization and to tigat ed separately as Gencrec issue 121 (01-121), also will
equipment failure resulting from thermal and pressure be incorporated mto the CPI Program. Finally, hydrogen

,

effects * concerns for all reactor types under severe accident con.
ditions will be addressed as part of the CPI Program. ;

As the previous discussion has shown, concerns regarding
hydrogen generation under accident conditions have oc. Questions of hydrogen control requirements also arise in ,

connection with licensing of future reactors. This activity I

is being pursued as part of the NRC staff review of the
*A descnpison of thew iests is pnwided in Sandia Re

Electric Power Research Institute's (EPRI's) doeurne it
'^INtAi$nin$c$iI's$fe NiYn{.NMg$pri on advanced ligh' water reactor (ALWR) requirements.

'

[* Q
ben

>

iamps and Marshallllerman. (ki 1988. At the present time, the staff review is not complete and

NUREG-1370 2 -



has not reached a position on hydrogen control require- USI A-48 with respect to hiark I and 11 containments is

ments for such reactors. complete.

"
2 RESOLUTION

Reactors with intermediate sire containments include the
ice-condenser containments for PWRs and the hiark !!!

2J Rulemaking containments for nWRs. Their design pressures range
from 12 to 15 psig and their volumes frem 1.2 to 1,7 mil-

As a result of the Thil-2 accident,it became apparent lion cubic feet. Some extensive structural response analy- *

that additional hydrogen control and mitigation measures ses have shown that the ice-condenser containments can
would have to be considered for nuclear power plants withstand up to 45 psig without failure. If combustion
with small and intermediate containments. 'Ihis topic was initiation resulting from ignition sources is assumed to oc-
first addressed in the Thil-2 Lessons Learned Task cut at the least favorable time, containment failure would
Force: Status Report and Short Term Recommendations be a likely result of adiabatic combustion of the hydrogen
(NURl!G-0578. J uly 1979) and subsequently included in produced by a metal water reaction involving more than
theThil Action Plan, NURl!G-0660(Item 11.11.7), dated 25 percent of the fuel cladding.'the Commission, there-
hiay 1980 As a result of these considerations,it was de- fore, found it prudent to require hydrogen control meas-
t:rmined that rulemaking proceedings should be under- ures for these intermediate size containments.
1: ken to define the manner and extent to which hydrogen
evolution must be taken into account in plant design and A proposed rule for llWR hiark III and PWR ice-
operation. condenser containments was published for public com-

ment on December 23,1981 (50 FR 62281). This rule.
attached as Appendix D, includes a statement of consid-

(1) Small Containments erations that explains the bases and requires that alt reac-
tors with hiark 111 or ice condenser containment types in.

The small containments include the hiark I and hiark 11 stall hydrogen control systems capable of accommodating
containments for llWRs. 'their design pressures range an amour.t of hydrogen equivalent to that generated from
from about 45 psig to 62 psig for net free volumes ranging a 75-percent metal-water reaction of the active fuelclad-
from about 200,000 to 20,000 cubic feet liccause con- dm, g without loss of containment structural integrity.This
tainment failure would be a likely result of the combus- quantny of hydrogen was generally considered to bound
tion of the by irogen produced by a metal-water reaction the quantity generated by degraded-core events such as
involving more than 6 to 9 percent of the fuel cladding, the Thil-2 accident.The final rule for 11% R hiark 111 and
the Commission determined that the containment atmos- M R ice condenser containment types was published on
phere for these units should be inerted. A proposed in- January 25.1985, and is attached as Appendix E to this
terim rule irnplementing this decision was published in

TCP0"'7hr TcdcralRegister on October 2,1980 (45 FR 65466). In-
crting the containment atmosphere (by addition of a com-
bustibly inert pas, such as nitrogen) effectively precludes 2.2 Licensing implementation
combustion of any hydrogen generated.

2.2.1 Lead Plant Reviews
'the requirements for llWR hiark I and hiark 11 contain* The first plants to be licensed with installed hydrogen

ocs were published in the form of a final ruie control systems (igniters) wer: Sequoyah with an ice-
ment ty$8484)on December 2,1981.These te uirementscondenser containment and Grand Gulf with a hiark 111(46 FR
include an inerted containment atmosphere or hiark I containment. Sequoyah is own ed by the Tennessee Valley
cnd 11 containments plus provision for either an internal Authority ('IV A) and G rand Gulf is now owned by System
recombiner or the ability to install an external recom* linergy Resources, Inc. (SERI) and South hiississippi
biner. Generic 1 etter 84-09 waived the recombiner re* lilectne Power Association (Sh1 EPA), with 90 percent
quirements of the rule for hiark I containments with and 10 percent ownership, respectively 'lhese became
purpe/repressurization systems, providing certain techm- the lead plants for implementing the rule requiring hy-
cal criteria are satisfied.These criteria, in essence, are in- drogen control systems.
tended to provide assurance that the containment re-
mains in an inerted state followir.g an accident. This final 'lhe rule specified the amount of metal-water reaction to
rule is attached as Appendix C to this report. be accornmodated from a degraded core accid (nt, but did

not specify how this was to be achieved. 'lVA proposed

'The hiark I and 11 containments for llWR reactors have that this be dc.nc by a system of 68 igniters located
operated safely for a number of cars with an inert con- throughout the Sequoyah containment. *lhe igniters are

3

tainment atmosphere, intended to burn hydrogen in a controlled fashion if it

3 NURl!G-1370
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reaches the lower flammability limit, thereby preventing was to be followed by a review of the final n$ tem beforei

L the accumulation of explosive concentrations. '!hese ig- startup following the first refueling outage. As a part of
niters are powered by Class 1E power panels that hsyc . this interim review, industry and NRC studies were con-
normal and alternate power supplies from offsite sources. duct ( d to investigate the effectiveness of igniter systems
in the event of a loss of offsite power, the igniter > would to handle large hydrogen releases. Preliminary testing
recchc power from the emergency diesel generators, and analyses performed by 'IVA and augmented by NRC
When activated, these igniters have a surface tempera- ccmfirmatory analyses and testing were used as the basesi.

ture of approximately 1703'F,'Ihesc igniters are strategi- for evaluating the glow plug igniter system,
cally located throughout the containment volume.

A detailed description of the staff's review of the Sc-
'the Grand Gulf hydrogen control system consists of 90 quoyah IDIS is provided in NUREG-00ll, in Supple-
diesel engine glow plugs distributed throughout the con. ments 2 through 6, " Safety Evaluation Report (SER) Re.
tainment drywell, wetwell, and upper compartment.1he lated to the Operation of Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, Units
igniters are powered from Class 111 power panels that 1 and 2, Docket Nos. 50-327 and $0-328." In these sup-
have normal and alternate ac power supply from offsite plemcets, the staff concluded that thsrc was reasonable
sources. In the event of loss of offsite power, the igniters assurance that thc lDIS was adequate to control hydrogen
would be powered from the emergency diesel generators. from n'IMI-2 type degraded-core accident, pending the
'these plugs also operate at a temperature of 1700'F outcome of the review of ongoing research.
when activated.1his igniter n$ tem can be manually actu-
ated from the control room uptm an indication that the Following review of the Sequoyah interim n5 tem, the
water level has fallen to the level at the top of the active staff identified several technical issues requiring addi-
fuel or below, tional work before final approval of the Sequoyah perma-

nent hydrogen mitigation estem (PilMS). These issues
Licensing implementation of the proposed igniter rys- *CIC

tems on the two lead lants (Sequoyah and Grand Gulf)
was included as part o USl A-48 to provide the staff with consideration of a spectrum of accidents beyond thee

demonstratedassuranceof the effectivenessandabilityof base case scenario assumed in the interim cvalu-
such systems to Control hydrogen for actual plants under . "
accident conditions. Extensive research programs carried
out since 1980 by both the nuclear power industry and the design criteria for the permanent hydrogen controle

NRC provide the bases for these hydrogen control s)$. Dstem
tems. This research (1) examined hydrogen generation'
distribuuon, and mixing within containment (2) assessed revised containment atmosphere pressure and tem-o

hydrogen mitigation 6ysicms and t he capability of Ihe con. perature analyses

tainment and safety-related equipment to withstand hy*
droger burns and detonation, and (3) correlated the re- equipment survivabilitye

sults of hydrogen combustion analysis with experimental
data using computer programs. *Ihis research is discussed combustion phenomena includinge

more fully in the following reviews of Sequoyah and containment mixingGrand Gulf.
local detonations

(1) Sequoyah ice Condenser Review deflagration transition to detonation
nadvertent inerting

"
TVA proposed and insta!!ed within the Sequoyah Unit 1
cnd 2 ccmtainments a system of igniters and ancillary The Ice Condenser Owners Group, the Electric Power
equipment. 'lhis n$ tem is referred to as the interim dis- Research Institute, and the NRCconducted extensive hy-
tributed ignition n$ tem (IDIS) and is designed to provide drogen research programs to address these issues,
a controlled burning of hydrogen in the event that large
quantities of hydrogen are generated as a result of a As stated in Supplement 6 to the Sequoyah SER, the staff
degraded-core accident.The effectiveness of this hydro- concluded on December 15,1982, that the final ignition
gen control system has been and is continuing to be mves. system proposed by the licensee for Sequoyah Units 1 and
tigated in a series of research programs that started in 2 is acceptable subject to the installation of additionallg-
1980. 'Ihis research includes hydrogen generation and its niters in the upper compart ment and additional testing of
distribution within containment. This system was in- the Tayco igniter in a simulated spray environment.
stalled by 'IVA and reviewed and approved by the NRC

i staff as a condition of the licensee being allowed Io exceed As part ofits final evaluation of Ihe Sequoyah Pi!MS, the
$ percent power 'the staff's interim approval of the IDIS staff also identified a number of technical issues that it

:
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intended to investigate further as confirmatory items. The licensees for Grand Gulf, Perry, Clinton, and River

'Ihese items are Iknd are participants in llCOG.'lhe staf f is currently re-
viewmg the llCOO r eport and a generic SER is scheduled

o local detonations to be issued in 1989. After issuance of the SliR, each of
the participants in 11C00 will submit a final analysis for

o analytical code assessment its plant, based on the approved 11C00 report.

equipment sunivability for a spectrum of accidents 2.2.2 Other Plantso

AH nuc car p antsq tM MaMbr kmndenser con-
o combustion c!fects at large scale tainment types have mstalled a hydrogen control system

using igniters (e.g., diesel glow plugs) located throughout a

o combustion phenomena m.cluding name accelera' the reactor containment volume to safely consume the
tion m the upper ice bed hydrogen in multiple burns as it is formed and before it

reaches explosive concentrations in the containment.*Ihc
Since the staff issued its SER on the Sequoyah PilhtS, licensees for cach of these plants have as a condition to
both the industry and the NRC have completed sigmfi- their licenses the stipulation that any imdings resulting
cant research related to hydrogen combustion and con- from lead plant reviews will apply to them as well. -

'

trol. Ocnerally, these research programs have confirmed
the adequacy of hydrogen control with igniter systems and
mnfirmed expected hydrogen combustion phenomena, 2.3 Confirmatory Research
flowever, as a result of continued NRC investigations of lleginning early in 1980, a nutnber of technical programs
equipment sunivability, the staff has required utility own- were initiated to investigate the control of large amounts
crs of ice coadenser containments to perform additional of hydrogen in small volume containment designs. 'the
tnalyses to demonstrate equipment survivability for a earliest of these was sponsored by individual owners of
broaJ spectrum of degraded-core accidents. it is expected ice condenser plants in support of their licensing efforts.
that these efforts and staff review will be completed in Shortly ther caf t er, the owners of the ice-condenser plants
1990. (*IVA, Duke Power Company, and American lilectric

Power Company) formed the lee Condenser Owners
(2) Grand Gulf hiark 111 Review Group (ICOG) to conduct a joint research and develop-

ment (R & D) program, later, own ers of IlWR -6/ Mar k !!!
As in the case of the licensee for the first ice-condenser containments formed a similar owners group, the liydro-
containment, the licensec for the first llWR Mark lit con- gen Control Owners Group (11C00), to jointly sponsor
tainment licensed for operation (System Energy Re- hydrogen R&D cfforts for the Mark lit containment de-
sources,Inc. for Grand Gulf Unit 1) proposed a hydrogen sign. In addition to these programs, the Industry De-
ignition system that is designed to provide a controlled graded Core Rulemaking (IDCOR) Group, the lilectric
burning of hydrogen in the event that large quantitics of Power Research Institute (EPRI), and the Department of
hydrogen are generated as a result of a degraded-core ac- Energy initiated hydrogen control research programs.
cident. 'the system was installed by the licensee as a con-
dition of its being allowed to exceed 5 percent power.'lhe 'the industry research was applied to the design and in-
NRC staff completed and reported its interim review of stallation of igniter hydrogen control systems for the
the Grand Gulf hydrogen ignition s)$ tem in Supplements llWR Mark Ill and pWR ice-condenser containments.
3,4, and 5 to NUREG-0831,'' Safety Evaluation Report 'these designs were described and evaluated by the NRC
Related to the Operation of Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, staf f in the safety evaluation reports for the lead plants,
Units 1 and 2. Docket Nos. 50-416 and 50-417" (July Grand Gulf (Mark til) and Sequoyah (ice condenser).
1982). In these supplements, the staff concluded that the 'the Sequoyah SER, NUREG-0011, in Supplements 2
Grand Gulf igniter system was acceptable to reduce the through 6, described the ignition system used in ice-
consequences of a degraded-core accident. Additional condenser containment types. '!he Grand Gulf SER,
discussion of the igniter system was provided in Supple- NUREG-.0831, in Supplements 3,4, and 5, described a
ment 5 to the SER dated August 1984. Ilydrogen related similar system used in llWR Mark Ill containments.*lhe
licensing conditions have been issued l'or Grand Gulf 'IVA analysis and results of experimental work were re-
Unit I similar to those discussed above for the Sequoyah ported to the Commission for evaluation in licensing ac-
ice-condenser containment. tion.

'Ihc IlWR Mark 111 Containment liydrogen Control 'the NRC has sponsored an extensive bydrogen research

Owners Group (llCOG)has submitted to the staff the re- program at Sandia National 1.aboratories and other
sults of a research and development program to confirm facilities.The Sandia research activities included hydro-

the adequacy of the Mark til hydrogen control system, gen behavior, containment and equipment sunival
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cxperiments, hydrogen combustion and preventive or. site and offsite station power, although relatively un-
schemes, and computer code developmW 'ippendix l' likely, would make the igr. iter systems inoperative. 'the
lists the hydrogen references provided by kndia. Addi- repart recommended improving the reliability of igniter
tional studies were conducted for the NRC by los Alamos systems for station blackout scenarios.1his issue is being
National Imbort. tory and Pacific Northwest laboratory. addressed under the staff review of the lead plants. ihe
lhe * Light Water R eactor liydrogen hianual"(NURIL / report further recommended evaluation of rone and field
CR-2726) provides a description of hydrogen production cornputer models against experimental data and addi-
and ignition during the Tht!-2 accident.1he report cov- tional research in flame acceleration. Iloth of these rec-
ers metal water reactions, hydrogen transport and mix- ommendations are being foilowed. New data is being gen-
ing, hydrogen ignition pressures and temperatures, and crated by the Germans under an interrational program,
description of various hydrogen mitigation schemes. In the Severc Fuel Damage (SI'D) Program.1he remaining
addition to the independent research efforts by both the recommendations involve reactors with large, dry con.
NRC and the nuclear power industry, workshops involv- tainments and these will be covered separately under Oc.
ing both groups were held. NUREG/CR-2017 provides neric issue Number 121.
the *Proceedmps of the Workshop on the impact of fly-
drogen on Water Reactor St.fety," Volumes I through IV. The National Research Council report contains a minor.
Volume IV of this report describes the glow plug igniter ity report by one of the committee members recommend-
tests, performed by the lawrence IJvermore National ing that inerting be used instead ofigniters for hydrogen
1.aboratory, to evaluate the functional ability of glow control of interruediate size containments.1he minority
plugs in environments containing known concentrations report indicates that glow coil igniters are passive ignition
of hydrogen, air, and steam, the glow plug successfullyin- sourecs, which cannot operate at a low hydrogen concen-
itiated combustion during all tests. 'lhe report also de. tration, and that there is a probability that the concentra-
scribes a dillerent glow plug testing program, conducted tion in the surrounding area would be much higher.1he
by the American Electric Power Company, TVA, Duke remainder of the committee members support the use of
Power, and Westinghouse, that successfully ignited the igniters to burn the hydrogen before a large volume
hydrogen in all cases, reaches a detonable concentration.

2A Evaluation by the National 3 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Research Council

Work on the major elements associated with USI A-48
The NRC obtained the assistance of the National Re- either has been completed or is in its final stages. These
search Council, which is under the auspices of the Na- clements include (l) issuance of NRC rules to require the
tional Academy of Sciences (NAS), to assess the research inerting of IlWR hlark I and Mark Il containments,(2)
on hydrogen control and combustion performed by NRC issuance of NRC rules to require hydrogen control meas-
contractors and the nuclear power industry. The pub- utesfordegraded coreaccidents(upto75 percent metal-
lished version of the final report, " Technical Aspects of water reaction of the active fuel cladding)for IlWR hiark
flydrogen Control and Combustion in Severe Light !!! and PWR ice condenser containments, (3)a large pro-
Water Reactors," was sent to the NRC on hfarch 17 gram of both industry sponsored and NRC research, and
1987, and is included as Appendix G to this report. The (4) staff reviews of the implementation of these rules at,

| report concludes that the considerable research on hydro- lead plants for h1 ark Ill and ice-condenser containments.
gen comrol and combustion in severe light water reactor Work on these activities has not indicated any deficiencies
accidents has properly covered most of the aspects con- in regulatory guidance.

| cerning hydrogen combustion.

| A number of staff actions are in their final stages, includ-
The report also concluded that, for most accident scenar. ing (1) analyses to demonstrate equipment survivability in
ios, current regulatory requirements make it highly un- ice-condenser containments for a broad spectrum of de-
likely that hydrogen detonation would be the cause of graded core accidents and (2) completion of the generic
containment failure. (the remaining accidents of concern SER on the llCOG report with regard to the llWR
f:ll into the realm of severe accidents, which are being hiark 111 containments,
pursued with other staff activities in severe accident im-
plementation.) The presence of an inert atmosphere in The NRC staff's review of the major elements identified
small volume containments is a satisfactory approach to as part of USI A-48 indicates that an adequate regulatory
the prevention of hydrogen detonations. Further, the use basis exists for hydrogen control measures for degraded-
of igniters in intermediate size containments is a reason- core accidents and that no new regulatory guidance for
cble way to reduce the probability of hydrogen detona- such accidents is necessary. Therefore, the staff con-
tion. llowever, one problem raised is that the loss of all cludes that USI A-48 is resolved.
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' APPENDIX A

PLANTS COVERED BY
UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUE A-48 |

i :
'

femialement Type Plant (Unit Nc3 Location
,

;- Mark I: Duane Arnold Palo, IA

11rowns Ferry (1,2,3) Decatur, Al,

lirunswick (1,2) Southport, NC
,

Cooper llrownville, NE'

Dresden (2,3) Morris, IL ,

Fermi (2) laguna Beach, MI
,

FittPatrick Scriba, NY

Hatch (1,2) 11axley, G A :

Hope Creek (1) Salem, NJ

Millstone (1) Waterford, CT

Monticello Monticello, MN

Nine Mile Point (1) Scriba, NY'

Oyster Creek Toms River, NJ ;

Peach Bottom (2,3) Peach llottom, PA ;

Pilgrim (1) Plymouth, MA
Quad citics (1,2) Cordova, IL

Vermont Yankee Vernon, VT

Mark II: Limerick (1,2) Pottstown, PA

Nine Mile Point (2) Scriba, NY ,

Susquehanna (1,2) Berwick, PA

WPPSS (2) Richland, WA

[iLaSalle County Nuclear Station (1,2) Seneca, IL

Shorcham Ilrookhaven, NY

Mark til: Clinton (1) Clinton, IL

Grand Gulf (1,2) Port Gibson, MS

Perry (1,2) Perry, OH ,

River Bend (1) St. Francisville. LA
:

Ice Condenser: Catawba (1,2) take Wylie, SC

Cook (1, 2) liridgraan MI
McGuire (1,2) Cowans Ford Dam, NC

Sequoyah'(1,2) Daisy, TN

Watts Bar (1,2) Spring City.TN

,

t

'
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APPENDIX H

DOCUMENTS REVIEWED DURING RESOLUTION OF !

UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUE A-48 i

|

Commission Papers Related to USI A-48: NUREG-0831, Supplements 3,4, and 5, Safety Evalu-
ation Report RelatedIo Ihe Operation of Grand Gu{fNuclear ,

Station Units 1 and 2 Docket Nos. 50-416 and 50-417, |SECY-80-107, February 22,1980, * Proposed Interim
Hydrogen Control Requirements for Small Contain- Commissioner's Public Meeting Transcripts:

,

Discussion of Interim Rule on llydrogen Control, Sep.
SECY-81-245, April 16,19S1,* Interim Amendmentsto tember 15,1981,
10 CFR Part 50 Related to Ilydrogen Control and Certain
Degraded Core Considerations." liriefing on flydrogen Control Program, November 19,

1982.
;SECY-83-357A, December 3,1984, " Amendments to

10 CFR Part 50 Related to llydrogen Control." Department of Energy Reports: '

GEND-INF-023, Volume 1," Investigation of flydrogen
SECY-83-35711, December 3,1984, " Status of 11ydro- 11 urn Damagt. in the Ihree Mile Island Unit 2 Reactor ,

gen Control Issue and Recommendations in lloilding.SECY-83-357A..,
GEND-INF-023. Volume 2. " Estimated Temperatures

Lead Plant References: of Organic Materials in thc TMI-2 Reactor fluilding Dur-
ing Ilydrogen llurn."

NUREG-0011, Supplements 4, 5, and 6, Sefety Evalu-
ation Report Related to the Operation of Sequoyah Nuclear G END-1NY-023, Volume 4. " Analysis of the'lhrec Milc
Plant, Units 1 and 2, Docket Nos. 50-327 and 50-328. Island Unit 211ydrogen 11 urn."

,
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! API'ENDIX C
,

FEDERAL REGISTER /VOL. 46, NO. 231, !
'

WEDNESDAY, DECEMllER 2,1981, j

10 CFR PART 50, ,

" INTERIM REQUIREMENTS RELATED TO IlYDROGEN CONTROL" |
|
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saa r:deral R:gister / Vtl. 46. No. 231 / Wednesd:y, D:c2mber 2.1981 / Rules and Reputations

HUCLE AR REGULATORY 171) 11 Street NW. Washington. O C. A 6. post accident protection of safety
COMMISSION summary of the comments along with a equipment and areas

comment snel)sls and a s alue/ impact y,In. plant lodine instrumentation
10 CFR Part 50 assessment ate also as allable for g pogi. accident sampling

"]o
"8 I" 9. Leakage integrity outside' iinterim Requiremente Related to rn **^ I * ""* "IHydrogen Control These comments has e been carefully |

Acts.Cv: Nuclear Regulatory reviewed and culusted during to. Accident nonitoring ;

gnatrumentation
C:mmission. preparation of this final rule. The final ,*

ACTION: Final rule. rule contains revisions to the proposed 11. Detection of inadequate core *

- rule that teflect these commerits. The cooling
sumuARY:ne Nuclear Regulatory commenters were about equally divided 12.Tralriing to mitigate d graded coret
Commission is amendmg its regulations between those in favor of and those accidents
to require inerted containment opposed to publishing the Interim Of the abose list all escept items 1. 2
atmosphere 6 and additionapy.both amendments. Whether or not the and 4 were included in the proposed OL i

h>drogen recombiner capabi.ity to commenter fasored publishing a final Rule and hn e been appropriately
reduce the bkelihood of venting rule, additional detailed comments were revised to reflect the comments received
r:dioactive gases following an accident generally provided on speclDc aspects of during the comment period on the
and the provision of high point vents in the proposed amendments. proposed Interim Rule. llence, those
the primary coolant system. The inertirl ne NRC's Office of Nucleat Reactor items included in the OL Rule bas e been

'
requirement applies only to bolling Regulation sent a letter on September 5. deleted from this Interim Rule escept for ,
water nuclear power reactors with 1963 to all nuclear power piant item 5 (High point vents). Item 5, while ,

either Mark i or Mark !! type licensees, applicants and construction previously included in the OL Rule was
containments: the requirement for permit holders providing a " Preliminary felt to be primarily hydrogen rel.ted and
hydrogen re combiner capability applies Clarification of the TMI Action Plan thus more appropriately included in this r

to bght. water nuclear power re:ctors Requirements." This was followed by a Interim Rule. Those public comments
that rely upon purge /repressurization series of four regional meetings. noticed received pertalning to the remaining OL
systems as the primary means of by publication in the Federal Register on Rule items will not be discussed here,
hydrogen control; the requirement for September 12.1980 (45 FR 60506) and All of the public comments may be
the provision of high point vents applies held during the week of September 22. esamined and copied in the
13 all t ght.w ster nuclear power 1910,in order to provide a more detailed Commlulon's Public Document Room
reactors. explanation of the requirements and to along with the response to the
RFFsCT1vt DATE: January 4.1962. obtain industry comments. Based on the comments (SECY 81-245. " Interim
FOR FVRTMcR INF0aMAtl0N CDetTACT; discuplons at the meetings and other Arnendments to 10 CFR part 50 Related

Morton R.Fleishman. Office of Nuclear comments received, the NRC revised to Hydrogen Control and Certain
R:gulator) Research. U.S. Nuclear the requirements and r.otilled the Degraded Core Considerations").
Regulator) Commission. Washington, applicants. licensees and construction The finallnterim Rule contains
D.C. 20555, telephone 301-443-5961. permit holders to this effect by a letter revisions to the proposed Interim Rule

,

SUPPt.tutNT ARY INFORMATsose On dated October 31.1980.ne letter and that reflect all of the applicable
3

October 2.1980, the Nuclear Regulatory revised requirements are included in comments including those (a) given in
,

Commission published in the Federal NUREG436. " Clarification of TM1 response to the notice of proposed
Register (45 FR 65400) a notice of Action Plan Reguirements."' rulemaking, and (b) generated during the
proposed rulemaking on " Interim On May 13.1981, the Commission regional meetings and in response to the
Requirements helated to flydrogen PLblished in the Federal Register (46 FR clarification letters of September 5.1980.
Control and Certein Degraded Core 20491) a notice of proposed rulemaking and October 31.1980. i

Considerations" (Interim Rule) inviting which proposed licensing requiremente Before discussing the t.omments and
| written comments or suggestions on the for pending operating licanae the specific revlalons resulting from the

proposed rule by Novcentier 3.19so.ne applications (OL Rule). The proposed comments. it should be noted that, while
notice concerned proposed amendments Ob Rule was based upon the i 50.44 has applied only to light. water i

to 10 CFR part 50," Domestic Licensing requirements described in NUREG-0*37 nuclear power with rirceloy fuel '

cf Production and Utilitation Facilities.- and includes, among othere, many of the cladding. the new amendments in the
to improve hydrogen management in requirements originally included in the interim Rule are not as limited and
light water reactor facilities and to proposed Interim RO published in apply to light. water nuclear power
provide specific design and other October 1980. reactors with either stainless steel or

! requirements to mitigate the !! cms originally proposed in the circoloy fuel cladding. The Commission
consequences of accidents resulting in a Interim Rule were: will be considering further modification
degraded reactor core. 1.1nerting of Mark I and 11 boiling of 6 50.44 during the long term

Thirty.five persons submitted water reactors (BWRs). rulemaking effort relative to
comments regenting the proposed 2. Design analyses for Mark !!! BWTts consideration of degraded or melted
cmendments. Although the comment and pressurised water reactors (pWRs). cores in safety regu.etion. part of this,

| period was scheduled to expire on 3. Dedicated hydrogen control long term rulemaking will involve a )
! November 3.19ho, comments received Penetrations. thorough reevaluation of hydropea l

subsequent to that date have been 4. flydrogen recombiner capability. genention and control, in the interim. 1

l,

c nsidered, with the latest comment 8. High point s ents the Commission wishes to leave in plect
letter being dated February 9.1981. The the esisting provisions of I 50.44 !

comments are part of the public record g,jpg,QQn*j,@m C|0 because of the requirements for dealing j
cnd may be esamined and copied in the ad Duniment conmet U S C. kleet Regulatwy With design basis accidents. Dese

|i

| Commission's Public Document Room at comm ..m w..bnsim o c asm include, for example, requiring:

|
' C-1 j
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Federal Regisler / Vol. 46. No. 231/ Wednesday. December 2,1981/ Rules and Regulations 58445.,

1. ne capability for mepuring expreped a renewed interwt la installation of etternal recombinerhydrogen concentrauons in providing a hydrogen control system, capability,containment,
other then prelnetting, fot its facility.

2 The capability for ensuring a mined Two poulble o tions. poet. accident High point,V,' ente in,3;gggReactor Ccolant
ctmosphere in containment, inerting and a eliberate ignition ,I.,,,, g g 44g,)g

3 The tspabihty for controlling system, could be considered for the
A number of commenters havecombustible gas concentrations in Mark I contelnment of thl6 facility.no remarked that there le no justificationconteinment following a postulated Commission has not received any for opplying the single feilure criterionLOCA. opecific proposal or entlyses for either to the design of (Se high po|nt vente?4. ne capability to deal with

of these hydrogen control eyetems.nus, Furthennore,it hos been su ested thathydrogen from radiolytic decompooltion it le concluded that, abunt any
of the reactor coolant and the corrosion proposed and luettfled allemative. the negative espects of the point
cf metals. (These have relene pre [nerting to required for Mark I BWRs. vente have not been edequate y
characteristice that differ fro:n those lfyermont Yankee (or othere) propose

considered and that. in fact, the vents
may increase the risk to the public.associated with mete!. water reaction ) en ettemative system backed up bF

In res onse to thesa comments, the6. That the combustible ses control e,ultable teste and analyses, the
systems conform with the general Comminton will review it. lf found single fa lure criterion requirement has
r;quirements of Cnteria 41,42 and 43 of
Appendia A of to CFR part 60. acceptable, the alternative systems been deleted, however, one espect of the

Seseral commenters have emprn ed would be permitted, either by criterion has been retained, namely, that

cont.em that the various ruelmekings ouWquent amendment or exemption to a olngle failure within the power and
this section. control parts of the reactor coolant vent

cunently being puroved by NRC should he proposed rule's deadline for system should not prevent isolation of
be Integrated. i.e., safety goal, degraded installation ofinerting systema has been the entire vent : etem when te utred.core considerations, minimum extended to account for delay in Also e sentence H been adde toEngineered safety features, sitir' and
smergency planning.The NRC e$ ares publiceUon of a fin 61 rule, ne rule has to9ulte that the up of the high point

f[gg[,"n'tunts not *aggrnate tbe challn}gthis concem. On October 16,1960, the eleo Wn changed to clarify that the
eregraph applies only to Mark I and !! C

Executh e Director for O ratione WRe, ' nelly, t e in e ulehas

brou be d la th
o coor inste es de ooli Hydrogen NomWner CapaW impfe au n$st ,in rnponn to

end .eleted rules.nis roup has H st.44(c)(3)(ll)) commente recch ed at regional meetings
completed its work an prepared a plan Severalcommenters hue with industry in September 1980,
to ensure future integration of these recommended that the proposed 3,gulatory notibility Actactivities.

I to 44(c)(3)(ill be modified to allow the
Numerow commenters have use of attemate meansof hydrogen In accordance with the Regulatoryquestioned many of the im

deles specified in the rule,plementationcontrol, such as intemal recombiners, Metibility Act of 1980. 6 U.S C. 605(bl.
indicating rather then to restrict the rule to the Commission hereby certifies that

thst they cannot be met for a variety of etternal recombiners. ne proposed rule this rule will not,if promulgated, have a
reasons such as procurement lesd time, was not intended to preclude thle significant economic impact on eneed for the design studies, evallebility alternative. In fact,if internal substantial number of small entities. ,

of acceptable equipment, etc.ne staff recombiners were present before or will his rule affects only the licensing and
,

agrees with these commente and has be installed in the future, this section of operation of nuclear power plants. Dem:de appropriate changet to the the rule would not apply since purge / compantee that own these plants do notimplernentation dates. reprepuritation systems would not be fell within the scope of the defmition of
Inrting of Mark I and 119WRs the primary intens for combustible aos * smell entitin" set forth in the
N M 'N3 N control.This section of the rule only Regulatory Menibility Act or the Small

Some commenters, particularly those applies to facilities that rely upon parge/ Businese bite Standarde set out in

associated with Mark I boiling weter y,pressurisation systems es the primary regulations issued by the Small Dusiness
reactors (ElWRs) questioned the means of controlling combustible gute . Administration at 13 CFR part 121. Since
advisabihty of requiring inerting of following a 1DCA. Based on entsting these companies are dominant in their

I 8044, all facilities must have either service areas, this rule does not fallcontainment and suggested that other
intemal or enternal recombinere or within the purview of the Act,hydrogen control options be permitted.

This inue has been extensively
purge /repressuritation systems for Accordmgly, notice is hereby given
controlling combustible gases followingreviewed and discussed among the a LOCA. For those BWRs which are

that, pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act
Commiulon. NRC etaff and industry inerted and which rely upon purge / of 1954, as amended, the Energy

Reorgantration Act of1974, ee amended,p:rticipants. Numerous reporte and reprepuritation for combustible gas
letters base been written and many control, the intent of the rule is to and section 553 of Title 6 of the United

the lasue. Considering the information
requite that they be provided with either States Code, the followlog amendmentemeetings held in order to thoroughly alt

to 10 Cm part 50 are published as a
internal recombiners of the espebility to document subject to codification,previously developed, the Commission install enternal recombiners.

continues to beheve that it would be it should also be noted that this PART $0-DOMESTIC LICENSING OF
i

prudent, pending completion of the long section of the rule does not require PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATIONterm rulemaking on degraded core actualinstallation of eaternal FACILITIEScoohng, to require that all Mark i and il recombiners; rather,11 requires only the
DWR contamments be provided with an capabihty for ir.stellation. To svold 1. The authority citation for part 50inerted atmosphere during normal confusion, the rule has been clarified to reads as follows:operations. Ilowes er, one utility indicate that internal o combiners are Avtl.ority: se s 103.104.161.182.163.169.(Vermoni Yankeej has recently an ecceptable alternahve to the

te stat. satt s37. 64s. 953. 954 956. 9'A se
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emanded 142 U.S C tte3. 21M. tact stet. - .penettatime used for enlemal
380s. Base). peo. 301. act aus. M Sist.1M8 recombhere must either be: t

otherwin nowd. secuen so.re etee sawd
IA) d'dl0*ted to ht wrvloe only. IlMe.1 tee les U 5 C. seet. eML steel. unless

under sec.1et es Stat. ese les U.S C Fl68). conform to the requiremente of Criteria f

. sect 6ons so so,ec et etee tuwd under we. ' H and as of Appendia A of thle part,be |
See.O Sist.eM. es amended. let U.S c designed spinet postulated eingle |

steen. Sect 6ene se too.ac.tae leased under failures for contelnment toolation !

i
sec see. es sin en: les U.s C assen. yet the

urpoon, and be stred to setlefy'the
'Imend 4$.S$Ni$sIeuYiimmed [,"b n [ir" ''

meer we. att, as siet.ees.14: u.s.c
1:o 191.t6 so.ro,es.rt end es. rein e d e der ts) of a combined deeign for use by
sec. n a. m sisi. m o. n ee.nded.iet u.s c eitiier emiernai recombinero or pungel
mani:ll ud the news aferred k na e,pemuriseuen optoms and other
AM*ndica, eyetems, conform to the requiremente o.'

2. Section llo.44 of Part to le amended criteria H and 33 of Appendia A of thle

by revleing parastoph (c) to read as part, be deelsned egelnet postulated j

follows: single failurm both for contalomont i

leoletion purpows and for opretion of |

1044 eunderdHer osmiswHhie get h outemalrecomblnere et purge / !

oenwel optemin eght wowe seemd p ww repressurisation eyelems, and be olaed |
'"*""*" to setlefy the flow requirements of the j

ontemal recombiners or purge j* * * * '

1)ror each belling or preneurtied reptmurissuon enkme. <

I,, t.weier nuclear power ructor fwled (iii)To provide in ved opastional
th oxide pellete within cylindrical capability to meinte adequate onee

. sitcaloy cladding. It shall be shown that cwlks fonowmg u accideM.by b
during h time period followinte ,,nd of the first scheduled outage

Ipostulated LOCA but prior to onective beginning after July 1.tesa and of
ioperation of the combustible ye control sumcient duration to permit required

syst:m. either:(i) An uncontrolled modifications, each light. water nuclear .

hydropn.onypn recombination would power reactor shallbe provided with i
not take place in the containment; or (ii) high point vents for the reactor coolant i

the plant could wiktend the system, for the mactor vmel bead, and |
consequences of uncontrolled hydrogen- for other systems required to maintain |
Cmygen recombineuen withoutloss of adequate core coclingif the :

eafety function. eccumulettte of noncondensible gases i((2)If the conditions wt out in would cause the loss of function of these
!rearoph (c)(t) el thle section cannot systems. (High point vente are not

ohown, the containment shall be required however, for the tubes in U. !

iprovided with eninerted or en oxygen
tube steam henerators.)'!he highremotely operated kint. deficient atmosphere in order to provide 1j ,,g, ,,,g m

protction against hydrogen burning and ,the control room. Since these vente form ii

explosione during the time period a PM M h mockr codeM propure ;

specified in paragraph (c)(1) of thle boundary, the design of the vente and î

"CU""'
withetending paragraphs (c)(1)

associated controle, instrumente and
h (3) Not power sources mut conforte to the i

aquirements of Appendia A and
() t we e4 or e months . Appendia B of thle part. la particular..efter initial criticality, whichever le h vent enum shoH be doigned 2 |I let:r. en inerted atmosphere shall be ensure a low probability that (A) the

provided fu each boiling 1. water :vente will not perform hit oefety
!nIclear poner reactor wt a Mark I or functions and (B)there would be
?

. t,Ih$e o ,,,, ,f eduled, vent. rurthermore. ihe ose of these venie :
inadvertent or trnversible actuation of a

16 I
,' I

U " i *'
e ou iclent t on to treq red d["8 "" fe t 1e#8e o .88"modificetiona. each light water nuclear
Power reactor that rebee upon a puty/ $"g'[*I "' N C*** *g' [

I

repressurisabon system as the primary
me:ns for controlling combustible genes

I
* * * * * :

following a LDCA shall be provided - Deted et Wuhtngton. D C this !sth cey of
with either an internal recombiner or the . N,vemter test.

.'
capability to install en eaternal For the Nucint Regulatory Commission.
tectmbiner following the etert of an
accident.We internal or esternal 8**"II NIk'
recombinere must meet the combustible McMoryo/sh Comm/mion
gee control requiremente in paiegraph pg ,3 ,r m .,,no,q

>

(d)of thle section.ne contelnment m com m
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7 CFR part 1135 commente received oney be enemined la noctore, peticularly prusurised light.
; the Commlulon*e public Docunient weter reactor facilities with ice

loocket No. AO MD A11 Room at 1 Fir H Street NW. condenaw type containmente and
- Milk in the Southw tstern Idaho- Wuhington. D.C. boiling tight. water reactor facilities with

E: stern Oregon M irketing Area; eWPPLEMe W ahy M 0nMaf Der: W Mark III type contelnment, to witheland'

Decielen on Prope bed Amendmentele occident at nree Mile Island, Unit 3 an accident with the concomitant

(TMI-2) ded reactor core, e concomitent
peuration oflarge amounts ofroulted in e severely damagedMarketing Agreem rnt and Order

or degra nydsegen, such as the type which
Correction relene of redlooctive meterkt to the occurred at nroe Mlle loland. Unit t.

| In TR Doc. al-2 68, appearing et primary coolant optem, and a fuel ('!M1-3). As a roult, three new
'

p:ge 01400 in the 11 kue of nursday, cladding weler ruction which Moulted amendments to h regulatione em being

December 17.1981. the citellon in in the generation of a large amount of propo6ed for public conanent.

p:rentheses inline 12 and 13 of the hydrogen.ne Nuclur Regulatory
g g, gen Control for Mark !!! BWReHydro

setorfd paragraph i f column two on Commlulon bee taken numerous g,g , pyg,
p:ge tieto should eve reed. "(44 FR octions to correct the dulgn and g g,'gggg
33s73)". operationallimitettone revoled by be

occident. included in thou actions are it le proposed that boiling water

** * '"'' "_ . ___
-

intended to improve h hydrogen type conkinmente and prenurlsed
poveral rulemaking proceedings twetor (BWR) facilitin with Mark m

_ . . _ _

CUCLEAR REOULATORY control capabliity of light.weter nuclear water reactor (PWR) fec!!! ties with ice i

COMMISS10ed Power reactors. De October 1.19e0, the condenser type containmente, for which ,

Nuclear Regulatory Commission construction permits were issued prior

10 CFR Part 60 published la the Federal negleter (48 FR to Merch as. lers, be required to istall !

eMee) e notice of proposed rulemaking hydrogen control eyetems capable of .
'

| lnterim Requiremente Fielsted to on "intwim Requiremente Related to accommodating an amount of hydrogen
Hydrogen Control Hydrogen Control And Certals equivalent to that generetnl irom the

r mection of 765 of h fuel claddi
Defe)eded Core Conaldwouom' (Interim (ourrounding the active fuel reglo with

!
asseecy: Nuclear Regulatory g, .he notice concemed proposed
O'*'"I" emendments to 10 CFR Part 80. weter, without loss of contelnment*

f ACTecec Propo6ed rule. " Domestic Uconsing of production and his new requirement is being ;

lategrity, lated u a tuult of ofety inuteUtilisation FacGities." to improve
contembringlicencing nylews of newThe Nuclear RegulatoEng its hydrogen management in hght.watw

'
' eussesAny:

raiwdCommlulon is consideri emen ,
'

regulations to improve b) en control reactor facilitin and to provide spec 1Ac les condenter and Mark m plante. In j

capability during and following an deelen and other requirements to these nylews, it has become clear that

accident in lisht. water reactor facilities. miti ete the consequences of accidente addluonalprotecuonle required to
ne amendments would require me nas la e degraded mactor com. provide apurance that large amounts of'

On March as,2001, the Commiselon b drogen can be safety accommodated' improved hydrogen control eyetems for
bolling weIw teactors with Muk m type published in the Federal Regleter (48 PR b thwe plante.no particular type of j

containments and for preneurised water 18045) e notice of proposed rulemaking b a control system to be telected

reactore with ice condenset type on "Ucenelng Requiremente for pending le to the dlMretion of the applicant ;

containments. Alllight.weter nuclear Construction permit and Manufacturing or licensee: bowever,it snust be found
MoonH Applications." ne nouce eeooptable by the NRC bened uponpower reactore not rely pon an

inerted atmosphere for en control proposed a set of licenelng requiremente , guitable programe of expwiment and ,

ePP icable to construction permit analyele.he selection should belwould be required to show at certeln ,,

ortant talety systems must be able applications that stemuned from lessono supported by comparative analyses of
| imdunction during and foUowing learned from the 30-8 scoldent. On alternative eyetems to show theirt,

|
hydrogen burning. May 18,1981, the Ceaunteolon publiebed relative advantaan and dindvantages.'

An the Federal Regleter (40 FR 30491) e nose comparisono are to be submitted
CATse: Comment perim! expires notice of proposed rulemakins on as part of the analyses required under
Fsbruary 22,1982. Commente received

"Ucensing Requiremente for Pondi$ 6 30.44(c)(3)(vi). At present, a
after th t date wiu be conaldered if it le Operating Ucense Applicet!ons"(O distributed lenitor system hee been
practical to do so, but assurance of

Rule). found soceptable for the Sequoyah plant
conalderation cannot be given except as As a moult of the various activities with an lee condenser contelnment, but
t3 commente received on or before that and considereuone relative to the as an latwim solution while the
date. October 2,1000 notice the Commisalon b n control metterle studied
Pen PUnmen empnesaften 00mAeft decided to split thelatwim Rule into er. A poet.aocident inerting system
Morton R. Fleishman. Office of Nuclear two parts. One part was to be included has also been discussed for the ice
R:gulatory Research. US Nuclear la the O!. Rule. De other part. limited condenser and Mark m contelnments.
Regulatory Commiselon. Wuhlagton, only to hydrogen control, was to be Whatever eyetems are finally proposed
D.C. 20555, telephone 301-44 beast. leeued senatetely.De details of this and approved for the long tem,large
Aeonese: Written comments or split are described in the companion amounts of hydrogen must be safely
suggestions for considettion in Federal Regleter notice publiebed os accommodeled, and opwetion et the
connection with the proposed Decembw 3. test (48 FR 64444) system, ettbar intentionally or
amendmente should be submitted to the conserning hydr'open control plated to inadvertently, must not further
Secretary of the Commiselon. U.S. inerting. hydrogen recombiner capability aggravate the course of an accident or
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. and high point vents, endanger the plant during normal
Weehington. D.C. 30655. Attentf ore mie Commiselon bas eleo been operatione. The amount of hydrogen to
Docketing and Service Branch. Coplw of conaldwing the ability of alllight.welw be usumed in the design of the

.
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hydrogen control system is that amount and control. nese include the analysis of knowledge of the probabilities of
gent rated by assuming that 76% of the of accident sequences, the chronology of hydrogentroducing accident scenarios,
fuel cladding surrounding the active fuel hydrogen and steam injection (from the the environmental conditions during a
region reacts with water The 76% is primary syste m into contaltiment), the hydrogen burn, and the effect this
judged to be representative of the analysis of operations to recover environment has on different equipment,
masimum amount of hydrogen hkely to coolability, and an assessment of The Commleston will develop
be generated in an accident in which the equipment survh ability. nese studies " survivability" criteria which are
threat to the containment le limited to are espected to reveal the advantages intended as an interim step to assure the
the threat posed by the combustion of and disadvantages of verlous hydrogen quality of resential equipment until ,

hydrogen. Events with metal water control systems, including those that enough Information is accumulated from
reactions in excess of 76% are judged to involve deliberate burning of the ongoing research to suitably define what *

be associated with core. melt accidente hydrogen within containment. Based on equipment performance standarde are
which could pose a threat to the state of technology as of August appropriate. After sufficient information
containment greater than the 1981, the Commission believes that is developed, the Commission may
combustion of hydrogen.nla 76% value control methods that do not involve propose long term standards that are
also appears to be reasonable because it burning provide protection for a wider more stringent than the shorbterm or
is sufficiently greater than the fuel spectrum of acc! dents than do those that '" survivability" standard being proposed.
cladding. water reaction analysed to involve burning. The differences in concept between
have occurred at TMI-2 to provide a As a re* ult of the revisw of the equipment demonstrated to meet the
consen stive estimate for the cladding ocuocrate tInition sydems installed at * survivability" standard and equipment
reaction that may occur during a TM1 Sequove.h ard Muire, the staff has that meets the "quahfication" standard

identified issues which need to be are described beluw. The Commissiontype d(graded core accident. lt is
expected that the 76% value will permit investigated further. A spectrum of specifically seeks comment on the use of
plants that are either completed or are degraded core accident scenarios, the two step approach for defining
well along in the construction stage to including those which may lead to equipment standards, the " survivability"
have a hydrogen control system added inadvertent suppression of combustion and "quahfication" standards
without the need for mejor in the lower compartment due to a themselves, and proposals for
modifications to their containment steam rich atmosphere, and several implementation schedules developed on
structures. Research now in place will, hydrogen combustion phenomena are a wellinformed basis. Equipment
over the next several years, yield data continuing to be reviewed. In addition, required to be qualified (Eql and
on the likelihood of termination of there is incomplete verification of equipment for which survivability must
sequences with large amounts of analytical models and equipment be demonstrated (Es) can be compared
cladding interaction, survivability.These issues are being u foHowo

addressed in ongoing research by NRC (a) EnvironmentolConditions-Thene Commlesion would particularly and the nuclear industry, ne environmental conditions under whichwelcome comments on whether the Commission concludes, based on Eq must operate would be calculatedpercent of fuel cladding that reacts with available information, that the issues using a model that has beenwater should be less then, equal to, or are sufficiently resolved to warrant demonstrated to be conservative bygreater than the 75 percent value being interim a proval of deliberate ignition . com arison with numerous experimentsproposed for use in the rules covered by
P "'''quind and y a long history of usage. For Es,thie notice. Supporting analyses, as ('['n, ' " "'

Com sion s re the calculational model contains someavailable, would also be welcome. In individuallicensing roceedings and e nservatisms, but the les el of
Owners of Mark til BWR's now under in the section of this t e on analyses asmance is gennaUy not comparaMeconstruction have been surveyed by the

($ 50 H(c)(3)(vi)) that studies of to that for the Eq model due to a lack ofNRC staff to determine the effect on alternative hydrogen management available experimental data fortheir plant designs of the requirement systems be performed prior to the long. wificaHon.that they do not exceed ASME Service krm approval of any particular method, b. Testing Conditions-For Eq theLevel A Limits or the Service load
Category during inadvertent full inerting Standards for Safety Systems and test conditions would be more severe
of a post accident inerting system.nis Components That Must Function Durlog than the environmental conditions due
survey was conducted because it post. or After Hydrogen Burn [Sec. to extra margins added to account for
accident inerting system (rather than a 50.H(c)(3)(v)] uncertainties in the test environment,
distributed ignition systein) was thought The Commission is considering a two. Inaccuracies of the measuring devices.
to be the preferred approach for the step approach to address quahfication variability of the test specimens, etc. For
Mark Ill containments. Based on their of essential equipment during and after Es, the test conditions need not preside

responses, the' Commission has a hydrogen burn. As a first step, margin beyond the conservatively
concluded that there would be no es6ential equipment must be calculated environmental conditions.
significant impact in specifying these demonstrated to " survive" the hydrogen c. Operobility-Eq and Es would both
requirements for inadvertent full burn and continue to be sble to perform be required to perform the!r functions
inerting. Modest deviations from these its safety function. In this contee, the during and after being exposed to their
ASME criteria will be permitted if good equipment would not have to meet the respective test conditions,
cause is shown. A comparable survey more rigorous standards of the NRC's d. Pe @rmance--During and following
was not conducted for ice conJenser equipment qualification program but a a test Eq would be required to perform

- plants bet ase the distributed ignition different standard as defined below. As to specifications determined by accident
system apparently is the approach a second step, the Commission would analyses performed prior to the test;
preferred by the owners of these plants, require " qualification" of essential however, for Es, a relaxation of these

There are ongoing programs of equipn ent, specifications would be permitted, as
reasearch in a number of areas of The Commission feels a two. step defined on a case by case (e g., more

hydrogen generation. release, burning, approach is justihed in light of our lack instrument drift would be tolerated

Ib2
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during a hydrop n burn than during hydrogen control enessures. Many short of primary s cuel melt.through
normal operations). commenters indic sted that the with available recosery techniques. ,

Another possible difference is the desctlption of the design analpes was in the second approach, a base
criteria used to 6 elect test specimens, riot prec.lse enough to elicit the desired 6equence would be chosen by the
e 3., individual type testing for Eg versus nsponse. Furthermore. Several Commission bued on its significance
generic testing for Es. It should also be commenters have suggested that it is and characteristics from the standpoint '

noted that if the test condition for F for inappropriate to base a regulation of hydrogen threat. Key uptcts of this
a LOCA can be shown to enveloprogenrequiring hydrogen control design scenario would then be parametricallyet e *

'

redicted test condition for a by studies in view of the fact that varied, by the licenses. in determiningurn then the L.OCA quahfication test unambiglous event descriptions and the acceptabiitty of the hydrogen control !would be fficient to demonstrate acceptance criteria are not supplied. We system or the contelnment responsa. !
Conuninion agrus with then %Is would provide a wider range thanI re u rement would apply to all umments in part. As a roult, the that of the selected base sequenceBWRs an PWRs, for which Commission intends to provide alone.The acceptabihty of the analysesconstruction permits were issued prior supplementary guidance concerning used in this approach wculd depend onto htarch 28,1979, that do not have en -

in:rted containment atmosphere for acceptable procedures that should be the selection and range of the
h)drogen control. That is, plants for used, both for design of the hydrogen parameters being varied. The range

ossibility that control syskms pn | M[cM3XN fot must be chosen to include the effects oftyhich there exists the{ hydro en can besubstantial amounts o the demonstration of equipment physically realistic degraded core
burned in the containment wi | be survis ability per l 50 44(c)(3)(v). and for

accident scenarios with recover). If
covered by the proposed new the analysts of containment structural

licensees have determined that becau6e
nquirement. f alety systems provided integrity,

of their own plant design another
on these plants that are needed (a) to The Commission is consIdering three scenario pretents a greater risk than the
shut down the teactor and bring it to different approaches concerning the ed bud M N mano
cnd maintain it in a safe cold shutdown supplementary guidance to be provided presenting the greater risk should be
condition, and (b) to prevent loss of for performing the analyses. In all of chosen for parametric study.Thecontainment integrity, must meet the these approaches, licensees are not

variables and values studied should be"sursivabihty" criteria in the near term restricted to the specified scenarios. lf
determined on a case b case besloFand may be required to meet because of unique plant design features,

" qualification" criteria in the long term. Other scenarios are known to present a depending on the particular scenario.

Thus, for example. if a distributed greater risk than those identified by the Table !! npnsents a pnhminary hst of
igniter s) stem la selected for controlling Commission, the analysts should b, pHameln vadations that appen to
large amounts of hydrogen, the bued on the sc'enarios known to provide reasonable extensions of a p%,R
applicants er licensees must assure in present the greatest risk. For example, if small. break scenario (Item t of Table f).
the near term that the specified safety for a particular plant an intertnediate A corresponding BWR list has not yet
systems can survive and continue to break LOCA results in a greater risk been prepared.
perform their rieeded safety functions than the scenarios in Table 1. the in the third approach, the Commission
during and following hydrogen burnin( licensee should base his calculations on would use a set of accident sequences
in the long term the equipment may be the intermediate break LOCA scenario, as in Table 1. and perform analyses

,

I required to meet a more stringent in the first approach, the Commission which would define a reasonable
| equipment qualification standard. would identify accident se uences or envelope of time histories of hydrogen
| considering the environmental effects of acenarios which are found y and steam release rates into the

hydrogen burning. If no new hydrogen probabilistic risk assessment techniques containment building. This envelope
control system is required, as is likely to to be significant contributors to the definition could be based on variations

likelihood of core depadstion and thus in the progrestion of different sequencese ntain nts these op 11 n a ose a significant hydro en threat. The and/or variations due to uncertaintieslic:nsees would still have to ptform ficensee would then perform analyses,within a particular sequence.Theanalyses to:(1) Show containment
structural integrity, as defined in using these sequences, to determine the envelope of hydrogen and steam source
l 60 44(c)(3)(lv) can be maintained; and time variation of the hydrogen and terms to the containment would then be

skam nicase ntn to the containment provided to alllicensees for use in(2) assure that the specified safety
systems can continue to perform their building The analyses,which would subsequent analyses. This approach
needed safety functions during and . Include the failure enumptions of the would avoid the need for case by. case
f llowing hydrogen burning and local different scenarios as well as the sequence analyses using codes like
deionations. ne new criteria for certain accident recovery phase and allowances MARCil and involving extensive
identified cuential systems are needed for uncest.J..tles, would provide the iterative review of the MARCH analyses
because the environmental pressures pressure and temperature histories to with the Commission. The intent would'

and temperatures anociated with which the containment would be be for the Commission to provide
hydrogen burning and local detonations exposed. Alist of possible accident hydrogen and steam source terms
can be more severe than the conditions sequences being considered under this generic to each reactor type (BWR or
for which the equipment has been approach is given in Table 1. The

FWR) and let the licensees' and NRC's
previously quahfied. scenarios include the production of ensuing attention be on the containment

substanual amounts o drogen as pad analysis. (ne staff intends to publishAnal)ses [l 50 44(c)(3)(vi)] of core. melt sequences, t ey were for comment these generic source termThe pro osed interim Rule reg'ilred selected, based on experience and
th:1 for el{pWR and D% R plants, engineering judgment. because they are analyses during the comment period for

except the Mark I and 11 BWRs. design the more probable severe accident this proposed rule.)

analyses must be performed for new sequences which could be terminated

!
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TAata L.-Accor.wt Stousuces LLApowe 70 a performed to aucu the effectiverine of these plants do not fall within the scope !
'

SeownicAert Hronoosu THntAt alternative systems, of the definition of ''small entitles" set
3. Effect ye [one year after the forth in the Regulatory riexibility Act or .

'

' ',",,"$d$W '.'e' *as*"ione see'"'""'effective date of b rule) or the date of the Small Businese Sl e Standards set""'"
e

t t,-=-e == in,e-e , losuance of a licen6e authorittry out in regulations luned by the Smell |

s Yi w wye e,en"emow ma e operation above $ percent of fuu power. Businen Adminlettation at 13 CFR Part ;N** #

e e. , is - whichever is later, edditional analyses. 121. Since these companies are
saa e 'v=wa =* '*ea= ==ma ** ==e=wv described under item 4, would be dominant in their service areas, this !

g ''.',,','sjc0 ",,",,*,,*e,,"*O , goe required for BWRs with Mark 111 type proposed rule does not fall within the, !*

e=ran containments and PWRs with ice parview of the Act, !
'

* M,0,,"*",*ge"*,' '"""'' ** condenser type containments, to show Accordingly, notice is hereby given
that safe shutdown will be usured and that, pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act i

contelnment structuralintegrity of 1954, as amended, the Energy
TAatt it.-PARAasetnic VAMtADoods oF A PWR maintained during degraded core Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, i

SedALL Bat Au Sct meno accidente, and section 553 of title 5 of the United I

4, Owners of all other contalnmente States Code, adoption of the following I

y would be requlted to perform and amendments tolo CPR Part 50le !
couwwa submit by [two years after the effective contemplated.new w % y,,,, , g

'*"e". **".",7 date of the rule) or the date ofissuance i',***",,' = ase, , . ,

g,8 of a license authorizing operation above PART 60-DOMESTIC t.lCENSING C F ,

5 percent of full power, whichever is PRODUCTION AND UTILlZATION
'

laten (i) Analyses to assure that during FACILITIES |e e ,e
degraded core accidents containment !w'*

","W"' structural integrity will be maintained; 1.The authority citation for Part 50 ;"** '**''

a v .. s eawai e-ee wa and (ii) equipment survivability reads as follows: -

" ' * * 88"''*
'",,.,".f*'"

analysee to eseure continued Authority: Sees.10s,104,1st, lat.1st, las, i'"

conteinment integrity and oafe - as Stat. 93e. est,94a 963,964,966, esa, mae .!mo C-=*'w' "' *C e=== shutdown capability, Rese degraded amended (42 U.S.C. 2133,21M, taos,223a,

7,"e"" core eccldents will be asoumed to 2233,123u); seco. 201,302, aos, he Stat.1243, ,

produce hydrogen relewee to the 1244, tree (42 U.S C 6 41,6642,66461, unine !'a==
eeuwise noted. Section Ett also twued' ' ' ' " ' containment resulting from the ,

[ews containment reaction of u to and
under sec.122, De Stat. 939 [42 U.S.C 2162). L

Secti na o so-Ett also luued under uc.
includ WE, of the fuel c adding 1M. se Stat. 964, ae amended;(42 U.S C

|
'*""*-

in he surroun ing the active fuel region with 12H). Sections 2106-40.102 luued under -

7C,g. w w men,e ,eweee may son, em ason is.7."@w ou,,,.see we e,i,,
water for a range of time periods ,,2 gas,30 Stat. 966: (42 U.S.C 1236)Jor the

'

Fe prod W ,mean WW forense seksee ews es peery consistent with the accident scenarios purposes of sec,123, es Stat. osa, as |
' ' ' * ' " " ' ' ' " " * " ' * ' * * ' ' analyzed, amended;(42 U.S.C 2273), t to 64!!)luved '

he Commlulon particularly The analyses requlted by this section under sec.1sti, es Stet. 940. (42 U.S.C |

welcomes comments concerning which 6erve two purposes. First, they support 2201[11), il 270, nr1 and 60.78 issued under ;

continued tellence on the laterim sec. teto, et Stet. 960, as amended; (62 U.S C

. requirements of this rule, Second, the gol[Qd the1,aws referred tola
'P * "

wellas ei er g results will be considered in a longer
, -

improvements or other allarnatives, term rulemoking on degraded cores, 2, In i 50.44, paragraph (c) is amended
,

!The oposed rule has also beert n su para sphs (3)(iv), ;
modifie i to clarify the types of anal see Paperwork Reduction Act hj',d ) (w,y,,, g }
required.ney can be greaped into our De proposed rule will be submitted

'

classes, depending upon contalnment to the Office of Management and Budget i 60.44 Standards for combustibio ese
a

design, as iollows: for clearance of the app'ication """'l 'Y'''m la 88M **'" #'''d P'**' .' " " ''''1. BWRs with Mark I and Il tTP' requirements that may be appropriate |* * * * *
containments are required to be inerted under the Paperwork Reduction Act j

by the companion rule on inerted (Pub. l. 96-511). The SF-83 ** Request for (c) * * '
containmente appearing elsewhere in Clearance,'' Supporting Statement, and (3)***
this issue. (Gee Table of Contents under related doeur.ientation submitted to (iv) Effective [one year after effective i

NRC Rules and Regulations.)There are OMB willbe placed in the NRC Public date of the rule), or the date ofissuance ,

no further analyses required of these Document Room at 1717 H Street NW,, of a licenu authorizing operation above |
plants. Washington, D.C. 20555, the material 5 percent of full power, whichever le ;

2. Effective [one year after the will be available for inspection and later, each boiling light. water nuclear i

effective date of the rule), or the date of copying for a fee, power reactor with a Mark III type
lesuance of a license authortring containment and each pressuriset light. ,

operation above 5 percent of full power, Regulatory flexibility Act water nuclear power reactor with an ice :

whichever is later, analyses would be In accordance with the Regulatory condenser type containment, for whlch a 1

'

required for BWRs with Mark 111 type flexibility Act of 1980,5 U.S C. 605(t>), construction permit was lesued prior to

containments and PWRs with ice the Commission hereby certifies that March 28,1979, shall be provided with I

condenser type containments to this rule will not, il promulgated, have a an acceptable hydrogen control system ,

demonstrate that the installed hydrogen significant economic impact on a justified by suitable programs of I

control system is adequate and will substantial number of small entitles. experiment and analysis, he hydrogen i

perform its intended function in a nis proposed rule affects only the control system must be capable of
manner that provides adequate safety licenstng and operation of nuclear hand!1ng an amount of hydrogen

,

margins. Analyses should also be Power plants.The companies that own equivalent to that generated from the !

l
i
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reaction of 7ts of the fuel cladding during and after being esposed to the I $0.44(c)(3)(li) will be maintained, and
surrounding the acth e fuel region environmental conditions created by the optems and componente necessary to
(escluding the cladding surrounding the burning (or local detonation) of establish and maintein safe cold
plenum s clume) with w ster, without hydrogen. He amount of hydregen to be shu:down and maintain containment
lon of containment structuralintegrity conside red is equivaler I to that integrity willbe capable of performing
(i e., steel containments must meet the generated from the reaction of 75% of their functions during and after being
requirements of the ASME Boiler and the fuel cladding surrounding the active esposed to the ens tronmental conditions
pressure Vessel Code, Section ill fuel region (excluding the cladding created by the burning of hydrogen.
Dnision 1. Subsubarticle NE-32:0. outrounding the p!enum )olume) with including the effect of local detonations.
Service Les el C Limits, except that water. nis requirement shall be nese analpes shall be completed and
cvaluation of instability is not required, effective as follow:: for eac.h bo(ling submitted as follow s: for each boiling
considering pressure and dead load light water nuclear power rea: tor with a light water nuclear power reactor with a
alone. Concrete containments must meet Mark 111 type containment and each Mark til type containment and each
the requirements of the ASME Boller - pressurized light. water nuclear power pressurized light. water nuclear power
and pressure Vessel Code, Section !!!, reactor with an ice condenser type reactor with an ice condenser type
Division 2. Subsubarticle CC-37:0, containment, on [one year after the containment, by lone year af ter the
rectored Load Category, considering effective date of the rule] or the date of effecthe date of the rule) or the date of,
pressure and dead load alone.nese issuance of a license authortring issuance of a license authoriring
subsubarticles has e been approved for operation above 3 percent of full power, operation above 5 percent of full power,
incorporation by reference tiy the w hichever is laten for es ery other light. whichever is laten for es cry other light.
Director of the Federal Register, A water nuclear power reactor that must water nuclear power reactor for which
notice of any changes made to the meet this requirement, on (two years these analpes are required, by [two
material incorporated by reference will after the effective date of the rule} or the years after the effective date of the rule)
be published in the Federal Register, date of Ipuance of a license authorizing or the date ofinvence of a license
Copics of the ASME Boller and pressure . operation above 5 percent of full power, authorizing operaUon above 5 percent of
Vessel Code may be purchased from the whichever is later, full power, whichever is later,
American Society of Mechanical (vi) Analyses shall be performed and Dated at Wuhington' D.C., this leth doy of
Ercineers United Engineering Center, submitted to the Director of Nuclear Decemt.er spot.
345 East 47th Street, New York, N.Y. Reactor Regulation for each light. water For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
10017, it is also available for inspection nuclear power reactor, for which a

Samuell. Chilk'at the Nuclear Regulatory Comminion's construction permit was inued prior to " ' ""Public Document Room,1717 H Street March 28.1979 to eyaluste the
NW., Washington, D.C.)If the hydrogen consequences oflarge amounts of I" D'*"" "8" "8 '*3

******8'8"'**control system relies on post. accident hydrogen generated after the start of an
Inerting. the containment structure must accident (hydrogen resulting from the
be capable of withstanding the reaction of up to and includmg 75

_ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _

increased pressure (A) during the percent of the fuel cladding surrounding CIVIL AERONAUTK EGOARD
accident, where it must not exceed the active fuel region with water)
Service level C Limits or the Factored including considerauon of hydrogen 14 CFR Part 250
Load Category (as previously specified control measures as appropriate. Each
in this paragraph) and (B) following analysis must include the period of (EDR-438; toonomie I *putatione Dooket
inadvertent full inerting that may occur recovery from the degraded condition. No. 396331
during normal plant operations, where it ne accident scenarios to be used in the
must not exceed either Service 14 vel A analyses must be acceptable to the NRC Denied Boar $ng Cc w astbn W
Limits (for a steel containment) or the staff. ne scope and implementation Compreenho Rm Ww
Service load Category (for a concrete requirements for the analyses for the December e.1981.
containment). Equipment required to various types of!!ght. water nuclear Aetwcn C vil Aeron iutics Board.
establish and maintain safe cold power reactors are as follows:

AcT>ost Notice of Pr1 posed Rulemaking.shutdown and containment integrity (A) For each bolling light.wster
must be designed and qualified for the nuclear power reactor with a Mark Ill susnesAnn ne CAB e initiating aenvironment caused by post. accident type containment and each pressurized com hensive revie v ofits oversalesinerting. Furthermore, inadvertent full light water n'cclear power reactor with and d nled boarding compensadon rulesinerting during normal plant operations an ice condenser type containmerit, as part ofits examin tion of consumermust tiot adversely cffect systems and analyses shall be performed that justify
components needed for safe operation of the selection of the hydrogen control hro'ection regulatfori

i prior to sunset,
e Board is seeking comment on, first,the plant. Modest deviations froro these system required by i 50.44 c 3)(iv).

Dese analyses shall be co(m)p(leted andeliminating all over1 mental oversight
in this area anf, seccnd, retalning the

criteria will be considered by the
Commission if good cause is shown. submitted by [one year after the present rules with mi difications. nts

(v) Each light. water nuclear power effecuve date of the rule), or the date of rulemaking is at the I cards initlauve,
reactor, for which a construction permit issuance of a license authorizing
w:s issued prior to March 28.1979, that operation above 5 percent of full power. DATat: Comments b) February 12,1982:
does not rely upon an inerted whithever is later, Reply comments by: 4 arch 9,1962,

atmosphere to control hydrogen inside (B) For each light. water nuclear power Cominents and oth rr relevant
the containment, shall be provided with reactor that does not rely upon an information received after this date will
systems necessary to establish and inerted atmosphere to control hydrogen be considered by the Board only to the
maintain safe cold shutdown and inside the containment analyses shall extent practicable.
maintain containment integrity that are be perfonned to show that containment Requests to be put >n the Service List:
capable of performing their functions structuraliritegrity as defined in January 7.1982.
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10 CFR PART 50, !

" HYDROGEN CONTROL REQUIREMENTS" |
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MtB Fedeckt Register / Vol.' 60, No.'17 / Friday. January 25, 1985 / Rules and Regulations
'

7 CFR Part 910 (s U.S.C. 553). because of Insufficient improve the capability of the indicated
time between the ditt when informati types of nuclear power reactors to

ILesnanRes.5001 became available upon which this withstand the effects of a large anwmt
regulation is based and the effective of hydrogen generation and release to

Lemone Grownin Californla and date necessary to effectuate the containment from an accident, as
Artsona;Umitation of Handling declared purposes of the act. inter sted occurred at Three Mile Island. ne new

Persons were given an opportuni to requirements will result in greaterAoswCv: Agricultural Marketing Service * Su mhin med n an Wws o h assurance that nuclear power reactorUSDA. - regulation at an open meeting. is containments and safety systems andACTIOes: Final rule, necessary to effectuate the d Isted components will continue to function
purposes of the act to make ese properly so that reactors can be safelyoutsatARY:This regulation establishes regulatory provisions effec e as shut down following a Three Milethe quantity of fresh California Arizona specified, and handlers h sbeen Island type of accident.

'" Pro M eand 6ec rio e d e riod h t v 11 e. arrectiva DATE: February 25,1965..

january 27-February 2,1965. Such action FOR PURTHER INFORMATION CONT ACT:
le needed to provide for orderly ust of Subjects la 7 Part 910 Morton p Fleishman. Office of Nuclear
m:rketing of fresh lemons for t! e period Marketing agree nts and orders, Regulatory Research. U.S. Nuclear
due to the marketing situation California, Arizon Lemons. Regulatory Commission, Washington,
confronting the lemon industry, DC 20555. Telephone 301-443-7616.
EATas: Effective for the period January - PART 010--( AM DED) suPPLEMEsetARY mr0RMATm
27-February 2,1985. Section 910 le added as follows: Back und
FOR FURTHER ledPORMAflON C00ff ACT:
William J. Doyle Chief. Fruit Branch, t 2 000 Regulauon 500. The Commission has taken numerous
FaV, AMS, USDA, Washington, D.C. He que ty oflemons grown in actions to correct the design and
30280, telephone 302-447-5975. California nd Arizona which may be operationallimitations that were

handled ng the period January 27 revealed by the accident at Three MitesupptaMeerTARY lleFORMATIOst his
finalrule has been reviewed under

1965, b February 2.1985, is Island, Unit 2 (TM1-2). which resulted in
establ e at 225.000 cartons. a severely dan. aged or degraded reactorSecretar3*s Melnorandum 1512-1 and

Executive Order 12291, and has been (S*ce -te, se siet. 31. os amended (7 U.S.c. core,in a concomitant release of
designated a "non major" rule. William not 4)) radioactive material to the primary
T Manley, Deputy Administrator, ted January 23,1985. coolant system, and in a fuel cladding- ;

Agricultural Marketing Service, han J. Doyle, weter reaction causing the generation of
|

certified that this action will not have a et/ng Deputy Director. hvit and Vegetabl, a large amount of hydrogen. Included in
significant economic impact on a Division Agriculturu/MotAttingSenice. these actions are several rulemaking
slbstantial number of small entities. [ilt Doc. 85-20so Filed 1-24-85; 8.45 am) Proceedings intended to improse the

his final rule is issued under asumes caos me.we tiydrogen control capability of light.
M:rketing Order No. elo, as amended

-

_, water nuclear power reactors.
Cm Part 910) regulating the handling f On December 23,1981, the
lemons grown in California and Art ns. NUCLEAR REOULATORY Commission published in the Federal
De order is effective under the COMMISSION Register (46 FR 62281) a notice of 1|

| AgriculturalMarketing Agieemen Act proposed rulemaking on " Interim
I 10 CFR Part 50 Requirements Related to flydrogenei1937, as amended (7 U.S.C. 74).

%) action is based upon Control." inviting written commenta or
Hydrogen Control Requirements suggestions on the proposed rule byrec:mmendations and inform ion

submitted by the Lemon Ad nistrative AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory February 22,1982. A notice extending

'
Committee and upon other allable Commission' the comment period for an extra 45 days
information. It is found th this action to April 8.1981 including editoriel

AC Final rule,
will tend to effectuate th declared corrections, was published in the
policy of the act. SUMMARY;De Commission is amending Federal Register on February : 5,1982 i

'Jhls action is cons!s nt with the its regulations to improve hydrogen (47 m 8203). The notice concerned
marketing policy cu tly in efft ct.The control capability for boiling water proposed amendments to 10 CFR Part
committee met publ y on January 22, reactors with MARK HI containtnents 50. " Domestic Licensing of Production
1965, at los Angel . California, to and for pressurized water reactors with and Utilization Facilities," which would i

c:nsider the curr t and prospective ice condenser containments. The have required that:
c:nditions of su ly and demand and amendments require improved hydrogen a. Each boiling water reactor (DWR)
recsmmended quantity of lemons control systems that can handle large with a Mark 111 type containment and
dremed advis le to be handled during amounts of hydrogen during and each pressurized water reactor (pWR)
the specified eek.The committee following an accident. For those of the with an ice condenser type contalrunent
reports the emon demand is good on above reactors not relying upon an be provided with a hydrogen control

| mid sizes id easier on the smaller and inerted atmosphere for hydrogen system capable of handling an amount
' larger si e of fruit. control, the rule requires that certain of hydrogen equivalent to that which

it is f thee found that it is systems and components be able to would be generated if there were at
impra 4 cable and contrary to the public function during and following hydrogen least a 75 percent fuel cladding water
intere t to give preliminary notice, burning. The rule also requires affected reaction without loss of conininment
cngsge in public rulemaking. and licensees to submis analyses to the integrity;
postpone the effective date until 30 days Comrr.ission in support of the previous b. Each bolhng water reactor and each
after publication in the Federal Register two requirements. The rule is needed to pressurized water reactor that does not

11- 1
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rely on an inerled atmosphere for which includes studying the effects of The 76 percent metal.wster reaction
hydrogen control be provided with hydrogen burning at higher chosen by the Commission is greater
safety systems needed to establish and concentration to determine effects on than that which occurred during the
maintain safe cold shutdown and equipment survivability. Furthermore. TMI-2 accident; however, the primary
maintain containment integrity that can with regard to optems and components intent of the rule is to require
function after the burning of substantial that must be abfc to function during and containment designs that can
amounts of hydrogen,and following hydrogen burning. the fact that accommodsta accider.t sequences in

c. Analyses be performed for the nil.: was shut down and maintained which hydrogen cembustion poses a
reactor cate orles mentioned above to in a shutdown cordition indicates that significant threat to containment
justify the h drogen control systems such systems and components did integrity. Consquently, the Commission
selected an to assure containment generally perform their functions beheves it is prudent to specify a alue
structuralintegrity and survivability of following the burn event. In addition, sufficiently greater than that which w$s
needed safet3 systems during a design improve .icn's that have been estimated to have occurred at TMi-2 so
hydrogen burn. . Implemented as a result of NRC that there will be an appropriate margin

it should be noted that the proposed directives have served to reduced the of safety, ne Commission feels
rule was not part of the separate,long. litchhnod of a degraded core accident. confident that there will be en
term rulemaking on degraded or melted With regard to IMRs with Mark 111 appropriate margin of safety. lhe
cores (the " severe accident rulemaking") containments and pWRs with ice Commission feels conhdent that the 75
fit whkh si, advance notice of proposed condenser containtnents, the percent value is representathe of a
rulemaking was published on October 2, Commission believes that these limiting case degraded core accident
1980 (45 FR 65474) and which was the containments can t.ifely accommodate (beyond which a core melt is expected
subject of the ', Proposed Commission
Policy Statement on Severe Accidents the burning in s single event (J the to occur under all circumstances).

and Related Views on Nuclear Reactor
hydrogen from about a 25 percent metal. Fir %Ily, the Commission sees no
water reaction.' However, since the significant benefit in reducing the metal.Regulation, published in the Fedeial
TMI-2 accident showed that a 45-50 water reaction to a level such as 50

Register on April 23.1983 (40 FR 16014). percent metal water reaction was percent for those plants having Mark Ill
General Comments possible, the Commission believes that and ice undenser containments since

Twenty-eight persons submitted it is necessary to enhance the hydrogen the basic de:Ign of the heretofore

c:mments regarding the proposed corstrol capebility for reactors with these chosen Igniter system would not change.

amendments. The comments and the types of containments and that new A number of commenters
SI'CY paper noted above are part of the regulations are required to ensure that recommended that ti e requirement for a
pubhc record and may be examined and the proper desip features are hydrogen control system be revised to
copied, for a fee,in the Commission's incomorated. Adoption of the final rule permit licensees the option of
Public Document Room at 1717 il Street, will also formalize Commission demonstratk.g analytically that
NW., Washington. DC. A summary of regulatory decisions currently being additional hydrogen control systems are
the comments and a comment nr.alysis applied on a case by. case basis in not necessary because ofintrinsic
cre also available for inspection and individuallicensing proceedings and design capabilities that reduce the
copying. for a fee. in the Public will provide the needed basis for likehhood of hydrogen generation.
Document Room. regulatory actions that cover licensing While it is tme t)..t design features to

The comments received have been and continued operation of the affected reduce hydrogen generation are
c:refully reviewed and evaluated during plants. necessary and desirable, the
preparation of this finalrule The final Several commenters stated that the 75 Ccmmission still believes that,in order
rule contains revisions to the proposed percent metal water reaction required 16 to cope with unexpected events, there
rule that reflect consideration of these be assumed for design and analysis is should be a solution to the hydrogen
comments.The commenters generally unreasonably high based on evaluation issue that involves design features that
provided meny specific commenta on all of the TMI-2 accident and analyses of ensure containment integrity, even if a
aspects of the proposed amendments. recoverable degraded core occidents.: large amount of hydrogen is generated
The following discussion represents a Thus, while measures to prevent the
distillation of the more significant 'ne b..i. for tw. bei.ef L cons.ined in SECY generation oflarge amounts of hydrogen
comments, ar>w propo.ed inien nydrogen controi are necessary and desirable, the

Numerous commenters suggested that Reprements for Sm.ll Containment ? lebruar) Commission believes that it is also
the imp!cmentation of the flydrogen at teso. which i ...i able for inspection .no necessary, depending upon containment
Control Rule should be deferred until II[c$m"'eIg','fm',*,Ncg,nus design, to provide measures to mitigateo h'

,,
the sente accident rulemaking (see wnhmeton. D c. the effects of large amounts of hydrogen.
above) when applicable research and % the fono-ina studie.. . .a.bie for Some commenters indicated that,

I probabilistic risk analyses (PRAs) will la'P'(ba" '' th' Co"'mi"'o"'' evbhc Document since the primary function of the
be c ampleted. The Commission agrees $,'"t[o,''$'E'/[,Mc','$",8,'",",y b containment Is to prevent excessive

' D A
with these comments relative to pWRs pure..ed from is, NRc/cro s.ies en;se.m by radiation doce to the public, the rule
with large, dry containments. Dry cathns (*nl 4*ouo should be modified to preclude the loss
c:ntainment designs have a greater NUREc/CR340. *A Method for the Analysis of of containment function rather than to
inherent capabihty to accommodaic [d",,'8't s . h. [* b'$ 'Ac Q('"'"' preclude the loss of containment''d $ C

| large quantities of hydrogen because of rebn,.ry m intergrity. The Commission oppreciates
their high design pressure and large Nukrc/cR-irio -An.ir ie or the nr,, u.se the fact that some nuclear plants are
volume, therefore, for these designs the I.I.nd Accident .nd Ahernstve Sequence. - designed with a multi building. muhi.
Commission believes that rulemaking l'au*'t * barrier concept that is intended to'

g,dM,,,,Nrdd$. ."'." d y' prevent the leakage of radiation bywith regard to hydrogen control can be ^ ' " * " ' -

s:fely deferred pending completion of R,,,, nts Re, s.jst isassubemned br th, diverse methods such as filtering and
,

NRC andindustry-sponsored research swr /s uAns in u drusen coni,oio.ner croup scrubbing mechanisms, plate outr
1
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enechanisms, and containment sprays. 50 44(c)(3)v) and (vi) of the rule Some commenters noted that in the
llowever, the Commission's safety appropriately. Supplementary Information
philosophy remains the sa me; namely. Many commenters indicated that they accompanying the proposed rule it was
the containment should be designed to believe the requirement that systems stated that the se'.ection of the hydrogen
remain intact loilowing a recoverable and components that can function after control system should be supported by
degraded core accident in order to a hydrogen burn be prosided for " safe comparative analysis of alternative
provide additional assurance that cold shutdown"Is unnecessary and is systems to show their relative
Gxcessive radiation will not be released. Inconsistent with the !! censing basis for advantagu and disadvantages. They
In other words, the Commission most operating plants which requires stated that this guidance is inconsistent
reaffirms its policy that the prevention only " safe shutdown".Those with Commisalon practice an.lle
cf excessive radiation dose to the public commenters felt that the safe shutdown unnecessary.They felt that the only
can best be assured by maintaining a criterion should not be an issue with requirements saould be a demonstration
leak tight containment and that this,in regard to hydrogen control, but that it that the selected system is suitable for
turn, can be provided by assuring that should be considered in another forum. Its intended applicatio1

d

d[8
e Commission ag'ees that thisl['n ijh' ' ' 8or e com enters aled at he s Y d guidance was inconustent withcriterion for containment structural

integrity is unnecessarily restrictive. pfa'the I'## ## " ##'#
t} qu r en o d ut o n operating reactors and reactors forThey stated that it should not be limited I b 1

to the provisions of the ASME Doller IIc'ensing basfs fo m ar$t i ,in fact' c opnahg Heenen an abod to W
issued in the near. term. In the final rule,end Pressure Vessel Code, but should g

permit the use of other methods such as g"fd sh tdo i 50.44(c)(3)(vi) has been modified toco ha b en e ed rom delete the implication that comparativerealistic analyses using ac tual material the rule; but the Commission notes that
analyses are required and te Indicateproperties.The Commission agrees with the issue of safe shutdown versus safe that the analysis is Intended to supportthis comment and has modified the rule cold shutdown has not yet been the design of the hydrogen controlin this regard. Section 50.44(c)(3)(iv) has resolved. The issue is expected to be
system tl.at is selected. Comparativebeen changed to indicate that addressed within the context of thecontainment structuralintegrity must resolution of Unresolved Safety lasue analyses of attemative systune are not

ecay fleet required.be demonstrated by use of an analytical
technique that has been accepted by the (USI) M '' Shutdown.D, which is theRemoval Requirements, Hydtr' gen Control SystemsNRC staff." The rule includes twp subject of current NRC r,taff effort. () 50.44(c)(3)(lv)|citernative methods as examples but

8 '
a tat s u esmay be a w to be ace plabl I te an licen w t} o li g w r actor

design changes logically follow after the (BWR) facilities with Mark Ill type'

wo I be ble fo u e wi te required analyses are completed.The containments and pressurized water

methods considered' some commenters Commission agrees.ne greatest relief,reactor (PWR) facilities with ice
It was suggested b

| that the rule should address only non, of course, has come by defering condenser type containments, for whichi

I inerted, small. volume. low. pressure implementation of the rule for PWRs contruction permits were issued prior to

containments since, for these with large dry containments. llowever. March 28, %79, ere required to install
'

containments,it would provide, at best, the rule has also been revised to specify hydrogen control systems capable of

ins!gnificant improve'ments in safety. that each applicant and licensee subject accommodating an amount of hydrogen

The Commission agrees for the reasons to the rule shall propose a schedule, to equivalent to that generated from the

indicated above; therefore, as indicated the Commission, for meeting the reaction of 75 percent of the fuel

previously,it has revised the rule to requirements. A final schedule for cladding (surrounding the active fuel,

apply only to Mark Ill BWRs and ice implementing the requirements shall be region), with water, without loss of

condenser PWRs. established by the NRC staff either in containment integrity.The particular

A number of commenters stated that accord with a previously approved type of hydrogen control system to be

the rule ignores those post.TM1 intergrated scheduling system or by selected is left to the discretion of the

suggested improvements which have accounting for the relative safety app!Icant or licensee; however, the NRC

been implemented and which reduce the priorities and required licensing actions must find it acceptable based upon

hkelihood of a degraded core accident. of each case. For those applicants about suitable programs of experiment and

| In the case of pWRs with large dry to receive an operating license the analysis.The design of the selected
,

| contalnmer ts, as discussed above, the hydrogen control system must be system must be supported by the )
| Commission b'elieves that the post.TMl installed and operational prior to analyses which are to be submitied as j

improvements, along with the inherent operation of the reactor in excess of 5 part of the analyses required under
strength of the containments,have percent power; however, a completed i 50.44(c)(3)(vi).The system that is

| Indeed provided sufficient safety to final supporting analysis may be proposed and approved must safety
permit the delay of any additional delayed provided a preliminary analysis accommodate large amounts of

rulemaking until completion of ongoing has been provided and found acceptable hydrogen, and operation of the system. '

research programs. by the NRC staff.Furthermore,if the either intentionally or inadvertently,
It has been recommended that in view NRC staff has previously determined for must not further aggravate the course of

of the small probability of occurrence of si:nitar plants referenced in this an accident or endanger the plant during
local detonetions as a result of various rulemaking that similar hydrogen normaloperations. As discussed
desi;;n features. the rule shodd permit control systems are acceptable, they previously, the amount of hydrogen to
licensees the option of demonstrating may, until the preliminary analysis is be assumed in the design of the
that local detonations. The Commission completed, also find the hydrogen hydrogen control system is that amount
agrees and has modified paragraphs control sy: em acceptable. generated when 75 percent of the fuel

li-3
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cladding surrounding the active fuel survivability approach would be buin conditions (or, other tests
'

region reacts with water, appropriate povided reasonable previously performed may be referencedAs discussed above, the limited * guidehnes are specified. In view of the || demonstrated to be apphcable) to
method proposed to demonstrate smaller likelihood of a degraded core reasonably assure the Commission that
containment structural integrity has accident as compared to a design basis the systems and components are
been expanded. Containment structural accident, whkh has been reduced quahfied to perform their functions |

<

Integrity may now be demonstrated by further by post %11 improvements, the during and following a hydrogen burn
use of an analytical technique that has Commission has decided to forego the %c demonstrations of survhabihty
been accepted by the NRC staff. For two step appreach previously described. accepted by the sisff for Sequo)ah and

.

example,imite element analysis is one %e Commission now believen,in view McCuire without more testing, analysisacceptable technique for use with the of the raent issuance of to CFR 60.40, or documentation are equivalent to
methods considered. One of the " Environmental Qualification of demonstrations of quahfication for aecceptable methods is the use of the Electrical Equipment importan' to hydrogen burn event, and the staff doesapplicable ASME Boiler and Pressure Safety," that there is no significant not require any other submittal from theVessel Code. However, the Commission difference between demonstrating licensees except for the previously
will accept other methods, provided that outsivability and demonstrating identihed confirmatory items.convincing evidence is preser)ted qualification. paragraph (f) of | 50 40 paragtaph 50 44(c)(3)h) applies toregarding their suitability. describes several methods, one of which those Mark Ill SWRs and ice condenser

Other changes from the proposed rule must be used, for quahfying electrical pWR that do not have an inertedtare the relaxation of the implementation equiprnent important to safety, For containment atmosphere for hydrogenschedule to one that has been mutually example, for those licensees which have control. At present, this includes allcgreed unon by the licensee and r.he already demonstrated survivability, as Mark 111 BWRs and ice condene, pWRs.NRC etaff, and the climination of the desc*ibed in the Supplementary since no applicant or licensee has as yetword " cold"in the phrase " safe cold informction of the notice of proposed elected to use the inerting op"an forshutdown." rulemaking for this rule on hydrogen these plants.The systems and
control re lremmts (46 FR 62281 Dec.Systems and Components 23,1981). t[e quahfication methods components that must be quahfied for a

|t so.44(c)(3)(v)] hydrogen burn are those needed (a) to
described in paragraph (f)(2) and (f)(4) shut down the rsactor and bring it toAt the time the proposed rule was
of | 60 69 could be used to show that the and maintain it in a safe shutdownissued for comment, the Commission systems and components have been

indicated that it was considerin a two, qualified. In this regard, the margins condition, and (b) to prevent loss of
step e proach to address "quah scation considered adequate for a degraded containment integrity.nese systems
(as de med below) of those systems and core accident are less than those

and components can be further
categorized as follows:components that must be able to considered adequate for a design. basis

function during and after a hydrogen accident due to the lower probability of a. Systems and components mitigating

th'.' Systems and components neededburn. For the reasons explained below, occurrence of a degraded core accident. "''9" " *** Ith' ' "id " -
the Commission did not choose this two- %e Commission now views b
step approach. As the proposed first " qualification" as the generation and I r maintaining integrity of the
step, there would have been a maintenance of evidence using tests and c ntainment pressure boundary;
demonstration that these systems and analyses to assure that systems and c. Systems and components needed
components could " survive".the components will operate on demand to i r maintaining the core in a safe
hydrogen burn and continue to be able meet system erformance requirements. condition: and
to perform their safe'y functioa.This In the case ofs hydrogen burn - d. Systems and components needed
step would not have entailed that these environment, this means that there must for monitoring the course of the
systems and components actually be be adequate evidence that systems and accident.;

qualified pursuant to NRC's components necessary to establish and As discussed previously, these ,
I

i qualification program. The proposed maintain safe shutdown and to maintain systems and components are described
second step would have entailed the containment integrity are capable of as bringing the reactor to " safe

i cctual"quablication"of these systems performing their functions during and .hutdown" rather than " safe cold
end components. The conceptual after exposure to the environmental shutdown." I urthermore, the schedule,

I differences betwecn systems and conditions created by the postulated for implementation has been c. hanged to
components demonstrated to be accident, including !be burning of one that has been mutually agreed upon
" survivable" and systems and hydrogen. Qualification may be by the licensee and the NRC staff.
components demonstrated to be -lemonstrated in a roanner acceptable to Fmally, the rule has been revised to
" qualified" were also described. the Commission using a combined indicate that the environmental

The Commission specifically sought approach of analysis and testing. T'aus, conditions to be assumed for a hydrogen
comments on the use of the two-step an acceptable thermal analysis would burn do not have to include the effect of
cpproach for defining standards, on the have to be performed for the local detonations if it is shown to the
" survivability" a nd " qualification" containment in order to determlae the Commission's satisfacticn that local

i

| cpproachee themselves, and on thermal response of the compenents detonaticna are unlikely to occur.
proposals for implementation schedules. during a hydrogen burn.Thir thermal

Analyses {l 50 44(c)(3)(vi)]There were n"merous comm9nts in response should then be co:npared to
response to this request. The the thermal response the components in the proposed rule the Commission
cverwhelming reaction was that the had during their quahrica' ion testing. included a description of three differentI

I two-step approach to reaching a The licensee should then demonstrate approachr s concerning the
survivabihty determination is that the quahfication thennai response supplementary guidance la be provided
unwananted and will unnecessarily envelopes the thermal re sponse during a for performing the required analyses for|

| cacalate the costs to industry. Many hydrogen burn. Selecte.f tests should the design of the hydrogen control
'

commenters felt that a straightforward also be performed at predicted hydrogen system These were (a) anal ses of3

IL4
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different accident scenerlos,(b) hydrogen rekase not covered by the generic analyses can be shown to be
chalyses of a single accident scenario analysis chosen: (2) steam inerting might applicable. It is believed that the
with variation of key parameters, and occur at some time during the sequence adoption of the above opproach will
(c) analyses using an '' envelops of time allowing large concentrations of eliminate the need for repetitive
histories of hydrogen and steam release h> drogen to develop;(3) the recovery calculation of accident scenarios.
r:tes" to be supplied by the erlod might produce an exceptionally Dissenting Viewe of Commlessio' naeCommission. The Commission requested arge butet of steam or hydrogen; and (4)

3,,,y,g;"'
comments oncerning which of the hydrogen might be released after the
approat.hes was preferred as well as loss of the ice heat sink. 1 vote to approve publication of the
suggestions regarding improvements or in the Sequoyah case, the applicant Commission a final hydrogen control
ether alternatives, broadened the stu; lies to include higher rule on December 10,1984, and I

There was no preponderance of rates of steam and hydrogen release and continue to support the version of the
wmments leaning toward e particular release after the Ice melted. The rule that was approved unanimously by

~

cpproach; however, the first two broadened calculations included the Commission on that date. Ilowever,
cpproaches appeared to have greater hydrogen releases rates as high as 6 lb. I cannot support the Commission's final
support. Furthermore, many commenters per second under representative steam rule being published today because of a
I;h that there should be flexibility in the conditions, with and without ice. it was significant sustantive change in the rule
approach to be used in the selection of shown that a representative selection of that was made by my colleagues at the
the accident scenation. lt was also scenarios would be bounded by the- eleventh hour,
suggested that the accident scenarios broadened release rates. including an The change adopted by the
should be considered in orhr of intermediate break LOCA with loss of Commisalon majority adds the following
Importance using PRA techniques. ECC (SiD), a small break I OCA with new sentence to the implementation

Based on the comments received and loss of containment heat removal (sic), provisions of $ 50,44(c)(3)(vil)(D) of the
in consideration of the improved 3 transient loss of main feedwater and rula:
calculational data base now available, loss of all AC power (Talh). and a

H n. the record Mhis tvlemaking
the Commission has decided to adopt transient loss of main feedwater, loss of shc . aat such preliminary analyses are not
the second approach: applicants and auxiliary feedwater and loss of the ECC necessary for a staff determination that a
licensees need not use the first or third (TaLD).The staff concluded that the plant is safe to operate at full power if the
cpproaches, coverage of these additional scenarios staff has determined for similar plants,

in the selected approach, a base was sufficient to assure that the referenced ia this notice of rulemaking. that
sequence will be identified by the hydregen associated with a sim!!ar optems provide a satisfactory basis
licensee or applicant based on the representative group of degraded core for a decision to support operation at full

unbl the Prehminary analyses havehydrogen threat to containment situations could be managed acceptably fun"complewd.
w

integrity.Kty aspects of tble sequence using the Ignition systems.
abould then be parametrie. ally varied by As another example,in the McCulte Under this provision, so long as the
the licensee or applicant in determining case i, hydroaen release rates up to 4 3 license applicant's plant is similar to the
tho acceptability of the containment Ib. per second under representath e Sequoyah and McCulte plants (the two
response. This will provide a wider steam onditions were considered and Ice condenser pressurized water reactor
range of parameters than that of the the sad releases were analyzed with plants referenced in this notice of
selected base sequence alone.The and without ice.The results were rulemaking with staff approved
teceptability of the analyses used in tble considered acceptable by the staff. hydrogen control systems) and uses a
cpproach depends on the selection and The staff has accepted ac. powered hydrogen control system similar to the
range of the parameters being varic'd, A Igniters without requiring a backoo . Igniter systems used in those two plants,
range must be chosen which includes power supply in the two example. :lted the applicant need not submit, and the
the effects of recovery from the above. This judgment was based upon NRC staff need not approve, a
degraded condition. lt is expected that the staffs perception that the preliminary analysis of the adequacy of
(ach applicant or licensee will review incremental risk reduction associated the hydrogen control system prior to the
its analytical approach with the NRC with provision of the igniter system full. power operation of the plant %e
staff and arrive at a mutually agreeable backup power supply did not warrant practical effect of this new sentence is
method for performing the analyses. the additional cost at these particular to deny intervenors in some nuclear

As an exentple. in the recent facihties. Provision of a backup power powerplant operating license
Sequoyah case , the applicant based its supply is not required by this rule. proceedings the opportunity for a8

initial analysis on an accident sequence It is apparent that applicants and hearing on the adequacy of the hydrogen
involving a small break LOCA followed licensees with conceptually different control measures and analyses
by loss of ECCS (SiD), with a typical reactors may have to address other supportmg interim operation of these
everage hydrogen release rate of about scenarios. The appropriate details for plants. The immediate purpose of this
20 pounds per minute, which the NRC Mark Ill llWRs, for example, are change is to bolster the Commission's
staff considered to be representative of currently being worked out through ktigatian position concerning the
the accident. Ilowever, several concerns interaction between the NRC staff and handling of hydrogen controlissues in
remained open. Among these were the applicants- one such proceeding-the operating
possibilities that:(11 Other scenarios Presiously approved generic or license proceeding for the Catawba

reference anul ses may be emplo>ed in plant-the only plant to which thismight present schedules of steam and 3
I cu of plant specific antayses where the sentence appears to apply,

s huntnooit. supptement No s. ' 5 rety There are t,wo problems with the
f.valgetmn Report selsted to the Ope elmn of *Nt'RFrkom Supplement No 7. %fety Commission's majority's Uctions that
Sequo).h Nuc. lent PlanL Umte I and L" Novemt.er E.alu.tmn Report Related to Operei.on of McGuire lead me to disapprove the revised rtde.
WhL An eilatale foe anapethun el the Commission 6 hu(lear Stahon Umla 1 and 1." May 19n3 Ave.latile
l'ut.lic Document Ilimm at 1717 H Street. NW., for myection at the Commis.lon e Putille Documen, I.trst. members of the public were not
u,.i.hinen o c a+n .t trit H sneet. Nw w..' men o c. afforded a fair opportunity to comment

I I.-f
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on the option of using the Commission's control contentions in the Cotowbo case maintain safe shutdown capability and
final hydrogen control rule as means to is inappropriate and unseemly, and containment integrity for reactor designs
elim'nate the opportunity to litigate the represents still another example of the in large dry containments are essentially
adequacy of hydrogen control systems Commission's hostihty to public the same as those systems and
and anal)ses in individust nuclear participants in our licensing components in the plants with ice
powerplant operating license proceedings. For the foregoing reasons. I condenser contaltnents. Similarly, the
proceedings. The Commission's cannot support the revised rule being potential for the generation of hydrogen jproposed rule published for comment on pubbshed by the Commission today. from a 75 percent rnetal. water reactionDecember 23,1981 would not hn e Apart from these concerns, there are is nsentially the same in plants witheffected the opportunity of intervenors two other ddclencies in the final rule large dry and ice condenser
12 obtain a hearing on the adequacy of that I would have corrected. llowever, containtnents. In addition, the systems
hydrogen control systems and anal) ses these two further deficiencies would not and components in plants w!!h large dryto support interim plant operation, and have led me to disapprove the rule. First, containments cre at least as susceptible
neither the Commission's proposed rule the rule is limited to boiling water to damage from a hydrogen burn

*

not the accompanying supplementary reacters with Mark !!! containments and produced in a 75 percent metal. water
information made any mention of this pressurized water reactors with ice reaction as are the systems andpossibility.To the contrary, the condenser containments, and fails to components in plants with ice condensersupplementary information on the include pressurtred water reactors with containments. In fact. given that largeproposed rule, although stating the large dry containments. For the reasons dry containments will have no requ| redCommission's general conclusion that set forth below,I believe that the hydrogen control system to cope withthere is sufficient information asailable portions of the rule dealing with large quantities of hydrogen, higherto warrant interim approval of equipment survivability and concentrations of hydrogen can bedeliberate ignition systerns for ice containment integrity should apply to formed in large dry containments beforecondenact plants, emphasized the need pressurized water reactors with large a random event ignites the hydrogenfor individuallicensees to demonstrate dry containments as well. than would be the case for plants withcertain plant specific elements. This rule establishes a 75 percent ice condenser containments and aincluding the ability of essential

metal. water reactor level as the prudent hydrogen control system.Thus, the
cquipment to continue to function during standard to be assumed for the design environmental conditions in large dryand after a hydrogen burn. Moreover, and analysis of hydrogen control containments could be more challengingthe supplementary information clearli systems that are necessary to ensure no than those in the plants with icerecognized that the adequacy of undue risk to the public health and condenser containments.hydrogen control systems for certain safety. A fundamental element in setting
types of plants (those with ice the 75 percent metalm ater reaction limit For these reasons,I would have

condenser and hf ark Ill containments) is is the assumption that sufficient applied the equipment survivability and
a significant safety issue affecting full- equipment will survive a hydrogen bum containment integrity provisiona of
power operation of these plants. Thus, or detonation to arrest the course of the

| 50 44(c)(3)(v) to pressurized water
the proposed rule when read together accident and thereby prevent a reactors with large dry containments as
with the Comm!ssion a degraded core accident from proceeding well. Additional resecrch may wsil be
contemporaneous practice of allowing to an accident involving melting of the usefulin confirming the accuracy of
case b case adjudication of hydrogen reactor core-an accident that could licensees * analyses on equipment
contro lasuas clearly did not put anyone involve the generation of much mote survivability and containment
en notice that the Commission might use hydrogen than would be associated with pe fo b hl'

tion 7tchthe rule to prohlblilitigation of this issue a 75 percent metal-water reaction. In ,e o Id no serve as an
in proceedings.The Commission, then, addition, the rule adopts as a principal excuse for delaying the imposition of the
effectively denied men,bers of the, public objective maintaining a leak tight [g9

'" ' bil d
the o portunity to comment on this containment following a hydrogen burn m nt i tegrity requirements of
signi cant aspect of the final rule. or detonation. the ruk for plants with Iarge dry

.

Second,it is inappropriate for the At the same time, the rule recognizr: C " '* I"* "" ' ''
| Commission to use this rulemaking in an that a hydrogen burn or detonation in Second. I would have resised the rule

affort to bolster its litigation position in the containment could damage to specify that the hydrogen control:

) the Cotowba operating license equipment. cables or penetrations in a systems te ulred by the rule be
'

; mceeding. ne Cornmission's interest manner that would impair or eliminate automatica ly initiated based upon plant
in using this rulemaking proceeding to the capability to arrest the accident or parameters deemed acceptable by the
restrict the case by.csse litigation of that would result in the loss of NRC staff.This change would have
hydrogen control issues only developed containment integrity. For thl rceson, eliminated the need to rely on operator
citer the Commission became aware of the rule requires in i 5044(c)(3)(v) that action to activate the hydrogen control
O potential liilgation problern in the licensees for plants covered by the rule system.
Cotowbo operating license proceeding demonstrate that equipme'nt needed to

Chairman Palladino's Statement oncaused by the Ucensing Board's refusal establish and maintain sr.fe shutdown

cdequancy of the Catawha hydrogen.
and to maintain contalmnent integrity Hydrogen Control Rulemakingb allow intervenors to htigate the
will survive a hydrogen burn. I have the following comments

| control system and analyses supporting These concems regarding the regarding the dissentir.g views of'

interim ope ation of the plant. 7ne survinability of equipment, cables and Commissioner Asselstine:| Commission is again tailoring a generic penetrations following a hydrogen burn
rulemakinig to solve a case speciLc apply wgh equal force to pressurized Notice of Proposed Ru/cmaAing
litigation problem. Further, this last. water reactors with large dry One of the purposes of rulemaking isminute effort to provide another basis containments The systerns and to address and resolve issues so thatfit rejecting the inters enor*a hydrogen components necessary to estabhah t nd they are not the subject of litigation in
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Irticular licensing cese e unless the Regulatory Analple amended. sec. 254. 63 Stat.1244, ee amended j

I'The Comml'sion has prepared amil rule prc,ldes for that result. '

e 2239 seis 2 is se i 22. l
With respect to the hydrogen control regulatory analysis for this regulation. 1244.1248. se amended (42 U.S C 5641,5642,

.

role, the Commission stated in the The analysis examines the costs and gat,) unless otherwise noted.
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking."The benefits of the rule as considered by the Section 50 7 el.o issued under Pub. L es-
Commission concludes. besed on Commission. A copy of the regulatory col, see. to,92 Stit. test (42 U.S C 5851).
available information, that the issues analysis is available for inspection and Sections ms7(d). 50.58. 50 91 and 50 92 also
cr1 sufficiently re.olved to warrant copying for a 1"ce at the NRC Pubhc issued under Pub. 1. 97-415. 9a Sta t. 2071,

interim approval of deliberate Ignition Document Room,1737 H Street, N.W., 20 3 (42 U.S C 2133.1239). Section so rs also

systems for ice condenser plants." The Washington,D.C. Single copics of the tesued under sec.122. as Sist. 939 (42 U.S C
2 eoe2 1e d

rulemaking notice also made reference anal)sie may be obtained from Morton i u d ukfrU
t; the deliberate ignition systems R.Fleishman. Office of Nuclear 2234 Sections so.tosso to2 else issued i

, installed at the Sequoyah and McGuire Regulatory Research U.S. Nuclear under sec. tes, as Stat. ass (42 U.S C 22381
pl nts. Regulatory Commission, % ashington, For the purposes of sec 2216e Stat.9sa, es

Regarding the Catowho opersting D C. 20555. Telephone (301) 443-7016- emended (42 U.S C 2273), il m10 (a). (b).

license proceeding, the intervenors were raperwork Reduction Act 1,CIgd r ec. 6 b.6e S' tat 94
8

,

placed on actual notice on at least two This final rule imposes Information amended (42 U.S C 2201(btl. Il 50.10 (b) andccrasions of the hydrogen control collection requirements that are subject (c) and so 54 are issued under sec.1811. Se
rulemaking. On the first occasion- to the paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 Stat. 949. as amended (42 U S.C 22o1(ih and
M:rch 5,1982-the Licensing Board,in (44 U.S C. 3501, et seq.) These il so.sste). so.se(b). so.7a 50.71,50.72. so 73.
ruling on pending petitions for requirements were approved by the and 50.78 are issued under sec.161o. 68 Stat.
Intervention, declined to admit Office of Management and Dudget. 950, es amended (42 U.S C 22o1(o)).

content!bns because the issue they Approval Number 3150-0011. 2. In i 50 44, paragraph (c)(3)is
cddressed was being considered in the amended by adding new parsgraphs
hydrogen control rulemaking.%e Regulatory Flexibility Act (lv). (v),(vi) and (vil) to read as follows:
second occasion ca'9e on December 1, in accoidance with the Regulatory
1982 in a second Licensing Board ruling Flexibility Act of 1980,5 U.S.C. 605@). I 50.44 Standarde for combustitdo one
ein contentions, whs.re the Board stated the Commission hereby certifies that sontrol syst*m iri aght water cooled powee

reactors,
that the hydrogen control rulemaking this rule will not,if promulgated.have a

* * * * '

directly addressed the intervenors' significant economic impact on a
h)drogen cyncerns, substantial number of small entitles. (c)***

I do not believe that issues which This rule affects only the licensing and (3) * * *
have been addressed in the hydrogen operation of nuclear power plants.The (iv)(A) Each licensee with a boiling
c:ntrol rulemaking should be the subject companies that own these pl mts do not light. water nuclear power reactor with a
of case-specific litigation. fall within the scope of the definition of Mark UI type of containment and each

"Small entitles" set forth 8.n the licensee with a pressurized light. water-

Coverageof theIfule Regulatory Flexibility Act or the Small nuclear power reactor with an ice
Business Size Standards set out in condenser type of containment issued aTwo specific technical concerns

raised by Commissioner Asselitine reguls'.1 na issued by the Small Dusiness construction permit before March 28,
Administration at 13 CFR Part 121. Since 1979, shall provide its nuclear powerwere:(1) the rule falls to include these companies are dominant in their reactor with a hydrogen control system

pressurized water reactors (PWR's) with ser ce areaA this rule does not fall justified by a suitable program cflarge dry containments, and (2) the rule within the purview of the act. experiment and analysis.The hydregnfailed to require that hydrogen control
systems by automatically imtlated. List of Subjects Li 10 CFR Part 50 control system must be capable of

8 " "
These were specifically addressed Antitrust, Classified information. Fire '" [ralp egri n amou of
during the rulemaking process. pr evention, incorporation by Reference. hydrogen equivalent to that generated

t he scope of the rule was limited to Intergovernmental relations. Nuclear from a metal. water reaction involving
,

lactude non.1narted boiling water power plants and reactors. Penalty' 75% of the fuel cladding surroundirig the
reactors (CW,R)lli and ice condenser Radiation protection, Reactor siting active fuel reg en (excluding the
PWR designs and to specifically exclude criteria, and Reporting requirements, cladding surrounding the plenum
inerted BWR I and DWR H designs and j y

I eg rd n inc us arge PWR AD T T N "' 8
m be e o trs e n

| containment designs, the need for analytical technique that is accepted by
cdditional regulation is being deferred Accordingly, noiice is hereby given the NRC stafi. This demonstration must|

! to the time of the seven accident that, pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act include sufficient supporting
|

rulemaking decision since hydrogen of 1954. as amended, the Energy justification to show that the technique'
controlls not considered to be an Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, describes the containment response to| immediate safety concern. and section 553 of Title 5 of the United the structural loads involved. This

| Regarding the need for automation. States Code. the following amendments method could include the use of actual
the advantages and disadvantages of to 10 CFR Part 50 are published as a material properties wHh suitable
manual vs automatic actuation of the docurnent subject to codification. margins to acrount for uncertainties in
distributed I niter systems were 1. The authority citation for Part 50 modeling, in material properties, inF
evaluated as part of the rulemaking, and continues to read as follaws: construction tolerances. and so on.'
manuct actuation was concluded to be Authorhy: Secs.103. In4.161.182.183.186. Another method could include e
acceptable. 169 6a Star. 936. 017,1H8. 953,954,9% 956. es showing that the following specific
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criteria of the ASME Boller and Pressure during normal plant operations rnust not (f) Support the design of the hydrogenVessel Code att met: adversely affect systems and control system selected under

requirements of the ASME Boller and
componente needed for safe operation of (c)(3)(lv)of this section,and, paragraph(f)'Ihat steel containments meet the

ithe plant. (3) Show that for those resclore !Pressure Vessel Code (Edition and i
Addenda as incorporated by reference lig}s)(A) Each licensee with a bollingdescribed in paragraph (c)(3)(lv) of this !

a. water nuclear power reactor with a section that do not rely upon en Ingrtedin paragraph 50.55a(b)(1) of this part)- Mark 111 type of containment and ecch atmosphere to control hydrogen insidespecificall in Section Ill, Division 1,
Subsubart cle NE4220, Service level C licensee with a pressurized light water the containment:
Limits, considering pressure and dead nuclear power reactor with an Ice (/) The containment structural
load alone (evaluation of instability is condenser type of contalttment issued a integrity as described in paragraph
not required); and construction permit before March 28, (c)(3)(iv) of this Section willbe

the r)equirements of the ASME Boller(2 That concrete containments meet
1979, for a reactor that does not rely maintained, and
upon an inerted atmosphere to control (ii) Systems and components
hydt en inside the containment, shall riccessary to establish and maintain safe
provi7e its nuclear power reactor withshutdown and to maintain containment

'

is on 2'Su sub r e
3 2 'ng systems and components necessary to integrity will be capable of performingF d d

pffs Idni
ea dead N r"e establish and maintian safe shutdown their funettons during and after

(C) Subsubarticle NF4220.'Divisin 1' and to maintain containment integrity, exposure to the environmental ,

cnd Subsubarticle CC-3720. Division 2' en systems and components must be conditions created by the buming of
of Section III of the ASME Boller and capable of performing their functions hydrogen, including the effect oflocal
Pressure Vessel Code, referenced in during and after exposure to the detonations, unless such detonations
paragra (c)(3)(iv)(B)(1) and environmental conditions created by the can be shown unlikely to necur,
(c)(3)(iv D)(2)of this section, have been burning of hydrogen. Environmental (vil)(A) By June 25,198,\ each
cpprove for incorporation by reference conditions caused by local detonations applicant for or holder of an operating
by the Director of the Office of the of hydrogen must also be included, license subject to the requinments of
F;deral Register, A notice of any .unlen such detonations can be shown Paragraphs c)(3) Iv),(v)and(vi)of this
changes made to the material unlikely to occur, section shal deve op and submit to the
incorporated byreference will be (B)The amount of hydrogen to be Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor
published in the Federal Register, considered la equivalent to that Regulation a proposed schedule for
Copics of the ASME Boiler and Pressure generated from a metal water reaction meeting these requirements. The
Vcssel Ce de may be purchased from the involving 75% of the fuel cladding schedule may be developed using
American Society of Mechanical surrounding the active fuel region integrated scheduling systems

,

!

Engineers, United Engineering Centet. (excluding the cladding sunounding the previously approved for the facility by
845 East 47th Street, New York, N1 plenum volume). the NRC.
10017. It la also available for inspection (vi)(A) Each applicant for or bolder of (B) For each applicant for an operating -

3

et the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's an operating license for a boiling light. license as of the effective date of this
Public Document Room,1717 H Street water nuclear power reactor with a section, the schedule sha!! provide for
N.W., Washington, D.C. e mpliance with the requirements of

(D)if the hydrogen control system Mark 111 ty)>e of containment or for aparagraph (c)(3)(iv) A)of this sectionpressurize light water nuclear power
eclies on post accident inerting, the reactor with an ice condenser type of prior to operation o the reactor in
containment structure must be capable containment issued a construction ' excess of 6 percent power. Completed
cf withstanding the increased pressure: permit before March 28,1979, shall final analyres am not necessary for a

,

)(f) During the accident, where it is
ceceptable to show that it does not submit an analysis to the Director of the staff determination that a plant is safe to

exoced Service l# vel C Umits or the
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. operate at full power provided that prior

Fcetored load Cstegory as described in # """D.'I' "9" D to such operation er, applicant has

p:ragraph (c)(3)(lv)(D)o this section: E (g ph(cM3)M(A)of this section
provided a preliminary a'nahsis ahlch

cnd mu ' the staff has determined provides a

(2) Following inadvertent full inerting (1) Pr vide an evaluation of the
satisfactory basis for a decision to

during nonnat plant operations, where it c necquences oflarge amounts of support interim operation at full powei

is acceptable to show that it does not hydrogen generated after the start of an until the final analy:Is has been
completed. Ilowes er, the record in this

cxceed either the Service I evel A umits accident (hydrogen resulting from the rulemaking shows that such preliminary
cf Subsubarticle NE-3220 (for a steel metalwatn nection of up to and analyses are not necessary for a staff
containment) or the Sersice lead includi 75% of the fuel claddir 8 determination that a plant is se.fe to
Category of Subsubarticle CC-3720(for sunoun ing the active fuel region. operate at full power if the staff has
o concrete containment.) excluding the cladding surrounding the determined for similar plants.(3) Modest deviations from the criteria pInium volume) and include

referenced in this notice of rulemaking.In paragraph (c)(3)(is)(D) of this section consideration of hydrogen control that similar systems provide a
will be considered by the Comadssion if incasures as appropriate: satisfactory basis for a decision togood cause is shown. (2) include the period of recovery from support operation at full power until the

(E)If the hydrogen control system the degraded conditiorn prehminary analyses have been
relies on post accident inerting the 9) Use accident scenarios that are completed.
systen_s and components required to accepted by the NRC staff. These (C) For those holders of operating
satablish and maintain safe shutdown scenarios must be accompanied by licenses containing license conditions on
end containment inteprity must be suffalent supporting justification to flydrogen Contrul Measures coscred bydesigned and qualified for the show that they describe the behavior of this section, the schedule shall be
Grvironment caused by such inerting the renct:;r sptem during and following consistent with those license conditions.Furthermore. inadvertent fullinerting an accident resulting in a degraded core. or approved amendments thereto-

li-8
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lI
(D) For those facilities not havius an

NRC approved inteersted scheduling - |
.!system. a final schedule for meeting the

< requirements of aragraphs (c)(3)(iv). ]
Iv)and (vi)of th a section shallbe,

< astablished by the NRC staff within 90 ,'
|days of receipt of a proposed schedule

from the licensee or applicant, taking (
'

' Inb account the current status of efforts
, et the facility to comply with the
. requirements; analyses that may be
provided by applicants or licensees -
regarding the impacts of these
req :Irements on other scheduled plant

k

modifications, including any NRC- '
' m:ndated safety modifications, and
th lr relative *lmportance to safety; and
the Commission's objective that these

>

requirementa be complied with without
- undue delay.

Dated at Washington, D.C., this leth day of ,

r

January tea 5. .,

. .For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. '

Samuel J. Chitk. - <

. Sectstary of the Commisslon.
f|FR Dot $$-1965 Filed 1 24-85; a 45 sm)

anase come toews-es
,

.. - _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ . . . _ _ . _

COMMODITY FUTL RES TRADING
r

COMMISSION

' 17 CFR part 3
,

yRegistration

l ' AcessCV:Commodit/ Futures Trading
| Commission.

.
AcTeON: Final Orde ' .

<

| sussesARY:The Con modity Future?,
L Trading Commissia1 ("Commisalon"). ,

by order,is deferrirg from March 31, . i

1985 to March 31.1086 the expiration
t

dite of the registraiionof any floor
lo broker whose initid application for

r:gistration is granied on or after
j':nuary 1,1985, wh ch expiration date
ctherwise would be March 3t,1985.The
Commission is takt is this action to
enhance the efficient administration of ;

tha Commission'e rogistration pro 8 tam.

| . EFFECTIVE DATE:|aiiuary 25,1985. ,

r, FOR PURTHER INr0Nh4ATicol Coorf ACT:
K: vin M. Foley, Ch el Counsel, or
Robert P. Shiner, A: sistant Director for
Registration. Division of Trading and
M:rkets. Commodiiy Futures Treding

.Conunission 2033 > Street. N.W.,
; Washington, D.C. 20581. Telephone:

,

- (202) 254-a055 or (202) 254-9703,
| respectively.

supeut:4ENTARY INI ors 4ATioN: Effective
| December 3.1984, the Commission

cuthorized the Nati >nal Futures
Association ("NFA' ) to process and,
where approprtate, grant inillal and
r:newal applicatiot e for registration of

li-9 |
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REPORTS PUBLISHED FOR THE NRC HYDROGEN BEHAVIOR PROGRAM '

1

Revised September 1,1989 )

l

1119. 1

R. K. Byers, M. Berman, S. L. Thompson, " Chapter 3, Hydrogen !

Bu':ning Calculations," in Report of the Zion / Indian Point Study: |

Volume 1, NUREG/CR-1410, SAND 80-0617/1, July, 1980.

M. Berman,'M. P. Sherman, " Chapter 4, Hydrogen Control," ibid.

M. P. Sherman, M. Berman, J. C. Cummings, G. W. Perkins,

D. A. Powers, P. O. Bioniarz, O. R. Green, "The Behavior of
Hydro;en During Accidents in Light Water Reactors," NUREG/CR-
1561, CAND80-1495, August 1980.

i

1111

M. Berman, M. P. Sherman, J. C. Cummings, M. R. Baer,
S. K. Griffiths, " Analysis of Hydrogen Mitigation for Degraded
Core Accidents in the Sequoyah Nuclear Power Plant," NUREG/CR-
1763, SAND 80-2714, March 1981.

J. E. Womelsduff, V. M. Loyola, " Zinc Inventories in Containment
for Some PWR and BWR Power Plants," NUREG/CR-2021, SAND 81-0688,
March 1981.

M. Berman, editor, " Proceedings of the Workshop on the Impact of
Hydrogen on Water Reactor Safety," conducted January 26-28, 1981,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, published in 4 volumes, NUREG/CR-2017,
SAND 81-0661, August 1981.

E. C. Neidel, J.'G. Castle, Jr. , J. E. Gover, "A Review of M2
Detection in Light Water Reactor Containments," NUREG/CR-2080,
SAND 81-0326, December 1981.

| 1982
1

M. Berman, " LWR Safety Research Program Semiannual Report, April-
September 1981," NUREG/CR-2481, SAND 82-0006, February 1982.

R. K. Byers, "CSQ Calculations of H2 Detonations in the Zion.and
| Sequoyah Nuclear Plants," NUREG/CR-2385, SAND 81-2216, July 1982.
i

|

| L. D. Buxton, D. Tomasko, G. Padilla, J. Orman, "An Evaluation of
the RALOC Computer Code," NUREG/CR-2764, SAND 82-1054, August

;

|
1982.
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W. H. McCulloch, A. C. Ratzel, S. N. Kempka, D. T. Furgal,
J. J. Aragon," Hydrogen Burn Survival: Preliminary Thermal Model
and Test Results," NUREG/CR-2730, SAND 82-; 50, August 1982. ;

W. T. Ashurst, P. K. Barr, " Discrete Vorte? 1mulation of Flame 3

Acceleration Due to Obstacle-Generated Flot SAND 82-8724,
September 1982.

M. R. Baer, S. K. Griffiths, J. E. Shepherd, " Hydrogen Combustion
in Aqueous Foams," NUREG/CR-2865, SAND 82-0917, September 1982.

M. Berman et al. editors, " Proceedings of the Second
International Conference on the Impact of Hydrogen on Water
Reactor Safety," Albuquerque, New Mexico, October 3-7, 1982,
NUREG/CP-0038, SAND 82-2456, EPRI RP 1932-35.

V. J. Dandini, " Identification of Safety-Related Equipment for
Analysis and Testing in the Hydrogen Burn Survival Program,"
NUREG/CR-2864, SAND 82-1684, October 1982. '

A. L. Camp, "X-Ray Measurements of Water Fog Density," NUREG/CR-
2767, SAND 82-1292, November 1992.

M. Berman, " LWR Safety Research Program Semiannual Report,
October 1981-March 1982," NUREG/CR-2841, SAND 82-1572, December ,

1982.

1983

J. C. Cummings, A. L. Camp, M. P. Sherman, M. J. Wester,
'

D. Tomasko, R. K. Byers, B. W. Burnham, " Review of the Grand Gulf
Hydrogen Ignitor System," NUREG/CR-2530, SAND 82-0218, March 1983.

A. L. Camp, J. C. Cummings, M. P. Sherman, C. F. Kupiec,
R. J. Healy, J. S. Caplan, J. R. Sandhop, J. H. Saunders, " Light
Water Reactor Hydrogen Mandal," NUREG/CR-2726, SAND 82-1137,
August 1983.

J. H. S. Lee, C. Chan, J. F. Grear, R. Knystautas, P. K. Barr,
W. T. Ashurst, " Turbulent Flame Acceleration: Mechanisms and
Computer Modeling," SAND 83-8655, August 1983.

K. D. Marx, A. E. Lutz, H. A. Dwyer, " Compilation of Flame-Water
Droplet Interaction," SAND 83-8647, August 1983.

li . J . Wester, A. L. Camp, "An Evaluation of HECTR Predictions of
Hydrogen Transport," NUREG/CR-3463, SAND 83-1814, September 1983.

M. Berman, " LWR Safety Research Program Semiannual Report, April-
September 1982," NUREG/CR-3407, SAND 83-1576, October 1983.
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1984

V. M. Loyola, J. E. Womelsduff, "The Relative Importance of
Temperature, pH and Doric Acid Concentration on Rates of H2 i

Production from Galvanized Steel Corrosion," NUREG/CR-2812,
SAND 82-1179, January-1984.

P. K. Barr and W. T. Ashurst, "An Interface Scheme for Turbulent
Flame Propagation," SAND 82-8773, Albuquerque, NM, April 1984.

W. B. Benedick, J. C. Cummings, P. G. Prassinos, " Combustion of
Hydrogen: Air Mixtures in the VGES Cylindrical Tank," NUREG/CR-
3273, SAND 83-1022, May 1984.

M. Berman, " LWR Safety Research Program Semiannual Report,
October 1982-March 1983," NUREG/CR-3734, SAND 84-0688, May 1984.

B. W. Marshall Jr. , A. C. Ratzel III, " Pressure Measurements in a :

Hydrogen Combustion Environment: An Evaluation of Three Pressure
Transducers," NUREG/CR-3721/2 of 2, SAND 83-2621/2 of 2, May 1984.

P. K.Barr, " Simulation of Flame Propagation Through Vorticity
Regions Using the Discrete Vortex Method," NUREG/CR-3835,
SAND 84-8715, June 1984. ,

V. J . Dandini, J. J. Aragon, " Testing of Safety-Related Nuclear
Power Plant Equipment at the Central Receiver Test Facility,"
NUREG/CR-3776, SAND 83-1960, July 1984.

M. Berman, " LWR Safety Research Program Semiannual Report, April
1983-September 1983," NUREG/CR-3784, SAND 84-0689, August 1984.

R. K. Byets, " Detonation Calculations Using a Modified Version of
CSQII: Examples for Hydrogen-Air Mixtures," NUREG/CR-3719,
SAND 83-2624, August 1984.

S. N. Kempka and A. C. Ratzel, "The Hydrogen Burn-Equipment
Response Algorithm (HYBER) Reference Manual," Sandia National
Laboratories Report NUREG/CR-3779, SAND 83-2579, Vol. 2, August
1984.

D. B. King, A. C. Ratzel, S. N. Kempka, and W. H. McCulloch, "The
'

Hydrogen Burn-Equipment Response Algorithm (HYBER) Users Guide,"
Sandia National Laboratories Report NUREG/CR-37;9, SAND 84-0160,
Vol. 1, August 1984.

E. H. Richards, J. J. Aragon, " Hydrogen Burn Survival Experiments
at Fully Instrumented Test Site (FITS)," NUREG/CR-3521,
SAND 83-1715, August 1984.

A. L. Camp, V. L. Behr, F. E. Haskin, " MARCH-HECTR Analysis of
Selected Accidents in an Ice-Condenser Containment," NUREG/CR-
3912, SAND 83-0501, December 1984.
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Although it was understond by reactor safety analysts in the late 1950s i

that hydrogen production ~during a severe reactor accident could pose |
'additional hazard, and requirements for protecting against the

consequences of hydrogen prodvet!cn at< combustion were introduced, !

extensive studies of hydrogen generation and control were not i

initiated. The accident at the Three Mile Island Unit Two (TMI 2)
nuclear power plant in 1979 resulted in the generation of appreciable
quantities of hydrogen and a subsequent deflagration (the present study ,

was completed prior to the Chernobyl nuclear power station accident in
the USSR which also seems to have involved hydrogen). This incident
stimulated a significant interest in gaining a better understanding of
hydrogen generation and control in nuclear reactor accidents. Extensive i

analytical and experimental work was sponsored by the Nuclear Regulatory i

Commission (NuRC) and the nuclear power industry toward this end. Much |

of the work sponsored by the NuRC was performed at Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

In evaluating means of control in different containments, a decision
was made by the NuRC to require a hydrogen control system in some ,

containments, to eliminate the free hydrogen generated before dangerous
concentrations could be reacheg. Igniters are installed in many ;

containments for this purpose. Deliberate ignition has also at times .

been considered for use in other containments such as large drys
3

(containmentstructurgswithlargevolumes,ontheorderof$6,000m,
or about 2 million ft and no suppression systems). Since severe !,

core damage will almost inevitably lead to production of hydrogen, and
in light of the possibility of accidental ignition such as at TMI 2, ,

much of the research has focused on hydrogen distribution and combustion |
that might occur during a postulated severe accident and on implications -|
for containment and equipment integrity.

:
i*The committee engaged in serious discussion of this approach. See

Appendixes C and D, the minority report and a response to it, for the
>

pros and cons of the issue.
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The study leading to the present report was undertakan in response to
a request made to the National Research Council's Energy Engineering ;

Board by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The Committee on Hydrogen ;

Combustion was formed in 1985, at a time when a large body of results
had been collected by the hydrogen related research programs. The :

,

committee was asked to assess the technical issues related to the fate !
and control of hydrogen generated in severe light water reactor (LVR)
accidents to determine the degree to which current knowledge may support
regulatory decision making. In particular the committee was asked to

|consider several specific areas (see Statement of Task Appendix A), i

The committee was composed of seven experta in areas such as nuclear i
reactor safety, physics, gas dynamics, combustion, chemical kinetics,

iand hazard analysis.
The full committee met on August 19-20 and on October 1, 1985, in

iWashington, D.C. To solicit the opinion of additional experts on '

combustion and effects of detonation, a number of invited guests
appeared before the committee. At the meeting on October 1, 1985, the ;

following were invited to a roundtable discuseion with the committee: "

Dr. Vilfred Baker (Southwest Research Institute, San Antonio, Texas). ;

Dr. Martin Hertzberg (U.S. Bureau of Mines), Dr. John Lee (McGill
|University, Montreal, Canada). Dr. Roger Strehlow (emeritus University t

of Illinois, Urbana Champaign, Illinois), and Dr. Theofanis Theofanous,
}University of California, Santa Barbara. A meeting also occurred on
|

November 18 19, 1985, in Albuquerque, New Mexico, with briefings by !researchers in the Hydrogen Behavior Program at Sandia National '

Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico, Visits were also made to
Sandia's hydrogen combustion experimental facilities. Several committee '

members also visited the 1/4 scale model of a Mark III containment at
Factory Mutual Corporation's site in West Clocester, Rhode' Island. The |committee had a final meeting to reach a consensus on the report and
associated conclusions and recommendations on March 24, 1986.

The report is organized in six chapters. Chapter 1 provides a brief r

summary and lists the major conclusions and recommendations. Chapter 2
reviews the mechanisms by which a hydrogen problem might occur in a :
severe LVR accident and the concerns and actions that have arisen in '

response. The research programs undertaken are briefly reviewed as >

background for the succeeding technical discussion. Chapter 3 focuses ;

on the modeling efforts that have been conducted for hydrogen migration ;
and combustion and the reliability of inferring conditions in full size !

containments from model results. The impacts of deflagrations and
diffusion flames, as well as the influence of suspended water droplets :

on flames, are addressed in Chapter 4 Detonation phenomena, lean
limits for detonation, influence of suspended water droplets and
diluents, and implications for different containments of detonations are
addressed in Chapter 5. Deliberate ignition and autoignition are the ,

subject of Chapter 6. Appendix C contains the contributions of
4
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Professor.Oppenheim and the minority report he provided. Appendix D is |
.

a response by the committee to Professor oppenheim's position. The i

reason for this is that Professor oppenheim was, right from the outset {
of the committee's deliberations and throughout their conduct, quite i

!critical of the particular form in which its tasks were specified,
|claiming that they were ill posed and misdirected. This opinion was not

shared by others, impairing his participation as a co author of the j
report.

The committee thanks Dennis Miller, Executive Director of the Energy |

Engineering Board, for initiation and direction of this study; Dr. James (
Zucchetto, Senior Program Officer, for direction, organization, and !

g.

'
andpreparation involved in the committee's work and its final report;i- Professor Adel Sarofim for working closely with the committee as liaison

|' from the Energy Engineering Board. Heartfelt thanks are also extended
to the administrative support given by Drusilla Alston, Helen Johnson, |
and Cheryl Woodward.

~

(: Norman C. Rasmussen, Chairman
Committee on Hydrogen Combustion fi
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The National Research Council's Energy Engineering Board, at the request
i. of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, formed in 1985 the Committee on

Hydrogen Combustion. This, committee has assessed (prior to the Chernobyl
accident) the technical issues related to the fate and control of hydrogen |
generated during severe light water reactor (INR) accidents. The !
Commission is concerned about safety issues associated with the burning (
and/or detonation of hydrogen during such accidents because the combustion :
of hydrogen at high enough coacentrations might either threaten the |

'integrity of containment structures enclosing nuclear reactors or cause
the failure of important safety equipment inside the containment. Thus, ;

the committee sought to understand the degree to which current knowledge
'may support regulatory decision making related to nuclear reactor safety.

Over the years, a great deal of safety related hydrogen combustion i

research has been carried out under the auspices of the Commission and the ;
nuclear power industry. For example, to simulate conditions in ;

!containment during a hydrogen generating severe IRR accident, experiments'
have been performed in smaller vessels and computer models have been ;

developed. Because of the importance of this work, the committee was -|g
' asked to comment on the ability to scale up, interpret, and extrapolate !

data from small scale experiments to actual containments, and to assess !

whether all important areas of research had been adequately addressed, j

At present, a variety of safety strategies are used by power plant |,

operators to deal with the problem of hydrogen generation. There are +

several different containment designs used to enclose nuclear reactors. *

Small volume:contsinments (Mark I and II) are made inert with nitrogen to ;i
avoid combustion. Medium volume containments (boiling water reactor Mark :

III and pressurized water reactor ice condenser plants) have electrical
ignitors distributed throughout the containments to eliminate hydrogen :

generated before detonable concentrations are reached. (This strategy of [
;; burning hydrogen is referred to as deliberate ignition.) Assuming uniform |

mixing in large volume containments (subatmospheric and large drys), these !

are generally considered to have enough volume so that hydrogen i

concentrations would not be sufficient to support 2 global detonation and j
?.here would be no threat to containment. Further, the Commission's ;

position has been that the likelihood of reaching detonable concentrations
in large regions of these containments is so small that neither inert ,

,,

atmospheres nor igniters are required.
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The committee has concluded that the considerable research on hydrogen
control and combustion in severe Lk'R accidents has properly covered most
technical aspects concerning hydrogen combustion. The committee has
further concluded that, for most accident scenarios, current regulatory

,

'

requirements make it hichly unlikely that hydrogen detonation would be the
cause of containment failure. The presence of an inert atmosphere in

.small volume containments is a satisfactory approach to prevent |
detonations. Further, th;, use of igniters in the medium volume |
containments is a reasonable way to reduce the probability of detonation. !However, cne problem of c9ncern is that the loss of all on site and
off site station power, albeit unlikely, would make the igniter systems j

,

inoperative. For the larger containments, none of which presently have
igniter systems, the somewhat smaller volume of the subatmospheric
containments reduces the margin of safety in comparison to other large dry
containments. Finally, nonuniform mixing of hydrogen in these large '

containments may result in localized detonations whose impacts are not ,

fully understood.
Yne committee did not see the need for more extensive and large scale

experimental programs, although some further work is required. Among its
recommendations are the following: i

k'hile computer models developed for characterizing the release,o

movement and combustion of hydrogen in reactor containment provide
reasonable results, significant uncertainties still exist requiring
further improvement in the models. Among the needs are the
incorporation of some zone and field modelies efforts and the i

evaluation of model predictions with experimental results.
Furthermore, a committee (including experts on mathematics of
numerical analysis) should be formed to provide a critical
assessment of modeling techniques used and/or under development,
k'hile igniters will work under the conditions anticipated in severeo

accidents, enhanced reliability for station blackout scenarios is
desirable and the development of methods for improving the !

,

reliability of igniter systems is warranted. One approach is to <

use catalytic igniters which do not need an (xternal source of
electric power. It is recommended that their development continue,
Evaluating the pros and cons of citerr.ative control strategies waso

outside the committee's scope, but in response to a committee
member who wrote a minority report in opposition to the strategy of
deliberate ignition, the committee recommends that the benefits, ,

*

risks, and liabilities of alternative means of ecatrol to igniters
be investigated

o Further research shuuld be conducted to reduce some of the
uncertainty tegarding the burning of hydrogen as a detached
diffusion flame or as a subsonic premixed flame in a highly
t,bstructed, compartmentalized cohtainment,
A reanalysis of the likelihood of failure of subatmospherico

containments under detonacion loads should be performed fcr use as
the basis for dr.ciding what, if any, further actions are needed.

o For the larger containments, further evaluation should be conducted
of possible damage to equipment and structures. including
containment, by shock waves from localized detonations.
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o The possibility of detonation should be reenamined for large dry
containments having fan coolers (which remove water vapor from the
containment atmospheres and, in so doing, increase hydrogen
concentrations) to determine if a satisfactory safety margin ,

exists. !

! o The origins 1 intention of containment sprays was to reduce
containment pressure and remove radioactive aerosols from its i

atmosphere. Since sprays also affect hydrogen combustion, an
analysis should be conducted to establish if sprays should be
initiated for cotiditions other than containment overpressure. ;
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TECHNICAL SUHMARY

:
t

,

i

The burning and/or detonation of hydrogen are of concern in reactor |
safety analysis for several reasons. First, a large enough energy
release might threaten the integrity of the containment. Second, even
if the containment survives, important safety equipment might be

,

damaged, thus increasing the severity of an accident. To aid designers
and planners and to account for hydrogen deflagrations (premixed ;

subsonic flame propagation) in concainments, theoretical models have ;
been developed and are being applied. However, they have certain ;

limitations. For example, except for the Three Mile Island (TMI)
accident, there have been very few large scale sources of data. As a
consequence, calculational methods must be benchmarked against numerous
smaller scale experiments. Recognizing these constraints, the committee ;

has reviewed calculational models and experimental work on this subject
carried out under federal government and private sector sponsorship.

The committee's work is organized in the chapters that follow.
Chapter 2 gives background to the hydrogen problem by discussing sources
of hydrogen in nuclear power plant accidents, reactor accident
sequences, information gained from the TMI accident, and hydrogen
research programs undertaken by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NuRC) i

and elemen.s of the nuclear power industty. Calculational models such
as computer codes have been employed to estimate conditions that would i

exist in a large scale containment under postulated conditions of
hydrogen release and combustion. These methods are reviewed in Chapter
3. Since hydrogen combustion may occur in the form of diffusion flames

,

(which consists of an exethermic reaction zone separating unmixed,

regions of oxidizer and fuel gases) or deflagrations, Chapter 4
addresses the ability to extrapolate data on deflagrations and diffusion
flames frem various experimental facilities in order to predict ,

temperatures and pressures that would occur in a reactor containment. }
Aspects of detonation are addressed in Chapter 5, including an '

evaluation of the conditions under which a detonation might occur, the
resulting pressures and temperatures, the influence of suspended water '

droplets, and the implications for the various types of reactor
;

, containments. Finally, Chapter 6 considers ignition of a hydrogen jet
| emerging into a containment atmosphere, the use of deliberate ignition

strategies, and the influence of containment sprays.

1

|
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|
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The question of scale up of experimental data depends on the

combustion mode considered. For deflagrations, direct extrapolation of
subocale tests to full size containments is too complicated, but enough
tests have been performed to identify scaling trends for simple,

! geometries. More complicated situations involving sprays, ventilated
flows, and flame propagation around equipment and between compartments
may require further evaluation of burn fraction (fraction of available(:

' hydrogen actually burned) and flame speeds. Data can be obtained fromc
diffusion flame experiments to estimate thermal loads on major safetyo

equipment., Diffusion flame lift off and detachment phenomena require
more study to better understand where diffusion flames will burn in a
containment. .To a large degree, experiments did explore flame

,

acceleration pertinent to large containment volumes. As for detonation,
conservrtive estimates, based on theory and experiment, can be made for
the lean detonation limit. However, it is not possible to calculate
lean detonation limits as a function of steam content. There is still
uncertainty concerning the models of hydrogen transport and combustion
for full-scale containments (see individual chapters for more details).

The programs sponsored by the NuRC and the nuclear power industry
have properly covered most aspects of concern regarding hydrogen
combustion. The committee does not see the need for more extensive and
large scale experimental programs, especially with regard to lean
detonation limits. However, as described in the report, some further
analytical and experimental work is recommended regarding hydrogen
transport models, deflagrations, diffusion flames, detonation loads for
subatmospheric and large dry containments, igniter system reliability,
catalytic igniters, and optimum strategies for containment spray
activation (see individual chapters for details).

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Hydrogen Control

To ensure that hydrogen combustion or detonation from a severe accident
does not compromise containment integrity, a number of control measures
have been used. For boiling water reactors (BWR) with Mark I and Mark
11 containments, the containment atmosphere is made inert with nitrogen
to prevent combustion. Igniters are installed in ice condenser
containments of pressurized water reactors (PWR) and in Mark III
containments of BWRs to burn up the hydrogen generated before
concentrations are reached which, if burned or detonated, could threaten
containment. Large dry containments used for some PWRs co not have
igniters for hydrogen control. If hydrogen is mixed uniformly
throughout these containments, the concentration is low enough so that
the possibility of a detonation is remote. Likewise, the probability of
a detonation in containments operating at 2/3 of an atmosphere, the

i
|

o
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so called subatmospheric containments, is judged to be small. None of
these approaches completely eliminates the possibility of a detonation |
since, for example, during shutdown and during the start up period for j

WRs the containment is not made inert. Clearly, since the igniters t
require electricity, if power is lost the igniters will fail. In large '

dry containments, nonuniform mixing may pose a problem. Thus, all that :

these approaches can do-is reduce the probability of a hydrogen. caused ;

containment failure. The goal of these mitigative features, therefore,
is to attempt to ensure that containment failure by hydrogen burning or
detonation will be acceptably low.

The committee concluded that regulatory requirements have been |

established by the NuRC for ensuring that a hydrogen detonation after a i
severe nuclear plant accident is not likely to be the cause of ;

containment failure. It further concludes that for most accident ;

sequences current requirements generally reflect an adequate margin of ;

conservatism. Some exceptions are noted in the report. In a few cases,
,

particularly accidents involving loss of all station power, the !
!uncertainties are large enough so that this margin of safety may not be

sufficient, Two important contributors to the uncertainty are the
amount of hydrogen generated during the accident and the degree of
nonuniform mixing of hydrogen. Investigation of hydrogen generation

,

f

lies outside the charge and expertise of this committee, although it is ;

recognized that the uncertainty in hydrogen generation needs to be >

reduced. The applied research programs jointly sponsored by the NuRC
and the nuclear industry have provided a credible basis for judging the

,

adequacy of the control measures. If the margin of conservatism is to ;
be reduced in the future, additional research should be undertaken. ;

This should be basic research, leading to a more ft amental
understanding of the distribution of hydrogen in a u ntainment and the :

combustion process in its various forms. Research of this kind can be |
used as the foundation of analytical methods that rest on first !

.princip es, and that can be used for more confident calculations of the !l

threats to the containment, r

l

Modeling

One method by which a full size containment accident scenario can be [
modeled is through the use of computer programs that simulate hydrogen ,

release, movement, and combustion in a containment vessel.
Lumped volume models, where specified volume elements are assumed to be ;

well mixed. such as in a code called HECTR (Hydrogen Event: Containment i
Transient Response), have been used extensively and are a viable way to
achieve reasonable simulations when used by experienced users. Their ;

accuracy deteriorates if well mixed conditions in a containment
atmosphere do not pertain and effects of stratification and buoyancy !.

begin to dominate both fluid mixing and motion. Their accuracy could be
improved by using a zone modeling approach, in which the t ..es in the
containment are defined on the basis of physical and fluid dynamic
principles. Field models in which one solves the gowro".% equations of
mass, momentum, energy, and chemical species for incremental regions of ,

_ _ -
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the flow could result.in a greater level of detail. However, field j
models have not been as successful as lumped. parameter models for a ;

region the size of a containment and require impractically large amounts j
of computer time. They can generate more detail than the lumped volume ;

'

or lumped parameter models,
i
!

' Recommendation L

I
As noted, recently developed modele, fer characterizing the release, :

movement,'and combustion of hydrogen in the containment give reasonable i
results.when used by knowledgeable analysts but still have a significant ;

uncertainty. Several improvements, as outlined below, could yield more ,

accurate results. !

The results of lumped parameter code calculations should be compared
to a few large scale experiments. These experiments could be carried :

out using inert gases in an actual containment or a structure of similar ;

size. Comparison with data from Factory Mutual Research Corporation's :
1/4. scale tests would be useful in thic regard. If well mixed ;
conditions do not pertain, lumped volume codes could be.made more *

reliable by using zone models, which subdivide a region into zones based i
on physical features of the flow. The Center for Fire Research nf the t

National Bureau of Standards (NBS) is actively developing zone models ,

for fires within structures. This technology is very similar to !
lumped. parameter modeling of hydrogen transport and. combustion in ;

containments. Coordination of NBS and NuRC efforts in this area would ;

be beneficial to both programs'and should be pursued.
Field models should be considered for providing the structure of the -

'

flow within compartments, and experiments should be conducted.in actual
containments or similar multicompartment structures to validate 'the i

models. These results could then be used to' develop empirical i
parameters for the lumped parameter models. Development of field models !
would.be enhanced by cooperation between NuRC and the National i

!Aeronautics and Space Administration's Lewis Research Center whfch is
actively developing field models to simulate turbulence. In addition,

coordination of efforts between the NuRC and NBS would be beneficial to I

both programs. |
!

Deflagrations and Diffusion Flames }
i

Enough different size tests have been performed for deflagration flames |
and their consequences that scaling trends can be identified for simple
geometries. Thus, one can reasonably extrapolate deflagration flame i
data for simple geometries but must resort to computer code calculations
for more complicated configurations involving internal equipment, water ;

sprays, and multiple compartments. Lack of fundamental quantification ,

of turbulence effects associated with these configurations prevents j
rigorous implementation of.both zone and field models.

In the case of diffusion flames, temperature and velocity
.

distributions as well as flame lengths can be scaled up for both j

i

,

|

|
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- Tsubsonic jet flames and buoyant diffusion flames, but there are
'

significant uncertainties (as much as 80 percent.in flame length) in the
case of weak' steam diluted releases and underexpanded jets (both
examples of releases.from high pressure vessels) at high flow rates and
largo release diameters. If these uncertaintics are tolerable, this
information can be used to estimate thermal loading without further
testing. Froude scaling of diffusion flame data from geometrically
similar subscale enclosures such as the Mark III 1/4-scale test facility

L should not be expected to simulate convective and radiative heat fluxes
precisely; but measured gas temperatures and velocities, together with-

p. analysis of departures from Froude scaling, can be used'to estimate
; thermal-loads on major safety equipment. The spatial resolution to be

expected from this approach is limited to the length scale of actual,
containment equipment and structures ineladed in the subseale test
facility,i

|

L - Recommendation

Computer models are used'to evaluate conditions that would exist in a
containment. Input to these codes includes parameters such as burn
fraction and flame speed. Scaling of test data for these parametere t

would be more reliable if turbulence effects associated with ventilated
flows, containment sprays, and flame propagation around equipment and

,

between compartments were included. Parametric calculations for these!

effects, for example, with different values ~of burn fraction and flame
speeds, should be conducted. If the resultIng analysis from the
computer codes used for evaluation of containment conditions indicated
possible failure of containment, then further tests focusing on these
turbulence effects might be warranted. .

With regard to diffusion flames, they usually burn as an attached
flame at a hydrogen release site, but they may also detach-and burn in
other parts of the containment. Conservative calculation of thermal

,
" loads on key safety equipment in the vicinity of attached flames will
f' determine whether the uncertainties in flame length and

temperature / velocity fields warrant additional testing for containments

and accident scenarios not included in the current Mark III 1/4 scale
tests.

Flame lift off and detachment of diffusion flames as observed in the
,

Nevada Test Site experiments are of particular concern. Such detached
! flames might lead to the possibility of thermal damage to equipment in

remote regions of the containment as well as to equipment in the
vicinity of the hydrogen release site where steady diffusion flames are
expected at the earlier stages of the relesse transient. Consequently,
additional work should be considered and undertaken to delineate flamep

'

lift off and relocation / reattachment criteria relevant to these
scenarios,

r
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!)etonation Aspects ;

!

The conditions under which detonation might occur were analyzed and ;

several conclusions were reached. With respect to scale up, there :
,

appears to be a definite correlation between cell size and the size of a ;

container in which a detonation might develop. It is very unlikely that ,

initiation energies high enough to cause direct detonation of
hydrogen air mixtures near the lean detonation limit would be available i

in a containment environment. Another possible mechanism for detonation 7

would be through flame acceleration and transition to detonation. In

the part of a containment with linear dimensions on the order of 50 m, i

theoretical analysis indicaces that a 9 to 11 percent hydrogen air
mixture might be detonable. Increasing temperature increases the ;

sensitivity of a given mixture to detonation but in most postulated [

nuclear power plant accidents, this effect would be offset by the
presence of water vapor as a diluent. Carbon dioxide also decreases the ,

sensitivity of a mixture to detonation. Thus, it is estimated that a 20 }

! percent dilution by either carbon dioxide (20 percent 002 and 80 ;

percent air by volume) or water vapor would raise the lean detonation j;

limit in a reactor containment to about 13 percent. For protection [
against hydrogen detonation in small volume BWR containments, inerting [

Fis satisfactory. In medium volume containments, igniters are a
reasonable way to reduce the probability of detonation. For i

twater hydrogen air mixtures that must be assumed present in most
large volume containments during a severe accident, the lower limit of j'

detonation is greater than 13", percent hydrogen. Thus, for the case of
uniform mixing in which the hfdrogen concentration is 10 percent or ,

less, the possibility of detonation would be remote. Cases of some !

concern are those plants having fan coolers which can efficiently remove i

water vapor and a failure of igniters to operate due to loss of power. '

Finally, it is also clear that uniform mixing is not likely in all cases ;

so that detonations of a limited size, in contrast to a global ,

detonation, are possible. They are of particular concern in large dry j
containments. .

With regard to thermal loading resulting from a limited detonation, [
any precautionary measures taken to preserve equipment from thermal ;
loading resulting from a deflagration should be adequate for thermal :
loading from a detonation. However, pressure effects from the shock i
waves need to be considered. i

i
Recommendation i

Subatmosphericcontainmentsareaspecialcaseforgargedry ;

containmengsbecausetheirvolumeisabout50,400m (about 1.8
*

million ft ) and their operating pressure is about 2/3 of an t

! atmosphere. Since there is less air, less hydrogen is needed to reach a
L given concentration. Although the presence of water vapor during a i

postulated accident reduces the probability of a detonation, the margin j
of safety is less than for the other large dry containments. Therefore,

,

a reanalysis of the likelihood of subatmospheric containment failure ,

;

L

>

- --
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under detonetton loads should be performed and used as a basis for
,

deciding what, if any, further actions are needed. |
For the. case of uniformly mixed large dry containments without fan ;

! coolers, the possibility of detonation is remote. However, the presence ;

of fan coolers reduces the humidity and, therefore, the margin of ;

safety. In the large dry containments where the maximum hydrogen !
.

"

concentration might be as much as 8 percent, there is still a reasonable
!margin of safety. However, in the smaller containments where the j

maximum hydrogen concentration may be 10 percent, the margin of safety |
,

vill be reduced. Hence, the possibility of detonation should be
iexamined in each large dry containment having fan coolers to determine
,Iif a satisfactory safety margin exists. In addition, detonablei

roncentrations of hydrogen may occur in local regions in large dry ;

containments. Because of the distinct possibility of localized,

i detonations, the area of possible damage to equipment and structures by .

| shock waves from localized detonations requires evaluation. This should !

|- include the modelling of localized detonations to examine their decay i

and ascertain structural safety.
!

Ignition and Igniters
;

As to the question of whether or not an escaping turbulent hydrogen jet !
would autoignite, it was concluded that gas dynamic effects alone are '

inadequate for ignition. However, under the conditions present in a ;
highly turbulent jet in an accident scenario, other means of ignition ~

cannot be ruled out, for example, either static charges or sparks from
,

dust or pieces of material. Hence, there is a reasonable probability ;
that a jet would ignite. With regard to igniters, tests indicate that ;
shielded igniters would operate reliably under conditionc anticipated in i

nuclear accidents. p

i

Recommendation ;

Igniters will operate reliably under conditions anticipated in nuclear
reactor accidents. However, enhanced reliability for station blackout
scenarios is desirable. Further work should be conducted on developing
methods for improving the reliability of igniter systems for station ;
blackout scenarios. Development of catalytic igniters should continue. 1

as well as methods to improve the reliability of the power supplies for !

the thermal igniters until the most desirable approach can be chosen,
t

Water Droplets and Sprays '

The original function of containment water sprays was to reduce
containment pressure and remove radioactive aerosols from the

;

containment atmosphere. However, they can also influence hydrogen !

combustion. They can raise the detonability limit. They can also
,

enhance turbulence, resulting in increased flame speeds in lean !

. . _ _ _ _ _
__ ,
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hydrogen air mixtures, and cause peak pressures to be closer to the
, adiabatic, constant volume values. However, these sprays would also<

enhance cooling of the burned gases and therefore cause pressures and
temperatures to decrease more rapidly to precombustion levels. Thus,

[ depending on the relative safety margins for pressure loads and thermal
i loads, the sprays can be either beneficial or detrimental during ,

premixed combustion. They are definitely beneficial for postcombustion |
cooling and for mitigating the effects of diffusion flames anticipated ,

| with deliberare ignition. j

Recommendation ,

The original intention of containment sprays was to reduce containment
fpressure and remove radioactive aerosols from the containment

atmosphere. Experimental data suggest that sprays and water droplets !c

may have an impact on the hydrogen combustion process. Thus, it appears ;
there are conditions in addition to the original ones that would be
affected by spray activation under circumstances other than high ;

pressure and high radioactivity. Therefore, analysis should be !
conducted to establish if sprays should be initiated for conditions :

other than containment overpressure. :
:

Documentation of Hydrogen Accidents [

During the course of its study, the committee recognized the dearth of |information which it could draw on regarding accidents involving '

hydrogen, especially with regard to industrial accidents. The NuRC is i

maintaining a file on hydrogen uses, incidents and production as well as i

on unconfined vapor cloud detonations. However, it is important to i
recognize the different behavior of hydrogen from hydrocarbons in |
industrial explosions. An available data base on hydrogen related i

industrial accidents could have been extremely valuable in making !

informed judgments.

>

Recommendation

It is important that the NuRC continues to keep track of any past and !
future accidents involving hydrogen that have occurred or might occur in !

its production, use, or handling. These accidents should be studied on ;

a continuing basis with the aim of finding any possible similarity
'

between them and what might occur in a reactor accident. This :

information could be used by the NuRC for making decisions regarding
,

hydrogen related mitigation procedures in the future,
,

i

.
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Alternative Means of Hydrogen Control ;; .,

The minority report and the response to it (Appendixes C and D) i

discussed'the issue of using igniters to control hydrogen. All members |.g,.

of the **comittee caso to the agreement that it is worthwhile to study r

other ac. ins ' control..a task beyond the charge of the present
'committer.
,

''

t

Recomretida.tiqn

L A careful analysis of the benefits and liabilities of alternative
' hydrogen control systems ~in comparison to igniters should be conducted.

Proposed Committee on Modeling Techniques '

i.

In the discussions contained in the minority report and the response to
I it (Appendices C and D), everyone recognized that a critical assessment

of modeling techniques would be worthwhile.

Recommendation

A committee of experts should be formed to conduct a critical assessment
of modeling techniques used and/or under development as well as to
consider their future use and development. In particular, this
assessment should focus en numerical fluid mechanics applied to
transient flow problems involving turbulence.

~
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THE NATURE OF THE HYDROCEN PROBLEM IN NUCLEAR POWER PIANTS
.

1
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In this chapter the nature of the problems created in nuclear power
plants by the various processes that generate hydrogen is reviewed. In

'the first section, the sources of hydrogen generation during both normal
and accident conditions will be discussed. The second section will
examine the possible effects of hydrogen combustion on reactor safety. +

The third section addresses the types of system failures that can
potentially create the conditions that lead to significant hydrogen
production. The accident at the Thtee Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI 2) ,

nuclear power station in Pennsylvania is also reviewed with particular
attention to the role of hydrogen in that event. A final section '

contains a synopsis of the research programs undertaken to understand
hydrogen behavior and control during severe accidents.

SOURCES OF HYDROGEN

Metal Water Reactions

It has been known by chemists for a long time that hot metals can
chemically react with water, creating metal oxides and hydrogen. By the
late 1950s (Bostrom,1954; Lemmon,1957) reactor safety analysts became
concerned that reactions of this type might occur in severe reactor
accidents, in which cooling is lost, exacerbating the consequences of
such events (Thompson and Beckerley, 1973).

Present analysis shows that in most postulated sovere nuclear
accidents the dominant process for producing hydrogen is the reaction of s

steam with overheated fuel rode. The fuel rods in U.S. light water
reactors (LWRs) are always uranium dioxide in a cladding of Zircaloy,
which is an alloy of zirconium, tin, iron, chromium, nickel, and
oxygen. The chemical reaction is one in which zirconium (Zr) reacts
with water (H O) to_ produce zirconium dioxide (Zr0 ) and hydrogen2 2
gas (H ):

2

' Zr + 2 H O > Zr02 + 2H2+H*2 R

|-
,
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This' reaction is exothermic, with a haat of reaction (H ) OfR
approximately 6,500 kJ/kg of Zr. The reaction rate increases rapidly

0above a temperature of about 1,370 C (2,500 F). In a large
(1,200 megawatt electric: MWe) pressurized water reactor (PWR) the core '

*

contains about 20,400 kg (45,000 pound mass; lbm) of Zr. It is possible
to postulate accidents in which a significant fraction of the Zr (25 to
50 percent). reacts with steam in periods as short as tens of minutes.

.

Such an event might produce as much as 225 to 450 kg (500 to 1,000 lbm)
of hydrogen. However, in'recent work (Gieseke et al., 1984) somewhat ,

lower rates than this have'been calculated for typical accident
scenarios, most often peak values of less than 1 kg/s and average values

,

of 0.1 kg/s or less. In one particular postulated accident initiated by t

loss of all station power for an extended period of t'ime', the rate'of
'

release may be 10 to'15 kg/s. This is the result of a meltthrough of ;
~

the reactor vessel while the system is still pressurized. ;

In addition to Zr, the structural steel in the reactor core in some i

severo' accidents is postulated to reach temperatures high enough so that [
it could react with the steam. In cases where the core is postulated to

~

melt, the molten mass may fall into a pool of water in the lower head of
its vessel and further metal water reactions may occur. Finally,' if the

molten fuel falls on the concrete floor, hydrogen will be produced when
water released from the concrete bubbles through the molten mass. All
of the above processes have the potential for producing hydrogen. j

There are currently in use in the United States'two large computer
codes for' calculating the amounts and rates of hydrogen production. ;

They are the MARCH (Meltdown Accident Response Characteristics) code, ,

developed'by.the Battelle Memorial Institute at Columbus, Ohio (Wooten
and Avci, 1980).. funded by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 2

'

(NuRC), and the MAAP (Modular Accident Analysis Program) code, developed
by Fauske and Associates'(Baker et al., 1982), funded by the Industry
Degraded Core Rulemaking Program (IDCOR). Both of these codes irdicate
that in the most serious accidents the dominant contributor to hydrogen
generation would be oxidation of the Zr cladding. A large fraction of :

the Zr would oxidize during the heat-up phase while the core geometry
would remain intact. Most of the rest of the hydrogen would be produced
during the reaction with concrete.

The two codes predict somewhat different amounts of hydrogen which
i could be produced'and released to containment. The HAAP code for severe

accidents predicts an amount of hydrogen equal to 20 to 40 percent of
the Zr reacted, whereas MARCH typically predicts 30 to 60 percent. The
resolution of this difference is beyond the scope and expertise of this
committee, but the results are close enough so the difference in the

,

range between the two is not very important since safety analysts
L typically use the upper bound value. As noted previously, some of this

hydrogen is generated by steam reacting with steel or other very hot,

structural materials in the containment. The codes include these other ,

sources of hydrogen as part of the total amount generated. However,

|
|

|
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they make only a small addition to the amount generated by the Zr-H O2
reaction while the fuel remains in the reactor vessel. The amount of
hydrogen generated by reaction with steel is small compared to the
ranges of uncertainty stated above and is henceforth net included in our i

discussion of " metal water reactions."
j

1

Other Sources of Hydrogen

There are two processes that will produce lesser amounts of hydrogen-
over much longer periods of time. They are radiolysis of water and
corrosion of materials in the containment. The latter is so small that
it is not important to reactor safety considerations.

Radiolysis refers to the dissociation of the hydrogen molecule as a -

result of.its bombardment by ionizing radiation. It has been a concern
for reactors since the early 1950s (Pigford, 1952). In addition to,

producing hydrogen and oxygen, sometimes this process produces partial
dissociation of the water molecule forming free-radicals. The presence
of the free radicals leads to back reactions that recombine with
hydrogen to form. water (Speis, 1984). Reactions of interest are the
oxidation of molecular hydrogen:

H2 + OH - > H+HO2
and reaction with other free radicals:

OH + H --> H O2
,

HO+0.OH + OH -> 2
,

'These reactions make the calculation of the net production of
hydrogen difficult and require knowledge of the reaction rates and the
concentration of the reactants. The process of radiolysis creates both

"molecular oxygen (0 ) and hydrogen (H ). This can be important in2 2
cases where the containment is made inert (filled with nitrogen) to
prevent hydrogen burning. If radiolysis proceeds for a long enough time
it may become possible to produce enough oxygen to cause the containment
atmosphere to become flammable. This is judged to be a very unlikely
event because the long time period involved gives so much opportunity
for such remedial action as installation of recombiners or possible
venting of the containment. Most reactors have recombiners capable of ,

'

handling this relatively small amount of hydrogen generation.
Experience at TMI 2 showed that it was a simple task to connect a
recombiner of appropriate size to the containment.

EFrECT OF HYDROGEN ON SAFETY

An important engineered safety feature of all commercial nuclear
reactors in the United States is the ccntainment. This is an airtight
structure that surrounds the reactor and is designed to prevent the
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accidental release of radioactivity. In assessing the risk to the

[ . public it is'important to know if hydrogen can be concentrated in the
containment to the point where, if ignited, its combustion might
' threaten the integrity of the containment. In addition, even if the

combustion of hydrogen would not cause the containment to fail, it might
cause failures of important safety systems located inside the

,

containment.
,

|

t Threat to Containment

To evaluate the chreat to the containment, the quantity of hydrogen
released, the containment volume and strength, the hydrogen
distribution, and the possibility oi ignition should be known. Figure
24 shows the volumes and design strengths of the six major types of
containment used in U.S. nuclear plants. Figure 2-2 shows the volume
percentage of hydrogen th,at would exist, assuming uniform mixing, in r

each of these containments as a function of the percentage of
metal water reaction. The Mark I and II designs used for early boiling
water reactors-(BWRs) are characterized by small volumes and moderate
design pressures. The strength and volume were selected to withstand
the steam pressure that would occur in containment if the primary system
were to rupture during. operation, allowing the hot primary system water ;

to flash to steam. 'The small volume of a BWR containment is sufficient - t

because it is designed so that steam releases are directed through a
largt pool of water to prevent overpressure. To cope with tho hydrogen
problem, these containments are made inert by replacing their
atmospheres with nitrogen when the plants are in operation.

The intermediate-volume containments, the BWR MRK III and the PWR ice
condeuser, have systems for condensing stear. end suppressing 11ncrea: qs
in pressure: the forcer uses a water pool, the latter a 1erge volume of
ice. The larger volume of these containments permits a lower design
pressure. Because et die high hydrogen concentrations that might be
reached if a larSe fraction of the Zr reacted with steam, for these i

reactors considerable effort has been expended to reduce the possibility
of a hydrogen detonation. They now have igniters distributed throughout
their containments to burn hydrogen before it could reach concentrations
that could sustain a detonation.

MostofthePWRshavelargesgcalledfree-vglumecontainments. A

typical volume is about 56,000 m (2 million ft ). This volume
causes the maximum steam pressure in postulated accidents to be limited
to values below the containment design pressure without requiring
dramatic steam condensation as provided by a suppression pool or ice
condenser. The large volume limits the global concentration of
hydrogen, assuming uniform mixing, to a range of 8 to 13 percent, even
at 75 percent metal weter reaction. Numerous calculations have led to

L the conclusion that the burning of hydrogen in these containments would
not threaten their integrity. It has been the NuRC policy that the'

likelihood of reaching detonable concentrations in large regions of
these containments is so small that neither inerting nor igniters are

| required. As a result of nonuniform mixing, there might be regions in
! which a detonable concentration might exist. Subatmospheric
|
|

|

|

,
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Source: Berman and Cummings (1984).
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FIGURE 2-2 Hydrogen concentrations in various reactor containments as a
function of the extent of metal-water reaction in the core. Uniform
mixing is assumed-
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containmer.ts must be considered a special case because of their smaller, ,

volume and lower air content. These issues are discussed in more dotatl
!. in Chapter 5.

i
Damage to Equipment

,

In addition to the threat to containment integrity, there is also the
possibility that the combustion of hydrogen might damage equipment in

,

the containment. The damage might be due either to thermal effects from
' hydrogen burning or to mechanical damage resulting from a pressure wave
generated by a rcpid flame propagation or detonation. Such damage could
increase the accident risk if it seriously degraded the performance of
any of the required safety systems. This issue is further discussed in
Chapter 5.

REACTOR ACCIDENT SEQUENCES

As noted above, the uetal water reactions needed to rapidly produce
large volumes'of hydrogen require system failures that would lead to
serious overheating of the fuel. Many different combinations of
equipment and human failures could cause this condition. In safety
analysis, each particular combination of events that could produce an
accident is called an accident sequence. The first organized attempt to
identify the accident sequences that would lead to serious fuel damage ,

was the Reactor Safety Study (RSS) (NuRC, 1975). This study.used the
event tree-feult tree method in an endeavor to identify all the accident
sequences that significantly contribute to the probability of core
damage. Tables 2 1 and 2-2 give those results for the PWR and the BWR,
respectively. Each release category is associated with a specific
release of radioactivity from the containment. Release category 1
provides the largest release: 90 percent of the noble gas radionuclides
and between 30 and 70 percent of the volatile fission products of 1, Ru,
Te, Cs. The smallest release is in release category 9, a tiny fraction
of the release in category 1. In the BWR case (Table 2-2) only five
categories are needed to conveniently classify the various accidents.
Note the rather large uncertainty bounds on the release probabilities.
This is due to uncertainties in estimates of component failure rates.

For the reader unfamiliar with the safety design rationale, a
discussion of these issues can be found in Appendix IX of the RSS (NuRC,
1975) or any nuclear power plant Final Safety Analysis Report. Since
the RSS was completed a decade ago, nearly two dozen such analyses have
been done on individual plants; these newer studies include significant
improvements over the RSS but the general structure of the approach to
the problem is nearly the same. The dominant accident sequences remain
about the same as given in Tables 2-1 and 2-2. There are some
disparities due to differences in specific design features. These more
recent risk assessments have improved techniques for calculation of the

-failure pressure of the containment. Typical results predict failure
pressures in the range of 2.5 to 4 times design pressure for various
designs.

!
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TABLE 2-1 WR Dominant Accident Sequences Versus Release Categories,
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TABLE 2-l' (continued)
Key to PliR Accident Sequence Symbols:

,

A - Intermediate to large IDCA.

| 3 - Failure of electric power to ESFs. I

B' - Failure to recover either onsite or offsite electric power within about 1 ' o 3 hours followingt

an initiating transient which is a loss of offsite AC power. .

C - Failure of the containment spray injection system.

D - Failure of the emergency core cooling injection system.

F - Failure of the containment spray recirculation system. *

G - Failure of the containment heat removal system.

H - Failure of the emergency core cooling recirculation systcs.
I

K - Failure of the reactor protection system.
;

L - Failure of the secondary system steam relief valves and the auxiliary feedvater system.

N - Failure of the secondary system steam relief valves and the power conversion system.

Q - Failure of the primary system safety relief valves to reclose after opening.

R - Massive rupture of the reactor vessel.

8 - A small IDCA with an equivalent diameter of about 2 to 6 inches.

52 - A small IDCA with an equivalent diameter of about 1/2 to 2 inches. t

T - Transient event.
l

V - LPIs chock valve failure.

a - Containment rupture due to a reactor vessel steam explosion. '

S - Containment failure resulting from inadequate isolation of containment openings and penetrations.

L Y - Containment failure due to hydrogen burning.

( 4 - Containment failure due to overpressure.
|

t - Contairment vessel melt-through.

1
1-

Note: LOCA: loss of cooland accident; ESF: engineered safety feature;LPIS:
:

low pressure injection system.

_ _ _ - - - _ - - _ _ . - _ _ _ _ __ _ _ .- _ ___
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TABLE 2 2 BWR Dominant Accident Sequences of Each Event; Tree versus
Release Catogory
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i1 - TABLE 2 2 -(Cont.inued)'
4 Key to BWR Accident Sequenco Symbols

A - Rupture of reactor coolant boundary with an equivalent diameter of greater than six inches.

3 - Failure of electric' power to ESFe.
'

C - Failure of the reactor protection system.

D - Failure of vapor suppression.

E - Failure of emergency core cooling injection.

F - Failure of emergency core cooling functionability.

G - Failure of containment isolation to limit leakage to less than 100 vo'lume per cent per day.

H - Failure of core spray raciaculation system.
>

2 - Failure of low pressure recirculation system. '

J - Failure of high pressure service water system.

M - Failure of safety / relief valves to open.
.-5

p - Failure of safety /selief valves to reelose after opening.

Q - Failure of normal feedwater system to provide core sake-up water.

Sg Small pipe break with an equivalent diameter of about 2*-6".

8 - small pipe break with an eg alvalent diameter of about 1/2"-2*.2

T = Transient event.

U - Failure of HPCI or RCIC to provide core make-up water.

V - Failure of low pressure ECCS to provide core make-up water.

W = Failure to remove residual core heat.

o - Cesntainment failure due to steam emplosion in vessel.

8 - Containment failure due to steam explosion in containment.

Y '- Containment failure due to overpressure - release through reactor building.

Y' - Conta'nment failure due to overpressure - release direct to atmosphere. "

6 - Containment isolation failure in drywell.
t

| r - Containment isolation failure in wetwell.

f C - Containment leakage greater than 2400 volume per cent per day.

I) - Reactor building isolation failure.

1 '

0 - standby gas treatment system failure.l

!
.

| -

1'
1

i

|

|- Note: ECCS: Emergency Core Cooling System; HPCI: high pressure
) coolant injection; RCIC: reactor core isolation cooling.
1

L Source: NuRC (1975).

4

|
'

|
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In Table 2 1 the first seven release categories are all associated j

with accidents that would lead to core melt. Events in categories 8 and j

9 would not seriously overheat the' fuel, so they are of no concern with
regard to hydrogen issues. The first four categories in Table 2-2 would |

all lead to core melt and the last category would not. The bottom of I
each column gives the probability per year of occurrence of each ;

category. The median and confidence limits of a lognormal distribution
are given.

Listed vertically are six types of initiating events that start the !

accident sequences. The first three are pipe breats of different sizes, ,

the fourth is a rupture of the reactor vessel, the fifth is a specisl
loss of coolant accident (LOCA) that would put high pressure into the ,

low pressure injection system, and the last refers to all types of
reactor trip (shutdown) which would require the decay heat removal
system to operate. Of p. rticular note is the PWR sequence TMLB' in
which the plant is assuned to lose all electric power. This accident
sequence is an important contributor to risk for many of the PWRs
analyzed.

The symbols for the PWR are defined in the associated key. The
English letters are used for various system failures and the Greek
letters are used for containment failure states. Note that the symbol Y
is used for containment failure due to hydrogen burning. Analyses based
on more recent information (Indian Point Probabilistic Safety Study,
1982) yield much smaller values for the probability of both a and S than
those of the RSS.

A PWR accident sequence of particular interest is TMLB'. The
sequence assumes loss of all offsite and onsite power for greater than 3
h .' It further assumes that all ability to cool the steam generator is
lost. The reactor goes suberitical but the decay heat boils off primary
inventory through the pressure relief valve. . Thus the reactor losses
coolant while remaining at pressure. The fuel melts and causes the
vessel, which contains water, steam, molten fuel, and hydrogen at
pressure, to fail. Such a pressurized release causes the highest rate
of hydrogen release to the containment in the range of 10 kg/s or more.
Always released.with hydrogen and molten fuel in these postulated events
will be substantial amounts of steam which, until it condenses,

effectively maks the mixture inert. i

In the case of the BWR the symbol Y stands for overpressure failure.
Since BWRn with the Mark I and 11 containments a.ro made inert, their
failure due to hydrogen burning is considered to have a negligibly small
probability. The Mark III BWR containment is not mede inert and employs
igniters to deal with the hydrogen problem.

Core Melt Process

The predicted steps in a hypothetical. core melt process w!11 depend upon ,

the particular accident sequence; however, some of the general features
are worth noting. As the coolane water level lowers, the top of the
core would no longer be cooled, the rods would begin to heat up, and the
Zr steam reaction would begin, Over the period when the fuel geometry

P
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is expected to be maintained, calculations of the hydrogen production
' rate are quite accurate. Once the fuel slumps and the geometry changes

the calculation becomes more difficult. In some sequences, molten core
.

debris would be temporarily held up on the lower support plate, and the (
failure of the support plate would dump a significant volume of molten !

debris into a pool of water in the lower head. There is some
uncertainty in estimated hydrogen generation in such an event. It
d; pends upon the degree of fragmentation of the debris. The MAAP
program predicts that hydrogen production during this phase would be
small compared to that during the Zr-steam phase. It is assumed,that if
the core were to melt and fall into the lower head, it.would melt
through the vessel and fall on the floor below. This is what would
occur without any intervention. In some sequences there would be
another pool of water under the vessel. Finally, the molten material ,
would begin to attack the concrete with the potential for more hydrogen
production as water would be released from the concrete. Clearly, there ;

is great uncertainty in the calculation of all these precesses.
However, reasonable estimates suggest that the first and the last steps

iin tha processes will be the most important. The hydrogen generated in ~

the intermediate steps would depend strongly on how the molten debris
breaks up when it falls into the water. To obtain large hydrogen
releases the resulting particles must be quite small. Analysis.to date
suggests that the particle size vould be rather large (greater than 1
cm) which would Icad to rather low levels of hydrogen production. For '

this reason the intermediate steps are not considered to be important
contributors to the overall hydrogen production.

HYDROGEN CENERATION DURING THE TMI-2 ACCIDENT

All of the analyses of the accident in the PWR at THI-2 indicate that
large amounts of hydrogen were generated, predominantly by Zr-water
reactions, and that the pressere spike (Figure 2-3) evident on the strip
chart recorder at about 10 h after the turbine tripped was dun to a

,

- hydrogen deflagration in the containment. Using a variety of methods,
various authors (Cole, 1979; Electric Pover Research Institute [EPRI),
1980; Henrie and Postma, 1983; Leung,1980; Rogovin and Frampton, 1990;
Wooten et al., 1980) have made estimates of the total amount of hydrogra
in the containment at the time of the burn. All of these estimates have
required assumptions because of the lack of exact measurements of all
required parameters and, as would be expected, have led to different
values (Figure 2-4) for the amount of hydrogen released to the
containment prior to the hydrogen burn. These values fall in the fairly,

narrow range of 270 to 370 kg, except for the early estimate of about,
'

125 kg by the Battelle Memorial Institute (Wooten et al. ,1980) based on
an early version of the MARCH code.

The Factory Matual Research Corporation analysis (Zalosh, 1985)
concludes that at the time of the deflagration the hydro 8en
concentration in the contsinment was fairly uniform at 7.3 to 7.9 volume
percent. Calculations based upon changes in temperature and pressure in
the containment before and af ter the deflagration give estimates that

t
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range from 270 to 400 kg for the amount of hydrogen that burned. These
calculations suggest that a large parcentage of the amount present
actually burned, as would be expected (see Table.2-3). It is of

interest to recall that at one point during the THI 2 accident, concern ;

was raised that the gas bubble in the reactor vessel might be a |

detorable mixture of hydrogen and oxygen from radiolysis of water.
Numerous analyces (Rogovin and Frampton, 1980) have shown that this is
not pessible. Since the hot rirconium is such a good oxidizing egent,
there' clearly could have been no free oxygen in the vessel during the
accident. Hydrogen and oxygen produced together by radiolysis after the
accident in the circumstancas of TMI-2 would have readily recombined
because of the catalytic properties of the impurities and hydrogen
present in the vessel, and therefore there would have been no free ;

oxygen to sustain an in vessel hydrogen detonation. Furthermore, the

results of Pakczwski and Benaroya (1984) show that a net rate of
radiolysis will not occur in subcooled water when significant amounts of
hydrogen are present.

Henrie and Pos ma (1983) show a hydrogen balance with calculations
that give a high esticate of 370 kg for the hydrogen generated (Table
2 3). These authors suggest that after the deflagration about 89 kg of
additional hydrogen was released from the primary system to the
containment as a result of the venting of the pressurizer that continued
for some time after the deflagration. About one-half (45 kg) of this
hydrogen was estimated to be from radiolysis of water, the other half ,

from the Zr-water reaction. Thus, less than 10 percent of the total
hydrogen was estimated to be produced by radiolysis (Henrie and Postma,
1983).

The total amount of Zr in the core region was about 23,600 kg (51,900
lb). Of this, about 18,770 kg (41,300 lb) was fuel. cladding. The rest

was in Zircaloy used in core structures. It can be concluded from Table
2 3 that the Zc water reaction' produced about 415.kB of hydrogen gas or

for euch mol of208 kg mol. Since this reaction produces 2 mol of H2
Zr reacted, the amount of Zr reacted is 140 kg mol or about 9,400 kg.
Thus, about 40 percent of all the Zr was oxidized, or if all the
reaction occurred in the cladding, about 50 percent of the cladding was
o':idize d.

Examination up to now indicates that most of the top half of the core
has been displaced and is in a rubble bed at the lower half of the
reactor vessel. It appears to be part of the rather loose rubble bed
filling roughly the bottom half of the vessel. Several feet below the
surface of this rubble bed is a hard crust that has been found by

| probing. The exact nature of this crust and what is below it are not
| known. Visual observation of the lower head s'aows it to be partially

filled with previously molten material. All of this indicates that most
of the fuel appears to have beea at highly elevated temperatures in the

L presence of steam at some time during the course of the accident.

|

'

i

|

|

|
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TABLE 2-3 Containment Hydregen Balance
i

1

:t .
l

' Hydromen added Hydromen removed Hydroman inventerv
|

Date and |

|- Time Dry (4). kg Dry (%) kg Dry (%) kg
'

|

March 28, 1979 i

13:50 8.2 370 8.2 370
13:52 7,1 319h 1.1 S1
15.00 0.6 248 1.7 75

>

April 1, 1979 0.5 21A 2.2 96 t

May 1, 1979 1.1 448'A' 2.6 112A 0.7 28

July 1980 0.7 28 0 .

Total 459 459 .

A 'From the reactor cooling system. '

DHydrogen burn..

! A rom vaste gas decay tanks and radiolysis.F
A ockwell International Hydrogen Recombiner.R

SOURCE: Henrie and Postma (1983).

.
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L HYDROGEN REGULATIONS

The regulatory requirements that have been adopted to ensure that
combustion of hydrogen during a severe accident does not compromise
containment integrity are generally contained in Part 50.44, Title 10,
of tl.e Code of Federal Regulations.

In 1981,.after consideration of the pressure pulse induced during the :

TMI 2 accident, the NuRC issued a rule requiring inerting of the
atmosphere.within the containment structure of all BVRs with Mark I and
Mark 11 containments when these reactors are in operation.

In 1982 a separate set of requirements sas issued in a rule
concerning hydroEen control for pending construction permits and
manufacturing license applications. This called for measures to ensure
limitations on hydrogen concentrations after a degrad.J core accident,
and assurance or continued containment integrity.

In 1985 a rule was issued requiring igniters in ice condenser
containments of PWRs and in Mark III containments of BWRs, with the
intent of ensurinF that under no conditions may tne hydrogen
concentration approach the value at which detonation can develop.
Igniters are now installed in all nuclear plants of these types that are !

licensed to operate. Igniters are distributed about the dry and wet
wells of the BWRs, and in all compartments of the PWR ice-condenser <

containments.

REVIEW OF HYDROGEN RESEARCH PROGRAMS

Research on combustion and detonation of hydrogen in air is a subset of
the broader field of research on combustible and explosive mixtures of
gases in general. Research has been under way in all these areas for
many years. Some studies have covered the basic chemistry, dynamics,
and thermal effects. Others have bean directed to more applied
questions r.uch as safety, combustion in internal combustion engines and
in jet and rocket engines.

The occurrence of the nydrogen deflagration during the accident at
the TMI-2 nuclear reactor led to a grect deal of activity to further our
understanding of the generation, behavior. and control of hydrogen
during severe LWR accidents. The NuRC has sponsored research directed

j toward improved understanding of safety questions associated with
potential hydecgen generation during an accident that severely damages a
reactor core. Sandia Nntional Laboratories (SNL) has served as the
principal contractor for this NuRC-sponsored research. Much of this
work has concentrated on various aspects of hydrogen combustion.
Additional research has been sponsored by the nuclear power industry.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission Programs

The NuRC has supported hydrogen programs at several of the national
laboratories including SNL (Albuquerque, New Mexico, and Livermore,

;

_. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _
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California), Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Los Alamos National.

Laboratory (LANL), and Brookhaven National Laboratory. The bulk of the'
research effort was conducted at $dL and LANL and amounted to $14.8 i
million from fiscal year 1981 (FY81) through FY85 (see Table 2-4). I

The Combustible Cases in Containment Program provided data on rates
and quantities of hydrogen that could be generated from corrosion of
coating materials during degraded core accidents. Expenditures have
amounted to $563,000. sThe Hydrogen Migration Studies (HMS) Program at
LANL has developed the HMS code which solves a model of
three-dimensional, time-dependent flow with multiple species transport,

i

Hydrogen distribution and combustion are included in this code. Through
the end of FY85. $515,000 was expended. Projected expenditures for FY86
are $175,000. A Hydrogen burn Survival Program at SNL has been used to
evaluate the performance of equipment subjected to possible hydrogen
deflagrations.

,

The Hydrogen Behavior Program is the most comprehensive of the '

research undertakings and is aimed at investigating and quantifying
important combustion phenomena including deflagrations, accelerated
flames, detonations, and diffusion flames. To date, $8.66 million has
been expended, with the expectation that several million dollars will be

.

expended from FY85 through FY88. Projected expenditures in FY86 are '

$1.2 million. The objectives of this program are (1) to quantify the
.

threat to nucleur power plants (containment structure, safety equipment, '

and the primary system) posed by hydrogen combustion; (2) to disseminate
information on hydrogen behavior, detection, control, and disposal; and
(3) to provide program management and technical assistance to the NuRC
on hydrogen related matters (Reactor Safety Research Quarterly Report
July September 1984, 1985a). Information has been disseminated mainly
through NuRC reports (called NUREG reports) and NuRC-supported
meetings, Approximately 50 reports or report chapters, 70 papers in
conference proceedings or books, and a dozen journal articles have been
published.

Analytical work has been directed toward the development of a
computer model (cofe) called HECTR (Hydt;p Event: Containment
Transient Response) which computes the transport and combustion of
hydrogen in a containment volume. Experimental work has been used to
yield parameters for this model. To complement the experimental work on
flames, a two dimensional computer code (CONCHAS-SPRAY), developed at
LANL and used at SNL, for modeling flame development in a rectangular
channel is under development. Models for diffusion flame and
momentum-dominated jets are also being developed. Analyses have been
conducted of hydrogen control measures for the Sequoyah Nuclear Power
Plant (Berman et al., 1981), on an evaluation of the adequacy of the

L. hydrogen igniter system for the Grand Gulf Nuclear Power Station, and on
| the pressure and temperature effects of local and global detonations.
| Other work has included reviews of the Hydrogen control Owners Group

(HCOG) and Nevada Test Site (NTS) hydrogen combustion experiments. ,

o

|

1

|
|

|
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Major Expenditures bg Fiscal Year for Hydrogen ResearchTABLE 2-4 s

at Sandia National Laboratories

Total enditures
Fiscal Year (mill. f dollars)

i

1981 1.271
' '

1982 2.85

,
20541983

1984 3.199

1985 2.426

1SUBTOTAL 13.951

' . Nevada %est Site a0.87

TOTAL 14.821 |

Projected 1986 1.575

A rograms include hydrogen behavior,' combustible gases,P

hydrogen. burn survival, hydrogen migration studies, and
hydrogen mitigation. Expenditures include work at SNL
(Albuquerque and Livermore) and LANL.

L

|

.

i
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|
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To fully understand hydrogen transport,and combustion behavior, a,

: number of experimental facilities have been built and operated. Work atr
<

the NTS was sponsored by both NuRC and EPRI to investigate hydrogen
J

deflagrations as well as diffusion flames in both air and air-steam
mixtures. The survivability of safety related equipment to the results
of combystion wars investigated through experiments performed in a -

2,048 m spherical vessel. Mixtures of hydrogen, steam, and air were
ignited by glow plugs or heated resistance coils.

The so called Variable Geometry Experimental System (VGES) consists
of a set of experimental facilities of various sizes. Three buried

s

tanks have been used to study deflagrations, accelerated flames,
mitigation concepts, and the effects of aerosols. The effect of

aluminumandironoxicopowderedaerosolsondetgnationofhydrogen
mixtureshasalsobeenstudgedinasmall0.18m tank in conjunction '

with experiments in the 5 m VGES tank at SNL. Four large horizontal ,

tubes, as well as several smaller tubos, have been used for critical
tube diameter and critical energy studies. The Flame Acceleration

' Measurement Experiments facility is a U shaped channel. It was built
with the intention to simulate geometries relevant to nuclear reactors -

and to .etudy flame acceleration and transition to detonation. There is
also a 0.46 m diameter, 12.8 m long heated tube for detonation studies
in steam hydrogen air mixtures.

Experimental work has also been supported at McGill University in
Montreal, Quebec, Canada. Tubes ran61ng in size from a few to 30 cm in
diameter have been used to study flame acceleration, transition to
detonation, and detonation propagation. Experiments have also been
conducted in plastic bags to determine the initiation energy required ~
for unconfined explosions.

The Fully Instrumented Test Site tank is 3.4 m high and 1.5 m in
diameter and has been used to investigate the influence on hydrogen
combustion of initial temperature, partial pressure of air in the tank,
concentration of steam or carbon dioxide, and hydrogen concentration.
This has resulted in a set of flammability data for hydrogen air-steam
mixtures, as well as hydrogen air-carbon dioxide mixtures.

Some research has been aimed at hydrogen mitigation and prevention
schemes. Because of the presence of water spray systems in reactor
containments, experiments have been conducted to determine the effect of
water sprays on hydrogen igniters. The influence of water droplets, as
well as that of aerosols composed of aluminum or iron oxide, on the
combustion of hydrogen-air mixtures has been studied. Because of the
importance of reliable, deliberate ignition systems, work has proceeded
on the development of a catalytic igniter which does not require an
external source of power (Reactor Safety Research Quarterly Report
October-December 1984, 1985b). Expenditures for FY86 for hydrogen
mitigation are projected at $200,000.

,

.--
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Industry Sponsored Programs i

In addition to the research sponsored by the NuRC at Sandia Latoratories
(including McGill University), the nuclear power industry embarked on
research programs ai.med at investigating hydrogen control and combustion
during postulated i.evere accidents. During the period 1979 1980,
Fenwal, Inc., and Westinghouse Corporation conducted a series of i

'

experiments sponsored by the Ice Condenser Utilities (Tennessee Valley
Authority [TVA)), Duke Power and Light Company and tunerican Electric 3
Power Company, and EPRI. These experiments were conducted in a 3.8-m
sphere and demonstrated Jean mixture (5 to 10 percent hydrogen)
ignitability with glow plugs in the presence of steam and sprays
(Liparulo et al., 1981). Data were also obtained on lean mixture burn
fractions and peak pressures, whereas preliminary data were generated on
equipment survivability and continuous injection burns. No attempt was
made to simulate containment spray characteristics.

The Ice Condenser Utilities and EPRI sponsored a number of other

CanadaLimited'sWhiteshellNuclearResearchEstablishmentina6.3-m{
investigations in 1981 1982. Tests were conducted at Atomic Energy o

sphere (Kumar et al., 1984; Tamm et al., 1982;). The ignitability of
hydrogen and air mixtures by glow plugs and coils was investigated under
conditions of high steam concentrations and fan-induced turbulence.
Peak pressure and burn fraction data were collected at 100 C. The
effect of turbulence induced by gratings and the effect of igniter
location were also investigated. Flame acceleration from a sphere into

a connecting pipe and vice versa were also studied. Factory Mutual ,

Research Corporation (FMRC) studied the influence of water fogs on
flammability in an 18-11ter tuoe and arrived at conclusions with regard
to the inerting of hydrogen air mixtures as a function of fog density,
drop size, and steam concentration (Zalosh and Bajpai, 1982a,b). The
Westinghouse Hanford Company simulated hydrogen jet releases in lower
compartments of ice condenser containments, producing nearly uniform
hydrogen concentrations (within 3 percent) outside the jet (Bloom et -

al., 1982, 1983). Af ter jet flow is stopped, natural convection and
blower-forcedconvectionareimportantindilutingtgehydrogen
remaining in the jet region. Research with a 17.8-m vertical
cylinder was also performed at the Accurex Corporation. Premixed tests
were conducted to study the effects of water sprays, fog, fans, and
igniter location on hydrogen burn fraction and peak pressure.
Continuous injection tests resulted in either repeated deflagrations or
diffusion flames, depending on igniter location relative to release site
and the presence of water sprays (Torok et al., 1982, 1983). Data were
also collected on equipment response and operability during burns.

As described under the sect. ion on NuRC-supported research, the NTS
studies incorporated combustion of premixed hydrogen air. Continuous
injection tests produced diffusion flames in almost all release
configurations irrespective of fan or spray mixing and initial steam
concentration. Data were also collected on equipment and cable
operability and survivability (Haugh, in press).

| The TVA sponsored tests by FMRC to examine the operation of Tayco
I glow coil igniters, used in TVA containments, at high water spray

1
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c fluxes. Both shielded and unshielded coils were studied (Ealosh and

Chaffee, 1984). EPRI and the BWR Mark III utilities (HCOG) provided
funds for the Accurex Corporation to conduct tests in a 1/20th scale
version of a Mark III containment which included spargers. releasing
hydrogen, a suppression pool, and igniters. Diffusion flames were
observed to form above the suppression pool, and a vertical
recirculating flow field was observed to form with warm gases rising at<

some positions and cooler gases descending at others (Brown et al.,
1984). No combustion was observed at oxygen concentrations below 5
percent.

Recently, EPRI and HCOG have funded FMRC to conduct tests on a
,
'

1/4-scale model of a Mark III containment. Preliminary scoping test
results have so far indice.ted that diffusion flames form at all hydrogen
release rates after an ignitable hydrogen concencration forms at an
igniter. Wall plumes were observed to form alcng the inner wall of the
wet well, with highest temperatures measured near the inner wall.
Wispy, weak flames occasionally formed away from the~ main flames. The
full range of tests are scheduled for early 1986 and will continue
through the end of the-year.

Computer codes related to the generation and combustion of hydrogen
during severe accidents have also been developed. See Chapter 3 for
these codes.

;

|
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MODELING TECHNIOUES

k

,

The objective of this chapter is to review models that have been
developed for analysis of hydrogen transport and combustion as a result
of-hydrogen release in nuclear rea. tor containments. Some typical

,

'

examples, and their evaluation using data from subscale tests, are
described. , Areas where additional model development is needed are also
discussed.

Currently, there are two general approaches for modeling turbulent
mixing processes: (1) lumped parameter models, where specified volumes
are assumed to be well mixed and phenomenological relationships are used

t

to describe transport and rate processes in the domain of interest; and '

(2) field models, where equations of motion and transport are solved
over the domain of interest, with a variety of empirical approaches or
approximations used to treat turbulence and transport properties. Both
approaches have been applied'to hydrogen in reactor containments. "

However, lumped-parameter models have received the most attention.

LUMPED PARAMETER MODELS

There are two types of lumped parameter models which have been used to
analyze turbulent mixing within structures. The first type are
lumped volume models where specified volume elements are assumed to be
well mixed, with empirical relationships used to describe mixitig between
volume elements. The second type are zone models which invoke specific
flow phenomena, such as plumes and stratified layers, using

,

phenomenological analysis. Only lumped volume models have been .

'

considered for reactor mixing analysis thus far. However, zone models
offer a useful alternative and both methods will be considered in thefollowing sections.

Lumped Volume Models !

Several lumped-volume models that have been developed for analysis of
hydrogen mixing and combustion in reactor containments are summarized in

33
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Table 3-1. The table identifies the organization which devtloped the
model and provides references describing details and evaluation of the
method. Lumped voluma models are popular since they require relatively
short computation times and can be-coded with minimal difficulty to,

,

treat complex geometries and scenarios. They differ greatly in detail
and in the types of phenomena that can be incorporated. However, they
all have in common the assumption of empirical flow resistances between
.well-mixed volume elements and use some type of network solver. *

A typical lumped volume code which has been widely used for nuclear i

reactor containment analysis in this country is called HECTR (Camp et -

al., 1982; Cummings et al., 1984). The lumped volumes are generally
compartments within the containment, although some users arbitrarily
subdivide compartments. The model satisfies global requirements for
conservation of mass, energy, and momentum in each compartment. Flows
between compartments include effects of pressure differences, buoyancy,

_

and fans in a global manner with user specified interconnection loss
coefficients. The code includes models for hydrogen combustion (with
empirical expressions for ignition, flame velocities, propagation
between compartments, and completeness of reaction); radiative heat
transfer (using a wide-band model); convective heat transfer (by natural
and forced convection); wall condensation (using a laminar film
condensation analysis); heat transfer to sprays (using a Lagrangian

'

formulation with prescribed initial drop sizes); wall heat conduction
(considering either lumped masses or slabs with internal temperature
gradients); and ice condensers. Clearly, the list of phenomena
considered by this model and others like it is very impressive.
However, many of these features are drastic simplifications of actual
phenomena due to the absence of needed fundamental knowledge and the
requirement for moderate computation times. Critical user selected
parameters include intercompartment flow resistances and parameters
relating to hydrogen combustion. Systematic sensitivity analysis of -

these parameters has not been reported; however, it is well known that
predictions are stron5 y influenced by their selection.1

There have been several investigations to evaluate aspects of ,

lumped volume codes (Cummings et c' 1983, 1984; Dingman et al., 1982;
Fuls and Gunter, 1982; Haskin and Trebilcock, 1982; Wester and Camp,
1983). Most codes have provided reasonable correlations of global
experimental observations; however, they all involve numerous adjustable
parameters, whose valuer are generally not defined in evaluation
reports. Thus, these evaluations are not definitive and the accuracy of
the codes for configurations where extrapolation is necessary, such as
to full-scale reactor containments, is questionable. They also require
an experienced user who is familiar with proper parameter selection to
achieve good results. Furthermore, all features of these models have
not been systematically tested. Finally, the models work best under the
assumption that fans and sprays are operating, helping to mix gases in

|

|
|
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TABLE 3 1 Summary of Lumped Volume Reactor Mixing Codes

.

Code Organization Reference

CLASIX, CLASIX 3 Westinghouse Offshore Fuls and Gunter (1982)
Power Systems

CONTEMPT-DG Power Authority, Deem and Rousseau
State of New York (1982)

CONTEMPT-LI Electric Power Research Deem and Rousseau
Institute (EPRI) (1982), cited

HECTR Sandia National Laboratories Camp et al. (1982)

HECTR ES Sandia National Laboratories Kempka et al. (1982)

HYBRID Public Services of Oklahoma Zink (1981)
,

MAPHY Japan Fuj imoto e t al . (1982)

MAAP Fauske & Associates Baker et al. (1982)

MARCH Battelle Columbus Labs Wooten and Avci (1980)

RALOC, RALOC- GRS, Federal Republic of Jahn (1980)
MODI Germany

RECAP EPRI Ritzman et al. (1980)

RELAP Aerojet Nuclear Corp Aerojet Nuclear Company
| (1976)

|

|

|
1

|

|

|

,

1

|
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; each compartment. Accuracy of the models is reduced in instances where
V outside agents.are not assisting mixing and effects of stratification

and buoyancy begin to dominate both fluid mixing and motion.
J

N Zone Models

Zone models are generically similar to lumped volume models since both |

divide the flow field into well mixed regions. However, in zone models,
these divisions are made on the basis of flow phenomena, and are
recognized as regions of buoyant plumes, stratified layers within a ,

compartment, door jets, etc. , rather than by whole compartments, or
arbitrary division of a particular compartment, as with lumped volume !

methods. Consequently, zone models can be more effective for treating
effects of stratification and buoyancy, which lumped-volume models do
not predict very well, and still maintain performance similar to that of
lumped volume models for well-mixed conditions.

Zone models are widely used for the analysis of unwanted fires within
structures. Table 3-2 is a summary of some representative zone models.
Fire scenarios are very complex, and most of these models are limited to
fires within a single room. However, multicompartment smoke transport
models have been reported as well (Tanaka, 1980). The multicompartment
models have been developed along the lines of available building
ventilation codes used in the design of structures. '

Single-room zone fire models generally divide the room into three
zones, namely, tne fire, a stratified hot ceiling layer, and a lower i
layer. Conservation relationships are written for these zones, allowing
for flow resistances at room openings. Since stratification is
important, there are generally simultaneous inflows and outflows at the
openings. Needed flow and entrainment coefficients for these processes
have been developed from auxiliary experiments, similar to the
measurement and correlation of convection heat transfer coefficients.
Most of these models use empirical correlations for flame spread rates,
convective and radiative heat transfer, and the entrainment properties
of the fire plume. Heat conduction in walls, floors, and ceilings is
treated in a manner similar to that for the lumped volume models.

Evaluation of zone models has been similar to that for lumped volume
reactor codes. However, for zone models, full-scale experiments are
feasible and have been used (Cooper et al., 1985; Jones, 1983; Mitler,
1985; Mitler and Emmons, 1981). Since zone models tend to divide the
problem along physical grounds, aspects of the analysis can also be
tested at a small scale more convincingly by including flow coefficients
for doors, entrainment of plumes and door jets, and radiation from fires
and ceiling layers. Although additional evaluation and improvement is a
continuing process (Cooper, 1981), there is a more systematic basis for
development of the methodology than for lumped volume models. Adopting
zone-modeling principles for current lumped-volume codes would not
involve a significant change in their fundamental properties.
Consequently, the advantage of a more physically based zone modeling
approach which lends itself to systematic development could easily be
incorporated into analysis.of hydrogen mixing aad combustion in reactor
containments.
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a ':Table . 3 2' Summary of Zone Coden
', i

'

i
,

-Code Organization . Reference f~ '

:;___-
,

BCFM , National Bureau of, Standards Cooper et al. (1985).
:.

.

' '

:
:

e. CALTECH California Institute of Zukoski and Kubota !
Te:hnology. (1981) i

!

|COMPERN University of California,- Siu (1982, 1983) r'

.Los-Angeles *

L-

,
DAC1'IR - . University of Dayton MacArthur (1981) ;

P

FAST National Sureau of Standards Tanaka (1983),'

Jones (1984) '{
HARVARD 5,6 Harvard University Mitler and Emmons -!

(1981).-Mitler |

(1985)
. $

NAS II National Bureau of Standards Cooper (1981) |
;a,

-RTIRES 1111nois' Institute.of Pape et al. !
Technology (1980) |

!
Building Research Institute Tanaka (1980) F__

(Japan) |1 1

_. .

A enerally written to sik. alate fires in structures.. 'fG
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Field models provide greater detail than lumped para ter models, since i

the governing equations of conservation of mass, no icta, energy, and
,

species are solved for incremental regions of the f1 e, The transport j
properties of the generally turbulent flows encounte ed in reactor '

l' containments are also represented. There are currently two categories |
of field models. Time. averaged analysis uses semiempirical !
approximations to represent the turbulence properties of the flows. |
Mathematical simulations, which solve the three dimensional equations of
motion in transient form, provide an exact (in principle) representation i

of the turbulent flow. Only time averaged analysis has been considered i

for reactor mixing models thus far. Due to its computational -

requirements, numerical simulation is not feasible for analyzing the ,

situation existing in an actual containment. However, simulation can
still contribute to the development of more physically based turbulence
models. Therefoie, both methods will be considered in the following

:t sections. !
!

Time Averaged Models [

Several time averaged models developed for or applied to problems of ,

hydrogen mixing and combustion in reactor containments are summarized in |
Table 3 3. The table identifies the organization which developed or
adapted an existing model to the reactor containment problem. Details '

can bn found in the associated references. 3

The computer code, Hydrogen Migration Studies (RMS), developed to
describe hydrogen transport, is of particular interest and is currently .

under development by Travis (1982, 1985). It is based on the ICE
algorithm of Harlow and Amsden (1971). This code is closely related to
the CONCHAS SPRAY and mixing code developed by Butler et al. (1980),
which has also been adapted for containment problems (Cloutman et al., .

1982; Cummings et al., 1984). The other codes listed in Table 3-3 are '

largely modifications of computational and turbulence modeling efforts
at Imperial College (Gosman and Pun, 1973; Launder and Spalding, 1972), t

Since HMS continues to be developed to describe hydrogen transport in ,

nuclear reactor containments, some of its current features will be
described in more detail. HMS is designed to treat time dependent,
low speed flow in three dimensions. In a broad sense, this code can !
yield numerical simulations of turbulent flow; however, the treatment of ;

boundary conditions and interpretation results in time averaged i
information, The time dependent Navier Stokes equations are solved
along with transport equations for conservation of species and energy. ,

Flow near surfaces is not resolved by the grid; therefore, the solution !

is matched to law of the wall approximatiens for velocities, and the !

Reynolds analogy is used to provide heat and mass transport boundary .

conditions. Processes of radiation and wall heat conduction are also |
modeled (see original sources for details). L

i
:

[
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*tA SIA 3 3 Summary of Fleid Reactor Mixing Codes

Code Organizatien Reference <

l
. j

COBRA NC Battelle Northwest Thurgood (1982) I
Laboratory !

CONCHAS. Los Alamos National Cummings et al., (1984), j
$ PRAY Laboratory Cloutman et al., (1982) j

|

HMS Sandia National Laboratories Tr.tvis (1982) |
i

IPSA Chan, Inc. Spalding (1977) i

I

TEMPEST Battelle Pacific Northwest Trent and Eyler (19E2)
Laboratory
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f
r Turbulence properties are treated using a subgrid scale model in the

most recent version of HMS (Travis, 1985). The approach follows other
[ recint work at Los Alamos National Laboratory. (Amsden et al. ,1985).
' This involves solving a modeled transport equation for turbulent kinetic

energy (for turbulence having length scales too small.to resolve by the
,

computettonal mesh) using a prescribed mixing length based on the size
"~

of the mesh. The specific turbulence kinetic energy, q, and mixing
length related to the mesh size of the numerical grid, L, are then used
to compute a turbulent diffusivity, 7 , from the following empirical'

t
expression:

yt - Lq /2/20.l

The corresponding turbulent diffusivities of mass and heat are found
by ascuming turbulent Schmidt and Prandt1 numbers equal to unity.
Travis (1985) points out that this procedure reduces to an algebraic
subgrid scale model similar to those of Smagorinsky (1963) and Deardorff
(1970, 1971) in regions where turbulence production and dissipation are
equal.

This version of HMS also considers the combustion of hydrogen jets in
air as a diffusion flame (Travis, 1985). The approach used follows
contemporary work at Los Alamos National Laboratory as well (Amsden et
al., 19PS). This involves a global Arrhenius rate expression for
combustion in a turbulent environmeat, neglecting effects of turbulent
fluctuations, which is an approach similar to that of Fishburn and
Pergament (1979). In this case, the flame is assumed to radiate a fixed
fraction of the local rate of chemical energy release, negleating
reabsorption in other portions of the flow field (optically thin
approximation), which is an approximation that has been used by workers
at Factory Mutual Research Corporation for the analysis of flame
radiation from fires (Tamanini, 1983; Ural and Zalosh, 1985),

The treatment of turbulence properties and hydrogen combustion in HMS
departs significantly from contemporary methods used in time averaged
analysis of turbulent mixing and reaction processes (Alpert and Mathews,
1979; Bilger, 1977; Dibble et al., 1984; Drake et al. 1982, 1984; Gore
et al., 1986; Launder and Spalding, 1972; Starner, 1983; Starner and
Bilger, 1980, 1081). Since the HMS procedure has not been validated
using available data for simple turbulent flows, its reliability is
questionable. Turbulent transport properties are intrinsically linked
to mesh size in HMS; thus, the mesh size is an implicit turbulence
modeling parameter. When the model using a particular computational
mesh is validated for particular cases, this can provide some capability
for modest extrapolation. However, a physically realistic solution, if
grid' independence was achieved in the conventional sense (approaching
the limit of small Brid size), cannot be guaranteed; in fact, it is
unlikely.

The diffusion flame analysis in HMS can be criticized on similar
grounds. Existing meanurements suggest that hydrogen air diffusion
flames are invariably at the faat reaction, nonpremixed limit, except at
points of flame attachment (Faeth and Samuelson, 1985). The
conserved scalar formalism han been shown to be effective for such

.. . -. ..
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Iconditions, particularly for the hydrogen. air eliffusion flames of
interest for nuclear containment problems (Bilger, 1977; Drake et al., i

'

1982, 1984; Core et al. ,1986; Starner,1983; Starner and Bilgor,1980,
1981), In view of this, the Arrhenius exprsssions used in HMS are not ;

consistent with observed diffusion flame phenomena. Since turbulence is i

vell known to interact strongly with reaction processes, the relevance
of these ideas to premixed flames is questionable as well, !

The other codes listed in Table 3 3 incorporate a variety of ,

Iturbulence.modeling methods, varying from constant eddy diffusivities to
models employing higher order turbulence closure, e.g., the models ;

referred to as k,e.g models (Launder and Spalding, 1972); these models |
use the conserved scalar formalism (Bilger, 1977), These methods are ^

generally most successful for boundary layer flows. Their application
to complex compartments, with stratification, buoyancy, and premixed
combustion and spraya, will undoubtedly generate very uncertain |

'

results. Establishing grid independence and numerical closure for
computation in regimes as complex as nuclear reactor containments is a
tedious and extremely costly process, Evidence that this has been done
could not be found.

Some of the field models have been evaluated using existing data ior
hydrogen transport in containments (E?RI, 1983; Thurgood, 1982; Travis,
1982; Trent and Eyler, 1982), In view of earlier comments. however. -

these assessments are not convincing demonstrations of the general
effectiveness of these methods. Rather, they establish capabilities of
yielding representative results for particular scales and conditions,
Extrapolation to fu11.seale systems or other circumstances, however, is
questionable,

.

*

Turbulence Simulation
i

Turbulence satisfies the time dependent, three. dimensional equations of ;

motion and transport; therefore, exact solution for fle3 properties,
v'thout recourse to models, is feasible in principle. Results of such
simulations can then be averaged over numerous realizations to obtain
the statistically significant: results normally used to describe ,

turbulent phenomena (see Hsiao et al., 1984, for an example using
two dimensional simulation).

The difficulty with direct numerical simulation of turbulence is the
large range of length scales involved for the high flow Reynolds
numbers of interest for most practical problems. Therefore, a fine grid

.

in a large volume (or its equivalent for a Lagrangian computation) is
'required to resolve the flow. Allowing for the three dimensional

transient nature of turbulence requires a large number of space time
noder, The result is that couplete simulation of nuclear containments
will probably not be feasible within the technological lifetime of the
plants under consideration, in spite of anticipated advances of ;

computational capabilities (Baum and Rehm, 1984).
Nevertheless, numerical simulation of turbulent processes is possible

for simplified cases, such us low.Reynolds. number flows, and provides a
valuable research tool to gain a better understanding ;f turbulent

,.
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mixing. The strength of the approach is its ability to provide accurate
! predictions of quantities that are very difficult to measure, such as

pressure valecity correlations or multipoint correlations, among
others. Thus, simulation is being actively pursued #is a supplement to
experiments to support the deve1.opment of more empirical (but
computationally tractable) methods.

Table 3 4 is a summary of some typical numerical simulation methods.
The table provides the method used, the organization developing the,

method, and references describing the analysis and results. There are
three general methods for carrying out these computations. The first is
the random vortex or vortex dynsmics method, which is particula'ly
efficient for certain types of problems in two dimensional (partial)
simulations of turbulence. The second approach involves spatial and
spectral methods, which currently are most convenient for treating
processes within an enclosure. Finally, there are finite difference
aethods. Each method has its proponents, and it is beyond the scope of
the present study to discuss their relative merits. It is suggested,
however, that these techniques could be applied to aspects of hydrogen
reaction and transport in containments (e.g. , jet mixing, premixed
combustion, diffusion flames), to improve the physical basis for more
approximate, but more phenomenologically complete, analysis.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Lumped parameter Models

Lumped-parameter models provide a viable approach for treating the
complexities of hydroban transport and combustion in containments.
Substantial progress has been made toward developing codes of this type,
with HECTR and its variants (Camp et al., 1982; Kempka et al., 1982)
representing a current state of the art code. The models have bee 1
evaluated to some extent using measurements from subscale systems.
However, many of their features have not been evaluated directly.
Furthermore, while evaluations have generally been favorable when
executed by experienced users, there are many user specified parameters;
therefore, the extent to which these evaluations represent correlations
or predictions is open to question. It is conciuded that the general
validity of the models for full scale containments has not been
adequately established. Finally, work thus far has shown that existing
models are deficient in cases where mixing is not enhanced by external
means, such as when fans and sprays are not operating.

Based on these observations, the implementation of the following
recommendations would enhance the state of-the art of lumped parameter
models, improve confidence in their results, and make them more reliable
for application to problems or' hydregen comb stion.

Model evaluation should continue, with the additional requirementse

that all user specified parameters, and the scaling rules to be
used for them, be fully documented as part of the evaluation. The
goal of subsequent evaluations should be more generally valid
guidelines for code use with demonstrated capabilities to treat
hydrogen mixing and combustion in full site containments,

l

1
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! TABLE 3 4 Summary of Numerical Simulacions of Turbulent Mixing- i
'

;

. ;. :';
|

Method Organization Reference |
L ;

+ ,

Random Vortex University of California, Chonies et al. (1982), i

Berkeley Chonies and Sherman j
i

(1985). Hsiao et al. !
'

(1984) ;

I -Random vortex Sandia National Laboratory, Gibson et al. (1985) [
(vortex Livermore
dynamics) ;

!

Spectral Flos Research Company Riley and Metcalfe }

(1985) {
t

r

Spectral National Bureau of Standards Baum et al. (1983), j
'

Baas and Rehm (1984),,

!
'

!! Finite Naval Research Laboratory Boris et al. (1983)
difference {

'

!

!
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Lumped. parameter codes should be validated by undartaking, o '

M '

comparison with measurements from a few large scale experiments. ;

These experiments could be carried out using inert gases in an '

actual containment or a structure of similar size. Comparison
with data from the 1/4. scale tests would be useful as well. !! Future lumped. parameter models should make greater use of zone. ;

e
modeling techniques since zone models offer attractive features

t

for treating the hydrogen problem'in containments, particularly !
when auxiliary mixing sources are absent. They are more ;
physically based than the ad hoc subdivision of compartments into
well mixed volumes, and provide a formalism to design studies that I
address specific aspects of flow and mixing in structures. [
including plume entrainment or mixing in stratified layers.

. e Coordination of National Bureau of Standards (NBS) and Nuclear' ,

Regulatory Commission (NuRC) efforts to develop zone models would
be beneficial to both programs and should be pursued. The Center

,

;for Fire Research of the NBS is actively developing zone models of :
fires within structures. This technology is very similar to j
lumped. parameter modeling of hydrogen transport and combustion in

!
containments. '

!

'Field Models

Field models cannot be as comprehensive as lumped.carameter models, in
;terms of phenomena considered, since they are more computationally

intensive. However, they can provide more detailed analysis of the ,

mechanisms of hydrogen mixing and combustion in containments and thereby
help improve our understanding of the 3 foblem and assist in the ,

development of empirical aspects of lumped parameter models. Progress I

has been nade in adapting existing codes to the containment problem, !

yielding the codes listed in Table 3 3 as the current state of this |
technology. HMS is still being actively developed for this purpose. *

The models have been evaluated to some extent, using a data base similar
to that of the lumped volume codes. Whilo evaluations have been

i
favorable, these models require many uter specified parameters, raising
questions concerning their general usefulness when applied to full scale ,

'

containments by personnel not directly involved with model development. (Numerical closure (grid independence and numerical convergence) has not !
been demonstrated adequately, raising questions whether these approaches !
can be accurately executed (aside from the limitations of their physical -

approximations) at reasonable cost with current computational :
facilities. Furthermore, the physical approximations used in these

Icodes for turbulence properties and turbulent combustion have not jincluded approaches which are state of the art in the field. Areas of
;probabl deficiency include buoyancy / turbulence interactions, mixing of

-}variabit lensity flows. spray processes, and prer.ixed turbulent
combusti n. ;

:

Based on these observations, the following recommendations would |improve the state of the art of field models and confidence in their
i

results. !

>

?

,

-
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!Development and evaluation of these methods should continue, with[ o

: emphasis on the demonstration of grid. independent and j
user independent results relevant to full size containments, ,

Field models should be used to model the structure of the flow ;
,

|> e

i within compartments based on the results of experiments in actual !

containments or similar multicompartment structures. These j

.i results could then be used to develop empirical parameters for the -;

lumped. parameter models. |

!:: Subelements of the field models should be developed using resultse
from both detailed experiments and numerical simulations of
turbulence. Improvements in these areas require that the
limitations of the current enperimental data base be overcome, as :

e The. National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Lewis
''}described for deflagrations in Chapter 4.'

Research Center is actively developing field models and methods
,

for simulating turbulence under the HOST research progr&m, as well
as its sasic in house effort. This work inck'. des sensitivity [
studies for numerical closure (grid independence) and turbulene. i

modeling procedures for recirculating reacting flows, including !

spreys. The problems that this program has addressed are similar :

in some respects to flows in nuclear reactor containments. !

Coordination of NASA and NuRC efforts in this area would be :

beneficial to both programs and should be pursued. }e The Center for Fite Research at NBS is actively developing methods ,
'

for numerical simulation of buoyant turbulent mixing in confined
environments, which are similar to problems of hydrogen mixing in ,

nuclear reactor containments. Coordination of NBS and NuRC !

efforts in this area would be beneficial to both programs and -

should be pursued.

t
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DEFLACRATION AND DIFPUSION TLAMES 1

'

O.
,

!
:
1

To predict what may happen in a full size reactor containment in which
hydrogen injection and combustion take place, analytical and ,

i

experimental models have been used to simulate containment conditions.
;

Chapter 3 discussed theoretical modeling approaches applied to hydrogen
mixing and combustion.- This chapter focuses on interpreting recent
experimental data regarding hydrogen deflagrations (premixed flames |propagating at aabsonic speeds) and diffusion flames. Theoretical and i

experimental results for detonations are considered in Chapter 5.
F

DEFLAGRATION SCALING

i
The' primary data obtained in deflagration tests are peak pressutos, [percentage of hydrogen actually burned (burn fraction), effective flamo ;
speeds, and gas temperature or heat flux histories. Peak pressures are iuseful for containment integrity evaluations. Hydro 6en burn fractions i
are useful for assessing hydrogen accumulation and consumption in f
hypothesized accidente with repeated injections. Effective flame speeds
are used in containment system codes to calculate energy release rates

i

,

and the resulting pressure and thermal loads. Cas temperature and/or
heat flux histories are used to assess heat dissipation rates in the
tests and pos t 21sted containment burns. They also provide a basis for

}deternining thermal loads on critical safety equipment.
;

Hydrogen deflagration test data for reactor safety evaluations have*

.

beenobtaigedineightdifferent'tt et vessela >arying in volume from 0.3
to 2,100 m . The question arises as to whether there is a reliable
procedure to extrapolate .hese test data tg full scale containmentvolumes in the range of 35,000 to 60,000 m . The deflagration scaling
question is particularly difficult in that the test vessels are not
geometrically similar to the full scale containments, nor do they
include complications such as large internal equipment, structures, and
compartments. Smaller equipment and structures have been included in
some of the test progrars, but not as geometrically similar, scaled
representations of their counterparts in actual containments. Even if
the test vessels were geometrically similar to fel). scale containments.

46
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there are no direct scaling laws for the coupled turbulent combustion
and heat transfer phenomena occurring in lean hydrogen air steem mixture
deflagrations. Another limitatier is the lack of quantification of
turbulence levels and length scales both in the tests ar.d in full scale,
containment degraded core accident scenarios.

How can the test data be extrapolated without configuration
similitude, scaling laws, and turbulence qucntification? A rigorous
extrapolation is not possible. Approximate extrepolations may be
possible for scenarios involving initially quiercent gas mixtures in a
relatively unobstructed containment compartment. However, the data are
more useful for (1) calibrating and selecting input parameter values for
computer codes that model turbulent, nonadiabatic ceflagrations under
actual contairment conditions as well as test conditions and (2)
providing additional physical insight into the relevant combustion and
heat transfer processes. The following observations summarize the
current status of parameter value selection and physical insights based
on available deflagration data.

Adiabatic constant volume calculations represent uppor bounds fer
pressure rise fron deflagrations in mixtures with 4 to 12 percent
hydrogen by volume. For a given mixture composition, igniter location,
and other given conditions, the data indicate that peak pressures in
large vessels are likely to be closer to this upper bound than those
from smaller test vessels. Figura 4 1 showe !.his effect in the
comparison of peak pressures measured in the 16 m diameter Nevada Test
Site (NTS) sphere and those in 2.3. and 3,7 m diameter spheres ('hompson
et al., in press). The Three Mile Island Ur.it 2 (THI 2) data pr.nt is

also shown |n Figure 4 1.
peak ptsssure data are usually not scaled directly to ful' scale

containment conditions. Instead, computer codes such as HCfTR are used
to incorporate configuration and heat transfer effects. Since these
codes typically require hydrogen burn fraction and flame speed as input,
the question of per.k pressure scale up using tbese codes becomes a
quartion of scaling up burn fraction and flame speed data.

fraction data are available for hydrogen concentrations between
4 and 8 percent by volume, but a comprehensive correlation incorporating
all the relevant test data has not yet been developed. In the ebsence
of such a correlation, burn fractions must be calculated from hypotheses
about buovant flame shapes, speeds, and quenching criteria. One

difficult but important aspect of flame speed and quenching correlations
is the effect of turbulence, which usually enhances combustion but at
extreme levels, as defined by Al Khishali et al. (1983), can quench
near limit hydrogen air mixture flames.

Flame speed data compilations and envelope (upper bound) type
correlations are available. Berman and Cummings (1984) presented such
correlations (with and without fan induced turbulence) for vessels

3smaller than about 7 m , and Thompson et al. (in press) compared flame

|

|
|

|

|
|
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speed data obtaineo !n the 0,100 h" Nevada Dewar (ligure 4 2) to the i
data from 5. and 6 m# vessels, the effective flame speed indicated in i

Figure 4 2 as pressure data has heed detTned as the distance the flame
Eo traversed divided by the pressure rise time during upward flame ;

propagation. The comparison in Figure 4 2 for initially quieccent
conditions indicates that upward flame speeds at hydrogen concentrations i

of 4 to 9 percent increase with vessel size (particularly with vessel
vertical dimension), but there is no apparent scale effect at hydrogeno

,

concentrations of 10 to 13 percent. This suggests that scale effects '

are due to buoyancy. ,

Therefore, any extrapolation to full scale containments should .

account for the higher rise velocities that buoyant fireballs might j

achieve in full size containments. In addition, turbulence parameters 6

asscciated with sprays and ventilated flows should be quantified and [
related to-the corresponding turbulent flame speeds they would produce.
Finally, application of flame speed data to multicompartmented

\x containments is hampered by the lack of any data on flame acceleration ;

associated with flame propagation between compartments, !

Even.if flame speeds can be extrapolated, the data are only as useful -

as the computational models uced to determine combustion energy release t

rates. Flame speed data are used directly in the empirical |

lumped parameter combustion models, such as HECTR and CLASIX (see Table :

3 1). Combustion energy in these models is assumed to be released !
uniformly throughout the compartment at a con = tant rate determined by .;

the flame speed and the distance between the ignition site and the most !
Lremote wall. In the more sophisticated models in which flame.

propagation is treated phenomenologically or via hydrodynamic and !

chemical kinetics, the flame speed is calculated (using other empirical
parameters and algorithms) rather than specified as input. For these
models, both video camera and thermocouple grid data on transient flame !

shapes (specifically, flame surface areas) are probably more useful than .;
flame speed data.

Heat flux data during and following deflagrations have been obtained i

in the NTS Dewar tests and in several tests'at Sandia National r

Laboratories. The data have been analyzed by Ratzel and Shepherd (1985) !F

to identify the pertinen*. heat transfar mechanisms and associated !
'

scaling laws. Their analysis showed that appropriate scaling laws are
available for every heat transfer rode except transient forced
convection. Presumably, forced convection scaling should be directly
related to flame speed scaling since flame speed is the relevant forced i

convection characteristic velocity, i
In summary, then, deflagrations in lean hydrogen air steam mixtures

are too somplicated to allow direct scaling of any one test to full-size ,

containment conditions. Computer codes with empirical models, or
preferably phenomer.ological models, of combustion and heat transfer q

processes represent a more feasible scaling approach. Scaling laws are [
needed to extrapolate burn fraction, flame speed, and heer flux data to =;

actual containment conditions. Some of the models contain these scaling

relationships, but the more widely used eupirical models rely on the
to provide the scaling and to insert appropriate bur. fractions anduset

.
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flame apeeds as input. .One important limitation in carrying out this ,

J
scaling either within or outside the codes is the lack of any ,

*

h fundamental quantification of turbulence effects associated with
ventilated flows, containment sprays, and flame propagation around''

equipment and between compartments. Parametric calculations with ;

; conservative assumptions for these effects would be helpful in,. , ;

:determining whether additional tests focusing on these effects are
warranted.

,

t

,

t
DIFFUSION FIME ' aLING.

b ( i

A hydrogen release in the presence of preactivated ignitets (situated'

above the release site) is expected to result in a diffusion flame. The j

concern in this scenario is the thermal load on critical safety :'

!equipment in the vicinity of the diffusion flame. Dt.ta needed to define
these thermal loads include the convective and radiative heat flux idistributions, and the location, size, and duration of the flames and
thermal plumes. Interpretation of these data requires consideration of |

how hydrogen diffuaion flame data can be scaled up to full size |
?containment conditions.

Several complications in the containment building release scenarios ,

I.prec1V e the direct use of cost diffusion flame data in the literature.
These complications include (1) the presence of large walls and other
structures in the vicinity of the flames, (2) complicated patterns of ,

recirculating flow restricting air access to the combustion zone, (3) 6

elevated ambient temperatures and steam concentrations, (4) gradually j
depleted ambient oxygen concentrations. (5) Ictge mass fractions of ;

steam released with hydrogen, and (6) effects of water sprays or forced ,

'

air cooling. As noted in Chapter 2, experiments incorporating one or
more of these complications have been conducted in the later stages of
the industry. and Nuclear Regulatory Commission sponsored hydrogen test |

{programs.
Sandia National Laboratories (Shepherd, 1985b) has acquired' ;

ihydrogen steam jet flame data at high jet temperatures and steam
fractions, but with hydrogen release rates limited to 0.14 g/s, i.e., ,

three orders of magnitude smaller than the average value in a severe
nuclear accident. Scaling relationships for flame length, blowoff
velocity, and stagnation point heat ilux have been presented along with j

the data. The flame lentch and hea- flux realing are base on extensive ,

data and correlations in the literature, adjusted to account for steam i

dilution of both thn' jet and che containment atmosphere. Shepherd's
(1985b) flame length correlation predicts flame length /dfameter ratios
30 to 80 percent smaller than a similar correlation developed by Becker 1

'

and Liang (1978). Kalghatgi (1984) has also developed a generalized jet '

flame leagth correlation based on data extending into the choked flow,
underexpanded jet regime. Although the Kalghatgi (1984) correlation is |

of the same form as that of Becker and Liang (1978), it predicts flame !
q lengths as much as 15 percent shorter for ediluted jets. Thus, the

'

t 'overall uncertainty in jet flame length predictability is 15 to 30
percent for undiluted jets and as much as 80 percent for steam. diluted
jets with relatively low flame temperatures.

;

.
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L' Jet flame lift off distances and blowoff velocity scaling also have
i significant uncertainti.es. Shepherd (1985b) and Kalghatgi (1961) have

different correlations, and it is not elect which, if any, is valid for
large ness flow rates and orifi,e diameters on the order of those
anticipated in reactor accident scenarios, Kalghatgi (1981) blowout
data extend into the choked flow regime, but without any steam dilution,
and s.th orifice diameters on the order of 1 wm. Both Kalghatgi (1981)
and Shepherd (1985b) caution against extrapolation to much larget

sdiameters in the choked flow regime. Use of an equivalent, fully
expanded jet diameter as suggested by Birch et al. (1984) may suffice
but has not been confirmed for largo orifice diameters. I

Both low and high speed diffusion flame data at elevated ambient
;

temperatures and steca concentrations, including effects of oxygen I

depletion, were obtained as part of the NTS program. In addition to the !usual pressure and temperature data, the NTS diffusion flame tests have
lproduced some Interesting flame lif t off and detachment observations.
:These lifted flames were observed when ignition occurred high in the '

vessel and the diffusion flame worked its way back to the release site, ;
often pausing at scaffolding supports which acted as flame holders.
Detached flames were also often observed toward the end of the burn in -

the form of wispy flames intermittently migrating upward, apparently , '

toward areas with additional oxygen. This flame detachment phenomenon
is a concern from an equipment survivability standpoint because it

3suggests that equipment distributed over large regions of the reactor
building mey be subjected to locally high thermal loads. Sandia
National Laboratories has used lumped parameter models to sliculate the
pressures and wall temperatures measured in these tests. However, !

,

apparently no qurntitative analysis of the flame lengths, Itft off, and i

blowout observations has been attempted yet. This type of analysis is
,important in determining the need for additional jet flame data to i

ascertain the applicability of scaling relations to reactor accident
scenarios.

Experiments taulating buoyant hydrogen diffusion flames in a boiling
water reactor (iiR) Matk III containment h.ve been a key part of the ;
Hydrogen Control Owners Croup program. One twentieth scale tests were
run at the Acurex Corporation in 1982 1983, and 1/4 scale tests are -

under way now at Factory Mutual Research Corporation (FKRC). TheI

scaling premise in these plant specific simulations is that hydrogen -

release veloe':ies and other reluvant flow velocities are determined on
the basis of Froude number equality. The rationale behind this Froude
modeling approach is that buoyancy and flow inertia are the dominant
forces governing both flow pattett.s and heat transfer rates and the ,

corresponding thermal loads on critical equipaent. Tamanini (1983) has
,

'

irovided a comprehensive discussion of Froude mode *ang as used in the ;
design of the 1/4 scale Mark III test facility. '

1here are several important limitations to this application of Froude
modeling. One limitation is that radiative heat fluxes measured in the
1/4 scale facility do not scale with the Froude number. Even if the

;; temperature distribution in a scale model experiment were identical to :that in a full size containment, gas emissivities could differ
substantially because of scale effects. This limitation can be overcome

i.

I
i

.
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by calcuasting radiant heat fluxes in the full scale analysis from the ,

experimentally determined temperature and gas composition distributions
'

inntend of using the radiant heat flux data.
Another important limitation of froude scaling is that convective i

heat transfer rates, which govern the rate of heat removal from the |
Icont ainment atmosphere, obey Reynnids number scaling rather than Froude
!

scaling. Even if convective heat fluxes to critical equipment are
calculat ed from temperature and velocity data rather than directly f rom ;

corvective heat flux data, there is concern that the cumulative effects ;

of nonsealed heat sinks in the experiment may distort the experimental j
gas temperatures and velocities. Ural and Tamanini (1986) have analyzed
this problem via analytical modeling (including comparisons of data vith t

model calculations), and have concluded that the disproportionately |
higher wall heat fluxes in the 1/4 scale facility are approximately ;

compensated for by the disproportionately reduced surface areas due to
the absence of equipment and other structures. Thus, volume-average
peak temperatures and pressures measured in the 1/4 scale tests should ,

be roughly equal to, or slight y higher than, their full scale il

equivalents. The analysis alsa suggests that peak temperatures in the !

plume directly above the flames are probably slightly ecoler in the ;

1/4 scale facility (by 20 C to 40 C) than in the actual containment i
because of the absence of equipment in the flame itself. ;

Another inevitable consequence of the absence ?f minor equipment and
structucal details in the BWR Mark 111 1/4 scale facility is that the !

;local measurements of gas temperature and velocity should be averaged
over length scales that are large compared to the length scales of the ,

omitted equipment and structural details. If a finer resolution is
needed for some particular equipment, additional analysis and/or heated :

:wind tunnel tests may be necessary to account for wakes and other
disturbances associated with the omitted equipment.

In summary, then, the applicability of hydresen diffusion flame
scaling in containment burn scenarios is being assessed by research ;

program participants. Scaling relationships are available for flame i

lengths, temperature, and velocity distributions, for both jet flames |
and buoyant diffusion flames. HowcVer, prelimir.ary data from the (
ongoing 1/4 scale facility tests suggest that the underwater hydrogen
release causes f' .me heights to be significantly shorter (by almost
ene half) than would be predicted on the basis of correlations in the
literature (F. Tamanini, FMRC, personal communication). Additional work
is also needed to assess ilarue longth, lift off, and detachment effects !

un 'er full scale containment conditions, particularly for undererpanded, !

steam diluted hydrogen jet conditions. Analysis of th w e phenomena in
the NTS continuous injection tests and in the 1/4 scale tests (where
background burning occurred rather than coherent detached flames) should ;

precede.any new test program.
Rlth regard to the 1/4 scale BVR Mark 111 tests, Froude scaling

'

should not be expected to rigorously and precisely simulate corrvective
'end radiative hvat fluxes, but the measured gas temperatures and

s + . cities can be used to estimate thermal loads on major safety !

equipment. The two remaining conceptual questions are (1) how should
the data be applied to small ec,uipment in the immediate vicinity of

,
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L ncnsimulated equipment and structures, and (2) does the absence of some
heat sinks and flow resistances in the experiments produce or prevent I
any cumulative effect on flame lift off and extinguishment that would !not occur in an actual containment?

j

;

INFLUENCE OF SUSPENDED WATER ON luMES

The presence of watwr sprays during a cevere libht. water reactor (LWR)
accident leads to consideration of the effect of suspended water i
droplets on flames. Because laminar flaats produce negligible dynamic
pressure on any suspended wa:er droplets, the sechanica of drop oreakup
is absent, as discussed in Chapter 5. In terms of either thermal !

,

interaction or chemical participation, water droplets are expected to
;have little influence or flames, as long as the water droplets are i

large, beccuse the water evaporation rate is a controlling factor. '

Sinee the svaporation rate depends on the ratio of drop? et surface area
to volume, it car easily be seen why larga drops are ineffectual. This I
has been confirmou by the investigation of Marx et al. (1983). Zalosh
and Bajpai (1982a) give further support co this conclusion. In their
experimental arrangement, they found that the lower flammability limit
(LFL) is marginally changed by droplets on the order of 100 pm, whereas

;

droplets on the order of 20 um raised the LFL from 4 percent hydrogen to ,

7.2 percent hydrogen. However, there is an order of magnitude of
|uncertainty in the fog concentrat!ons required for the specified

increuses in the LFL (Westinghouse Elecr.ric Corporation, 1982; Zalosh
and Bajpai,1982a) . Some evaluations of dense fog formation for
postulatod degraded core accidents have been conducted (Westinghause
Electric Corporation 1982), but there is a large uncertainty in the i

results of this analysis because of the absent.e of rclevant experimental !
deta. -

Eater droplets, however, have been known to influence the behavior of I

the flames by inducing turbulence which can lead to fatter flames. It
is not clear, however, whether such flames could lead to detonation.

As to the isochotic (constant volume under adiabatic conditions)
pressure attainable for hydrogen enmbustion in the presence of water, it
is found that generally, because of the imbalanco between the effect of
the heat of vaporizatica and that due to the increase in the gaseous -

mass, the pressure during combustion would almost always be lower then
that of burning the dry mixture. By the same token the overall
temperature would also be reduced (I.A. Zlochower, U.S. Bureau of Mines,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and Adel Sarofim, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge, Mass., personal communication). Thus, water -

i, prays can alleviate structural and thermal damage.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Deflagrations
,

The following conclu.1 ions are based on the alove discussion regarding
deflagrations.

(
,
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,; Although lean hydrogen. air nixture deflagrations are too ;e
complicated to allow direct extrapolation of subscale tests to !

full size containments, the data are useful for (1) identifying !
,

d

scaling trends. (2) computer code validation, calibration, and !

input parameter selection, and (3) providing phycical insights
into relevant combustion and heat transfer phenomena. 4

Peak pressures in lean hydrogen air mixture deflagrations are |
,

i a

likely to be higher (and closer to the adiabatic, co.stant volume j

pressure) in actual containments than in subsca?e tests. |
'

Prediction of peak pressures in actual containments is tantamount,
via use of compu er codes, to predicting hydrogen burn fraction |
and flame speeds. 1

Alt. hough flame speed and burn fraction data compilc* ions aree
available, there is no systematic, quantita.:ive prwedere to
account for turbulence, geometry, and scale effect, in actual -

containments. The developent of such a procedure is hampered by ).'

the scarcity of data on flame propagation around equipment and '

between compartments and on turbu'ence intensities and length i

scales associated with containment sprays and ventilate 4 flowt. [

In view of these conclusions, the following recommendations are i

offered regard <.ig defla$ rations.
>
'

Puatretric calculations should be conducted for turbulence effectse
associated with containment spr ys, ventilated flowa, and flame
propagation around equipment and between compartments. Results of

,

these calculations using conservative estimates of turbulence
parameters and/or burn fri.ction and flame i. peed will determine
whether additional tests focusing on these effects are warranted.

!Hydrogen burn fraction and flame speed correlations,e
quantitatively including turbulence, scale, and geometry effects, 1

should be developed accounting for recent data such as that in the >

NTS Dewar. If these correlations are not developed, then improved
models should be used in which burn fraction and flame speed are
computed within the model.

Diffusion Flames
.

|

The following conclusions are bar.ed on the above discussion regarding
| diffusion flames.

t'

| Scalins relationships are available for both buoyant and jet=

diffusion flame lengths, as well as for temperature and vclocity
distributions. These relationships tre useful in identifying the

'

extent of the regions subject to thermal loading. The
uncertainties in these scaling relationships (as much as 80
percent for weak, steam diluted jet flanies) may be important from

j the standpoint of equipment survivthility.
'

Scaling relationships for both jet flame and buoyant diffusion| *

t hme lift off distances and blowoff velocities also have

l
t
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significant uncertainties in the range of the large mass flow
rates and release diameters hypothesi ed in containment accident,

;scenarios. These flame lift off and detachment phenomena, which
have been observed in both the NTS experiments and in several Mark
III 1/20. and 1/4 scale tests, may lead to possible thermal damage ]
to equipment in remote regions of the containment, as well as to
equipment in the vicinity of the release site.

iFroude scaling cannot rigorously simulate convective and radiativee

heat fluxes in containment accident scenarios involving diffusion
!flames. Mcwever, measured gas temperatures and velocities can be
-

used, along with quantitative analyses of departures from Froude i

scaling. *o estimate thermal loads on major safety equipment.
The spatial resolution to be expected from Froude scalinge

axtrapolation of temperature and velocity data is limited by the
length s: ale of the small equipment and structures present in ;

'

actual containments but omitted in the tests,
t

In view of these conclusions, the following recommendations are .

offered regarding diffusion flames,
i

Conservative calculations of thermal loads on key safety equipmente

due to jet diffusion flamen should be conducted to determine s

whether the uncertainties in the flame length and
>

temperature / velocity field scaling relationships is acceptable or
whether additional data are needed,
Additional testing and analysis shauld be conducted to developo

flame lift-off, blowoff, and relocation criteria relevant to ,

containment accident scenarios.
If a spatial rssolution finer than that provided by the currente '

Mark III 1/4. scale tests is needed, additional analyses and/or :

tests may be needed to account for wakes and other disturbances
associated with omitted small equipment and structures.

,

i

Suspended Water Droplets

With regard to the nature of suspended water droplets formed, it is .

concluded that: ;
'

There is considerable uncertainty in droplet size and fog densitye

rerelting from fog formation in containment during postulated
,

severe LVR accidents.

The basic conclusions related to the effect of water droplets on
flames are as fc11ows.

Large water droplet containment sprays can increase flame speedse
-

in lean hydrogen air mixtures and cause peak pressures to be
closer to the adiabatic, constant volume valves. However, these
sprays also enhance cooling of the burned gases and therefore
cause pressures and temperatures to decrease more rapidly to

-

;

1

|

|
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precombustion levels. Thus, depending on the relative safety ;

margins for pressure loads and thermal loads, the sprays can be
either beneficial or detrimental during premixed combustion. They ;

are definitely beneficial for postcombustion cooling and for the -

diffusion flames enticipated with deliberate ignition.
Droplets on the order of 20 gm or less in diameter cane ,

significantly raise the lower flammability limit for hydrogen i
combustion and, as noted above, can raise the threshold of :

'

ignition to as high as 7.2 percent hydrogen. However, it is not
cicar whether such fogs would form in a containment atmospr.ere
onder conditions postulated for an accident scenario. The
presence of such fogs would delay the onset of hydrogen ignition i

by igniters (see Chapter 6) but should also mitigate the effe. cts
of hydrogen combustion. Experimental confirmation of the extent f

of these mitigating effects wculd be desirable if they are
'

neccessary to unintain containment integrity. ;
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BACKGROUND

As was indicated previously, the generation of hydrogen during a severe
j accident to a nuclear power plant and the subsequent entry of the

hydrogen into the containment could result in combustion, either
accidently or deliberately. For premixed conditions the combustion
could occur in one of two modes: as a deflagration or as a detonation.
In the deflagration mode, combustion takes place in a relatively!

leisurely manner and the flame front neves at low subsonic speeds. On
the other hand, the detonative mode is characterized by supersonic wave
propagation. The deflagration mode was discussed in Chapter 4 In this
chapter, detonation is discussed as it relates to the mitigation
problem recer,t research on hydrogen-air diluent mixtures, and
implications for reactor containments.

The study of detonation waves dates back to the late nineteenth
century, when Bertholet and Vieille (1881) and Mallard and Le Chatelier
(1881) identified the supersonic nature of these waves and indicated
that they constitute a n. ode of combustion distinct from slow
deflagration. Shortly thereaf ter, Chapman (1899) and Jouguet- (1905,
1906), working independently and using a gas dynamic approach, confirmed
this observation. In addition, they independently recognized that the
burned gas behind the wave travels at the local speed of sound relative
to the wave. Waves possessing this unique property are called
Chapman Jouguet (CJ) waves, af ter their discoverers. World War II
provided further impetus to the study of detonations, as a result of
which Zelduvich (1940) in Russia, Von Neumann (1942) in the United
Statea, and Doring and Burckhardt (1944) in Germany again independently
described detonation as a shock followed by an inviscid recction zone
which is terminated by a sonic plane. The structure of the detonation
wave was known to be experimentally different frum the one dimensional
description under certain conditions near the so called composition
limits. Nonetheless, it is remarkable that the theory predicts thej'

' propagation velocity and the pressure with a good degree of accuracy
| solely on the basir "* the heat release during combustion and

hydrodynamic considerations. With the advent of the digital computer,
the calculation of the properties of CJ detonations, wherein equilibrium
conditions or frozen composition are assumed at the sonic plane, has

1
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become a relatively quick and easy task. Among other computer programs,,

one devised at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) ;

by Gordon and McBri6e (1976) has become useful for.such calculations. |

- Figure 5 1 shows the CJ detonation velocity (V ) and Mach number (M)p
as functions of the equivalence ratio (e ), and percent hydrogen (H )2
in hydrogen air mixtures for equilibrium conditions behind the front. ,

The equivt.lence ratio (&) is the ratio of the actual hydrogen air ratio i

to that of a stoichiometric hydrogen. air ratio.
From a nuclear plant accident standpoint, one of the concerns about

detonation is the possibility of development of transient pressures that ;

are much higher than those obtainable in a constant volume (isochoric) }
combustion. A ccmparison of the transient pressures that can develop is;

i shown in Figure 5 2. It can be seen that the detonation pressure spike ;

is about twice the isochoric pressure. It is clear that even in a 10 |

percent hydrogen mixture the detonation pressure will exceed the static ;

design pressure, which is much lower than the failure pressure, of
present day containment. vessels. Structural analysis could determine |

Iwhether such a transient pressure spike would lead to containment
failure. t

It is also important to note that under certain conditions the '!'

pressures involved are those obtained from an adiabatic shoch j
corresponding to the detonation Mach number. Such pressures are about ;

twice the detonation pressures (Adamsnn and Morrison, 1958). Further, !
wave reflections from the walls can result in pressure amplification of ':
over four times the detonation pressure, or eight times the isochoric
pressure. The report by Delichatsios et al. (1982) on the pressure
spikes that can be developed from detonative combustion shows one method
of evaluating the pressure amplification. Thus, detonations at 1cvels ,

of hydrogen close to the loan flammability limit may pose a serious |
threat to the integrity of the containment, though the true measure of

.

the threat is'the impulsive strain resulting from the transient pressure
as the detonation wave strikes the structure. !

In the last 20 to 30 years, it has been recognized on the basis of '|
experimental evidence that the structure of the detonation wave is not !

one dimensional but is cellular in shape due to interaction of the f
incident wave with rome transverse waves resulting from instability of
the wave (Streh10w, 1984). This structure arises from the trajectory of j
the triple point generated from the interaction of the incident wave,
the transverse wave, and the resultant Mach stem. It is well known that I

'for a given oxidizer. fuel combination, the high'r the CJ Mach number
*

(i.e., the closer the mixture is to the stoichionietric ratio), the
smaller the cell cize. The cellular structure implies pockets with much
higher pressures than that calculated from the one dimensional model.

.

These pressures are very localized and of relatively brief duration, but t

it is not evident how much greater a threat they pose than the CJ '

pressures until additional structural analysis is conducted.

t
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The heating effect of the detonation could also impair performance of
i equipment in the detonation path. It can be shown, however, that

detonation temperatures are only slightly higher than the isochoric
temperature for the same mixture. Therefore, any precautionary measures

- taken to protect equipment from heating by a deflagration should be
l adequate for detonation as well'.

INITIATION OF DETONATION

There are mainly two methods by which a detonation can be developed in a
detonable mixture. One is direct initiation and the other is flame
acceleration. In direct initiation, a rapid deposition of energy in the
gas is necessary, e.g. , a high energy spark or a high explosive. The
blast wave developed must be of high enough strength at a certain
critical radius to induce detonation, the critical radius being
dependent on the mixture ratio (Lee, 1972, 1977; Lee et al., 1966).
Generally, the initiation energy needed is low for a stoichiometric
mixture, but it increases rapidly with leanness or richness of the
mixture. The phenomenon is now well enough known and understood that
the minimum energy requirement for direct initiation can be predicted
accurately (Guirao et al., 1982). Experimental (Lee and Matsui, 1976)
and theoretical (Abouseif and Toong,1962; Dabora,1982) work on the
relation between initiation energy and rate of energy deposition also
has been done. Near the lean limit of detonation (lovest value measured
to date is about 13 percent hydrogen in dry air), the energy requirement
for direct initiation is theoretically estimated to be over 14 MJ.
Estimates based on the extrapolation of experimental data yield values
of 2.5 MJ. It is unlikely that such high initiation energies would be
released sufficiently rapidly in a containment vessel, to cause
detonation to be initiated at hydrogon concentrations on the order of 13
percent or less.

The other method by which a detonation can be developed is by flame
initiation and acceleration. Flame acceleration can occur due to
turbulence, changes in geometry, obstacles, and wall roughness. This is
the most likely method by which a detonation might develop in a suitably
high concentration of hydrogen from a nuclear plant accident. The
deflagration to detonation transition (DDT) phenomenon in a tube with

F constant area is well described by Oppenheim (1965). It is interesting
that, for a given mixture, it has been found (Oppenhein, 1965) that
neither DDT time nor distance can be correlated to any physical
parameters of the system. Thus, a prediction of how far down a tube or
at what time a DDT will occur is not pos9tble. However, the ratio of
distance to time is found to be a well behaved function of the Reynolds
number.

Ar.other method for development of detonation is akin to knock in
spark ignition engines. In the course of flaw development and partial
pr.,pagation, the unburnt mixture, is compressed, with a corr esponding
increase in temperature, rendering the mixture more sensitive and thus
easier to detonate. If there is a hot spot (Kailasanath and Oran, 1983)
or an igriter in the unbarned field a detonation could occur. Thus, a

I knowledge of the composition limits at elevated pressures and
temperatures is necessary for detonation risk assessment.

,
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LEAN DETONATION LIMITS

The current strategy for hydrogen burn mitigation is designed to avoid
detonative combustion, It is therefore very important that the leen
detonation limit be known with a high degree of certainty. It is
reasoned that the rich limit is only of academic interest since, in an
accidental release of hydrogen into a containment building, the
air hydrogen mixture would have to pass through a range of detonable
compositions (near stoichiometric, which would be beyond mitigation)
before it could reach the rich limit.

The recent work at Sandia National Laboratories, McGill University,
and other places on hydrogen air detonations as related to reactor
safety is summarized by Berman (1985). The results of the large scale
experiments described lead to the conclusion that in terms of the

geometry, turbulence, obstruction, venting, etc., it is virtually
impossible to predict the combination of conditions that chould be
avoided to prevent detonation from occurring, as long as the mixture is
intrinsically detonable. Hence, an evaluation of the intrinsic limit
mu4t be made.

Up until the 1950s, it was widely accepted that the lean detonability
limit for hydrogen air was about 10 percent hydrogen, on the basis of
experiments of Breton (1936) and Lafitte (1938). The work of Kogarko
and Zeldovich (1948) with different tube sizes showed that geometry
affects limits to a significant degree. These experiments showed that
mixtures near 15 percent hydrogen could be detonated in a 30 cm diameter
tube. More recently, Lee et al. (1984) have shown that flame
acceleration in an obstacle filled tube is a function of both
composition and tube size. The larger the tube, the lower the hydrogen
concentration required to achieve flame acceleration. Quasi detonation
regimes (i.e. , propagation at speeds higher than sound velocity but at
less than the CJ velocity) could be detected in an 18 pe- ' nt hydrogen

, mixture when the tube diameter was 30 cm and in a 26 percent ,ydrogen
! mixture in a 5 cm diameter tube, further confirming the size effect.

Results presented to the committee during its visit to Sandia National
Laboratories indicated a detonation limit down to 13 percent hydrogen in

| the absence of steam. Unfortunately, no tests have been performed on a
I scale comparable to a nuclear reactor. The limit for such a scale must

| therefore be inferred from currently available tests or analyses.
An impressive amount of data (Tieszen et al. ,1985) on detonation

'

cell size ha9 been generated. Many researchers have attempted to
correlate the cell size with induction length calculable from basic
principles. The induction length is the distance behind the detonation

j front at which the bulk of heat release takes place. The most recent
' attempt at correlation was performed by Shepherd (1985a). After using

the currently accepted hydrogen oxygen (H 0 ) reaction mechanism2 2
! (see Table 5 1, reactions 1 to 19) and trying several criteria for
| induction lengths, he found that the most successful correlation could
I be obtained when the induction length is defined as the location where
l the Mach number of the reaction products reaches a value of 0.75 behind
j the detonation front. The cell size A is found to be equal to Aj

1 , where 12 is the induction length and A2 is a multiplicative| 2
l
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TABLE 5 1 Chemical Reactions Involved in a Hydrogen Oxygen
Reaction Mechanism

Reaction A 4 E

I1. H: + 0: = OH + OH 1.70x 1088 0.00 47780.
8 1.30 3626.2. OH + H: = H 0+H 1.17 x 10

3. H + 0: = 0H + 0 5.13 x 1088 -0.82 16507. !
88 1.00 8826. !4. O + H = OH + H 1.80 x 10

5. H t 0: + M = HO: + M 2.10 x 10 1.00 0. i88

|18 1.42 0.6. H + 0: + 0: = HO: + 0: 6.70 x 10

7. H + 0: + N: = HO: + N: 6.70x 1088 -1.42 0.

8. OH + H0: = H:0 + 0: 5.00 x 1088 0.00 1000.

9. H + HO: = 0H + 0H 2.50 x 10" 0.00 1900. i

10. O - H0: = 0: + 0H 4.80 x 1088 0.00 1000.
811. OH + 0H = 0 + H:0 6.00 x 10 1.30 0. ,

18 '

12. H: + M = H + H + M 2.23 x 10 0.50 92600.

13. 0: + M = 0 + 0 + M 1.85x1088 0.50 95560. ,
*

14. H + OH - M = H 0 + M 7.50 x 1088 2.60 0.

15. H - HO: = H - 0: 2.50 x 10 8 0.00 700. !
i

16. HO: e HO: - H:0: - 0: 2.00 x 1038 0.00 0.

L 17. H:0: - M = OH t OH - M 1.30 x 10 ' O.00 45500.

18. H:0: - H = HO: + H 1.60 x 1088 0.00 3800. i
'

19. H:0: A OH - H:0 + HO: 1.00 x 10 8 0.00 1800,

l 20. HO: + CO = CO: + OH 5.80 x 10i8 0.00 22934. ;

M 3.20 x 1088 0.00 4200. :21. CO + 0 + M = CO: A

22. CO + OH = CO: + H 1.51 x 10' 1.30 -758.
28 0.00 41000.23. CO + 0: = COs+ 0 1.60 x 10

;

Reaction rate coe#icients are in the form af = AT8 emp -E/RT. Units are .

moles, cubic centimeters, seconds, Kelvins and crlories/ mole. Third body ef.
0) = 21&s(Ar); a (H ) = 3.3k:(Ar); %(CO ) = 5&s(Ar);$ciencies: kr,(H s 3

As(CO) = 2k ( Ar); 4 :(H 0) = 6& n( Ar); 4 :(H) = 2k :( Ar); A :(H ) = .

3 i i

O) = 20k .( Ar). Et activation energy: M: any| 3ks:(Ar); kg.(H2 i

i non-identified molecule; R: gas constant; T: temperature.
- A and B constants for a given reaction.

t

Source: Shepherd (1985a).

.
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factor equal to 21 for a stoichiometric mixture. Ideally, the factor
A2 wculd be expected to be constant, bat unfortunately this does not
appear to be the case. It changes as a function of hydrogen
concentration because dominant reactions, and thus appropriate
activation energies, are different. Figure 5-3 shows the value of A2
as a function of equivalence ratio (4) as obtained by Shepherd
(1985a,b). It is to be noted that as the equivalence ratio decreases
from 0.6 to 0.4, the value of A2 changes from 35 to 5. Inasmuch as no
cell measurements exist below & - 0.4, the value of A below 14.4

2
percent hydrocen (4 - 0.4) is not known.

Figure 5-4, provided by Shepherd (personal communication, Sandia
National 1.aboratorics, Albuquerque, New Mexico) shows the niculated
induction length (1 ) in the lean regime. It can be seer @ ': as the2
percentage of hydrogen decreases there is a continuous !.- w in the
induction length. It was noted by Shepherd (pe,rsonal co m aacu i 3)
that since no dramatic change in 12 ccurs as compos.. ion is altered, y

no intrinsic limit could be fm:nd. Therefore, detonation limits must be
considered in the context of cemposition and container size.

Guirao et al. (1982) indicate that the threshold tube diameter (d )tthat can sustain a detonation is that for which d
an unconfined cloud a minimum cloud diameter (d,)e - A/2 and that fordd 6.5Ah |

-

necessary for detonation. On the basis of Figures 5 3,and 5 4 and the !
above criteria, Table 5-2.is presented. It is assumed that A2 - 5 and

'

remains constant for hydrogen concentrations lower than 14.4 percent.
A typical reactor containment structure of concern has a diameter of

about 50 m. From Table 5 2 it can be seen that depending on whether the
containment volume is considered as a tube or an unconfined space, a f

mixture with 9 to 11 percent hydrogen micht be detonabic. Since it is i

felt that the containmrot. is more nearly an unconfined space than a
tube, the higher end or the range may be more likely. It is to be noted
that if.i2 actually decreases below a v>Ne of 5, even lower
percentages cf hydrogen in air could 5 'onable. Based on this and -

because of the lack of experiments le comperable to that of a
nuclear plant, prudence would call tring that any mitigation.

strategy should avoid the attainment of hydrogen levels greater than 9
to 11 percene.

| At this point it is worthwhile to mention that the effect of size
' '

should not be minimized. In a recesit field expariment, Moen et al.
,

| (198b) have noticed that a 5 percent acetylen$-air mixture, with an '

| -equivalence ratio of 0.626, detonated by vircae of shock wave .

development. The mixture was ignited by a flame in a 2 m-diameter, !

3.5 m long, cylindrical plastic bag. The detonanon started at the end
furthest from the initiating jet, leading to the conclusien that in a
large size container the probability of instabilities leading to
detonation can be greater.

| Effett of Temperature
Ii

In the above discussion, it was assumed that the mixture is origi ily I

at statidard temperature and pressure, Seall variations in pressur

E' - ___
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STABIE 5-2 ' Cell Size and Threshold Diameters for Hydrogen-Air Mixtures in the Iman-Regime;- -4 1; ].~

-
,

, -

-
, . a.

.

~
.

_ _

Threshold Minimum Cload2 -- '

Equivalence Indaction length - Tube Diameter : Diameter .

,

Mole % H Ratio 12 (m) A Cell-Size (m).i_d[(m) d, (m);
2 2

8 0.207 62 5 (assumed) - 310 - - 155c - 2,000|-
-,

9 0.235 15' 5'(assumed)'. -75 '37.5 487.5-

10 0.264 4- 5 (assumed) 20' 10. 130 -

11 0.294 1 5 (assumed)- '5 -2.5 32.5

12 0.325 0.5 5 (assumed) 2.5 1.25 16.26
_

m.
*' '

13 0.356 0.2 5 (assumed) 1 0.5 6.5 '.

'

14.4 0.4 0.C5 -5 (measured). 0,30 'O.15 1.96 ,

,
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(i.e., + 10 percent atmospheric pressure) would have practically no
effect on the detonation limit. However, temperature can influence the
lean limit. From data reported by Shepherd (1985e), the measured and
predicted cell sizes at & - 0.4 are 0.2 and 0.15 m, respectively, at a
temperature of 373*K. These values are to be compared to a measured '

cell size of 0.3 m at 298 K at the same equivalence ratio and the sa.ne
density. Thus, as might be expected, increased temperatures render a
given mixture more rensitive. The logical cenclusion then, is that at
elevated temperatures, hydrogen-air mixtures at concentrations even
lower than 9 to'11 percent hydrogen could become detonable. However,
elevated temperature is not expected to occur without the presence of
steam which, by itself, acts as a diluent (see next section). By the
same token a lower than normal temperature, if it could be maintained,
would move the lean' limit upward.

Effect of Diluents (Water and Carbs1 Dioxide)

The research group at Sandia National Laboratories has investigated the
effect of two possible diluents on detonation, namely, water in the form
of steam and carbon dioxide (CO ). They used a heated detonation tube2facility, which is a tube 43 cm in diameter by 13 m in length, that can
be heated to over 100 C to si.ody the effect of steam. The same
facility was used to obtain data on the effect on CO2 at room ,

temperature.

In the case of water (H O) vapor it is noted that at teom2
temperature the saturation pressure is about 3 kPa, which means that at ,

standard pressure only 3 percent vapor dilution een be obtained. Thus,
the experiments at the higher temperatures were necessary to obtain
higher dilution levels. The results of the experiments indicate that
the cell size increases by a factor of about 5, 25, and 125 for 10, 20,
and 30 percent, respectively, of water vapor dilution.

.Similar trends of increased cell size were obtained with CO
dilutionatroomtemperaturewhenreactions20to23ofTableb1were
included. For the same percentsge of dilution, CO2 appears as
effective as watec ,rapor in increasing the cell size (i.e., lowering the
detonation sensitivity) at dilution 1cvels below 10 percent, but more
effcetive than water vapor at the higher dilution levels. The analysis
by Shepherd (1985a) attributes both thermal and chemical effects for
water but mostly a thermal effect for CO . Whatever the reason is,2
however, dilution does diminish the sensitivity. and if an extrapolation
could be ventured, a 20 percent dilution of the hydrogen air mixture by
either CO2 (e.g., 20 percent CO2 and 80 percent air by volume) or
H O vapor changes the lean detonation limit in a reacter cont.inment2
to around 13 percent hydrogen (in air-hydrogen mixtures, see Table
5 2). This is, of course, a tentative conclusion that must be verified
by actual experiments, &
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7NFLUENCE OF WATER DROPLETS ON DETONATIONS
r

In contrast to extensive studies of sprays in fires, there appears to be'

a dearth of experimente. dats on the effect of water spray on
detonations. The most recent work regarding detonation seems to be
that of Carlson et al. (1973). These authors observed the behavior of
hydrogen air detonations in a tune 40,6 cm in diameter by 12 m in

'length, with and without a spray, In the case of spray, which they
characterize as 500 um diameter spray, they found that no detonation
could be sustained in a 20 to 24 percent hydrogen air mixture, whereas
in a 28 percent hydrogen air mixture detonation was possible.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to ascertain all of the water spray
characteristics from the data given in the report, and more information
along these lines would be very useful. Nevertheless, it is apparent
that a detonation can be suppressed by a spray.

It can be reasoned that the offectiveness of a spray depends on the
droplet size, the size distribution, and the loading factor. A spray in
the form.of fog (drop size in the micron range) is expected to influence-
detonation in the same manner as the vapor. Since no data on drop size ;

distribution or loading factor was given by Carlson et al..(1973), it is !
conceivable that the noted detonation suppression is due mainly to the
small-size drops present in the spray.

The effect of large drou size sprays (diameters greater than 50 m)
,

can be inferred from studies on two phase detonations (Dabora et al.,
1967, 1968, 1969), hybrid detonations (Pierce and Nicholls, 1974), and
droplet breakup by shock waves in dilute and dense sprays (Fox and
Dabora, 1973; Ranger and Nicholls, 1969). In the case of two phase
detonations, where the fuel is in the form of a spray and the oxidizer
is gaseous, it has been found that the drops ignite and take part in the
exothermic reaction only after they are mechanically broken up into
smaller droplets by the convective flow induced by the shock front of
the detonation wave. Thus, drop breakup time becomes an important
parameter that affects the overall reaction time. Breakup studies of
single drops'(Ranger and Nicholls, 1969), have shown that the
nondimensional bree.kup time (T ), as defined below, is reasonablyb
constant, having a value of about 5:

Tb ~ (#g/#1 2
U t /D 'b o

where P is gas density, ni is liquid density, U2 - velocity of jg
the gas with respect to the drop, tb is breakup time, and D iso
original diameter of the drop.

The '.ireakup time for droplets in sprays is found to be shorter than
that o. isolated drops (Fox and Dabora, 1973) by a factor which is
dependent on the spacing to diameter Latio, the latter being a function j
ef the loading factc,r. However, the following reasoning should not be
affected by this refinement c- the breakup time. j

In two-phase detonations, participation of the droplets in the !
'

reaction has been found to occur'after the elapse of 1/3 of the breakup
time (Pierce et al., 1975). Also, in the case of hybrid detonations in

|

|

|a;
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' mixtures of hydrogen oxygen and a hydrocarbon spray, it was found that
participation of the droplet in the exothermic reaction becomes ]
effective only when the hydrogen oxygen mixture is below an equivalenen 1

ratio of 0.5. At a higher equivalence ratio, where the ses phase
roaction time is short, no influence of the drop on detonation
propagation was noticed.

Taking all of the above infor'2ation into consideration, one would
expect, then, that if the induction longth (1 ) in a detonation is |

2
shorter than the distance traveled by the wave during 1/3 the breakup
time, the influence of the droplet would be negligible. Under the
conditions prevailing behind detonation fronts in hydrogen air mixtures, !
this distance is about 60 P , Thus, for significant water dropleto
participation in the teaction to influence the fate of the detonation,

! the following must hold: |

|

Do < 1 /60.i

2

For mixturcs at o - 0.6 and 0.4, 12 is 0.15 and 6 cm, respectively, so
that the maximum drop diameters for reaction influence are then 25 and
1,000 pm, respectively. This approximate analysis seems to be
consistent with the trends observed by Carlson et al., (1973). Also, it

is apparent that sprays with drops on the order of 1 mm in diameter
should be effective at equivalence ratios below 0.4 Such a conclusion,

however, must be checked by a more-refined analysis and a systematic
experimental program.

IMPLICATIONS AS TO DETONATIONS IN REACTOR ACCIDENTS

Current licensing practice addresses the possibility of hydrogen
detonation by requiring systems or features that make the likelihood of
a detonation acceptably low. Depending on the type of containment, this
is done through inerting, igniters, or dilution. None of these
approaches can be considered as 100 percent effective bec ause, as with
all systems, they have a finite chance of failing to perform as
intended. For example, current rules permit containmcr.'s that have beene

made inert to be returned to normal for 1 day after startup and 1 day
before shutdown (a few percent of the operating time), and of course, r.
normal atmosphere is permitted during shutdown. Clearly, igniters have
some small probability of failure, and nonuniform concentrations of
hydrogen might lead to detonable concentrations in limited regions of
large volume containment.s.

To date, several dozen full-scale risk analyses have been performed
on U.S. nuclear power stations. Almost all these studies suggest that
the median probability of a serious core-damaging event is about
10' / plant /yr or less. This is consistent with the proposed safety
goal of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NuRC). Accidents of

this type would, of course, c1most surely, generate significant amounts
of hydregen.

.

__ - - .
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Detonations in Inert Containments

The boiling water reactor (BWR) Mark I and II containments are required
to be made inert because of their small volume. Current rules permit

;them to be returned to normal roughly 1 percent of the operating time so

containment is roughly about 10'gg a detonable mixture in the
the probability per year of havi

This assumes that the probability.

of a hydrogon generating accident is the same during these periods as
during normal operation. Since there is a finite chance that the |

e probability of hydrogen !

hydrogenwouldburnratherthandetonate,tg/yr.detonation is estimated to be less thsn 10* If hydrogen i

generated by a sovere core damage accident were to detonate in a ]
small volume BWR containment, then a catastrophic rupture of the
containment might occur. This could produce a category 1 release (see

'

Table 2-2). As can be seen from Table 2 2, su.J.. releases were estimated
in the Reactor Saf ty Study (RSS) (NuRC, 1975) to have a median
probability of 10*g/yr from other causes. Thus, the total likelihood i

.

of release category 1 would be it. creased by less than a factor of 2. In i

fact, in the RSS the major public risk was associated with category 2
releases, which are 6 times more likely than category 1. Since the
consequences of a category 2 release are nearly the same as those of a
category 1 release, the contribution to risk to the public from hydrogen
detonation in small-volume BWRs would be less than one tenth of the
total risk.

Detonations in Medium Volume Containments

In medium volume pressure supression containments, BWR Mark III, and
pressurized water reactor (PWR) Ice Condensers, current licensing
practice requires the use of ignition sources to cause hydrogen to burn
before concentrations reach detonable levels. For this strategy to be
successful,-there must be an acceptably high probability that the
igniters will ignite the mixturc before it can reach a detonable
concentration. Since the exact point of release of hydrogen into the.
containment cannot be known, each containment space is required to have
at least two igniters, while larger spaces have more. Two separata
power sources ate used so that half of the igniters in any given space
are powered from an electrical source different from that of the other
half.

There has been concern that the operation of containment sprays might
impede the successful operation of the igniters currently being used.
Tests have shown that this could be a problem with bare igniters, which
has led to the requirement that, where appropriate, the igniters must be
protected by spray shields. Experiments have shown that igniters will
cause ignition in the presence of heavy sprays when protected by these
shields (see Chapter 6).

In many of the risk analyses one cf the important contributors to the
risk of core damage are sequences initiated by loss of all alternating
current (AC) power. In auch sequences the igniters, which are powered

- . . - _ - - . . __ --_
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by station AC, would not be operating. Possible. solutions to this
problem include a separate independent power supply for the igniters or
the use of catalytic igniters which require no external power.4

It is always possible to postulate nonuniform mixing that might
produce detonable concentrations over limited volumes. Among other
factors, the seriousness of this concern depends upon the rate of
hydrogen release into the containment. As indicated earlier, except for
loss of station power sequences, both the MARCH and the MAAP codes
predict this rate to average 0.1 kg/s or less with occasional spikes of
10 times that value. This would suggest that the conditional
probability, given core melt, of soddenly releasing into the containment

alargefractionofthehydrogengenerateg/ plant /yr,theabsolute
is small. Sinco analysis

includes the core melt probability as 10'
probability would be substantially less than this. Io rer'uce the
likelitood of collecting high concentrations of hydrogen in containment
spaces, a large number (greater than 60) of igniters is required.
Sequences like station ble:kout (TMLB'), with sudden large releases of
hydrogen and steam, are et special concern. Both the MARCH and the MAAP
codes calculate that the steam release in these accidant sequences will
prevent hydrogen burning in the containment (Pickard, Lowe, and Garick,
Inc., 1983). If the value of the Zr-H O reaction is assumed to be 100

2
percent in some cases, the amount of water vapor may not prevent
detonation. This is why a resolution of the differences in the
calculations of hydrogen release is needed.

There has been concern that igniters might produce detonations by the
mechanism of flame accelerstion discussed above. However, numerous
tests at the Nevada Test Site and the 1/4-scale facility operatad by
Factory Mutual Research Corporation have shown no evidence of flame
acceleration at concentrations up to 13 percent. It should be noted
that these tests are performed in the absence of osbtacles which are
known to cause flame acceleration.

Detonations in Large Dry Containments

Large dry containments used for some PWRs depend upon dilution by the
containmentatmospheretgreducethehygrogenconcentration. In
containments of 56,000 m (2 million ft ) or larger, if the hydrogen
produced by a 75 pere ut metal water reaction is well mixed it will
produce a hydrogen concentration of about 10 percent or less in dry
air._ Experiments to date indicate that the lower limit for detonation
is about 13 percent, nr.d on this basis the containments have been
licensed. The recently developed theory relating lower detonability

,

limit to cell size suggests that the detonability limit may be somewhat'

;, lower (9 to 11 percent in large volumes).

|< It is likely that unoer some realistic conditions the containment
| atmosphere will not be uniformly mixed in a postulated accident, leading

to regions where a detonable mixture exists. It is also known that the

! detonability limit goes down as the temperature increases. Countering

| these concarns to some extent is the effect of water vapor, which raises
the lower cietonability limit. These issues are discussed below.
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E All the reactor accidente that would generate significant hydrogen
" requit- that the water be lost from the primary system. In most of the

accident sequences this water would be lost to the containment through I

safety valves or breaks. In a few sequences (V sequences in PWas: see
Table 2 1) the water would be lost through a break outside the
containment. In this latter type of accident, any hydroger generated ;

iwould also be released eutside of the containment, thus, in any
accidents in which hydrogen would be released into the containment,
there must of necessity be a major loss of hot primary system water to :
the containment before the hydrogea release. The large amount of water '

0at about 300 C (572 F) released in these events ensures that-the
r lative humidity of the containment will initially be essentially 100
percent. There is also a signifierat probability that a fog will be
present. How much water dilution this will provide to the hydrogen air
mixture depends upon the temperature and pressure of the containment.
The lower dilutions will occur at lower temperatures. The exact
temperature following the accident would depend upon the accident
sequence. The RSS (Appendix VIII therein) states that after a few
minutes of operation of the sprays the containment will be about
110 C, and af ter about I h er spray oper-tion it will be about
55 C. The vapor pressure of water at 55 C is 120 mm of Hg, or the
ataosphere is about 13 percent water va;sr. From the previous
discussion this would suggest a cell size about a factor 10 larger than
chat of a hydrogen-air mixture. From Table 5 2, at 13 percent hydrogen
this would give about 65 m for d,, Thus, it appears that even this
small amount of water v.por increases the detonable concentration above
the 12 to 13 percent range. Eventually, as the containment cools, the
detonable concentration would fall. After this amount of time, however,

'the fission product aerosols in the containment atmosphere would have
been_ removed by the sprays and/or natural deposition. If the sprays
failed to work, then the temperature would remain high and the amount of
water vapor would be much higher, offering much more protection against
detonation. As the temperature increases, the cell size increasca much
more due to the increase in the vapor pressure of water than it
decreases due to the rise of temperature. -

In the case of containments having fan coolers, the above assumption
of 100 percent relative humidity may not be valid because the coolers
are effective dehumidifiers. For example, at the time of the burn at
Three Mile Island Unit-2, the estimated water vapor fraction was 3.5
percent (Henry, Fauske and Associates, Chicago, Ill., perconal
communication) due to the operation of the fan coolers. In the larger !

dry containments where the maximum hydrogen concentration is only 8
percent, there is still a reasonable matgin of safety. However, in the
smaller containments where the maximum hydrogen concentration may be 10 |
percent, the margin of safety will be reduced.

Thus, although the lower limit of detonation of hydrogen-air mixtures
may be as low as 9 to 11 percent in large containments, in
water hydrogen air mixtures of the type that must be present following a
hydrogen-producing accident, the value is greater than 13 percent in '

many cases. Consequently, for the case of uniform mixinh !n which the
maximum hydrogen concentration is 10 percent or less and in which the

o

1
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relative humidity is 10 percent or greater, the possibility of a
detonation is remote. However, nonuniform mixing could lead to
detonable conce.. rations in 1ccal regions within the contait. ment F.s
discussed later in this ch.pter.

.

Detonations in Subatmospheric Containments -

Subatmospherigcontainmentsarg)aspecialcasebecausetheirvolumeis
,

only 50,400 m (1.8 million ft and their operating pressure is
about 2/3 of an atmosphere. Thus they have less air so less hydrogen is .

'
needed to reach a given concentration. At a 75 percent metal water
reaction, the hydrogen concentration is about 15 percent. At this
concentration the cell size is about 0.3 m (Shepherd, 1985a), so that

for the case of 20 percent water vapor the value of d, is 47 m.
Therefore, these assumptions imply that for a situation with less than
20 percent water vapor, the possibility of hydrogen detonation cannot be
dismissed. Current MARCH code calculations give an upper limit for the
Zr water reaction of 60 percent. If correct, this would give a' maximum -

,

hydrogen concentration of 12 percent. Assur.ing a 10 percent water vapor '

dilution, since these containments do not have fan coolers, would give a

value of 80 m for d,. Although such factors may reduce the
probability of a detonation, the mergin of safety is much less than in
the other cases cited above.

Because of the smaller safety margin, it seerr.3 appropriate to-

consider the effects of a detonation on the containment for this cc:e.
The RSS considered hydrogen detonation in a subatmospheric containment
and concluded that it would not fail. However, this calculation
included only the impulse to the containment of the initial pressure
spike. No reflections or other effects were considered. Codes such as
CSQ (Byers, 1982) and that developed by Delichatsios et al. (1982) usir; -

the random choice method are available for calculating detonation
loads. These codes have been applied to the analysis of large dry
containments, but no such analysis for the subatmospheric case has been
identified. If such an analys.is concludes that the containment will not
fail, it would restore a substantial safety margia. However, if such an
analysis concludes the containe nt will fail, it will be a matter icr
serious concern and action.

|

Local Limited Detonations

| In the large dry containraents nearly uniform mixing of the hydrogen is
| required to ensure that a detonable concentration is not reached. Since
I many scenarios envisage nearly pure hyd" ogen being released into the
.. containment, it is clear that in some regions there would exist

e;onable concentrations. Some of the spaces ben sth the reactot floor
night contain detonable concentrations, at least during the period that
hydrogen is being released. Limits in' situations like this would be
hard to assese and define. This is due to the fact enat the problem is

,

multidimensional, making it impossible to know a priori exact condition

|
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scenarios with ey degree of certainty. Thus, the NuRC stratagy of more
emphasis on prevention rather than mitigation is appropriate.

It is important that the containment and key safety systems survive i
limited detonations in any of these spaces. Thermal damage is expected
to be no worse than for deflagrations or. diffusion flames. The area of
concern is mechanical damage from overpressure caused by the shock wave.

Experts testifying before the committee felt that structures and
heavy equipment were not likely to be damaged by the shock waves.
However, electronics and electrical equipment might be damaged by the
shock waves. Another area of concern expressed related to tiedowns of
equipment. Be w use of.the distinct possibility of limited detonations,
the area of possible damage by shock waves from limited detonations to
equinent and structu*es requires further study. I

CONCLUSIONS AND REC 0KMENDATIONS

Based on the above discussion the following conclusions are arrived at
with respect to conditions for de"onation and its implications for
reactor containments.

* The estimated energy and power density required for direct
initiation of detonation near but abov3 the lean detonation limit '

are very high. Nese this lean limit, it is unlikely that high
enough energy or power would be available to cause direct
detonation in'a containment vesse' environment. However, this
does not rule out the possible occurrence of detonation through
the mechanism of flame acceleration,
Detonation temperatures are only slightly higher than the-o

,

isochoric temperature for the same mixture. Any precautionary I

measures taken to pres erve the equipment in the case of a
!deflabration should bo adequare for detonation thermal loading as '

well. However, as ad3ressed 1 the recommendations, turcher !

consideration of the efW.s of detonation pressures on equipment
is needed. t

e The lean compositiori t N.t of dry hydrogen-air mixtures ic
expected to decrease no the size of a containment increates. It
is estimated that it a reactor space of diameter on the order oi
50 m, a 9 to 11 percent hydrogen-air mixture might be detonable.
Increasing temperature retiders a given mixture more sensitive so
that hydrogen air mixtures at elevated temperatures might detonate
at concentrations lower than 9 to 11 percent,
The presence of water vapor or carbon dioxide decreases thee

sensitivity of a mixture to detonation. It is estimated that 6 20
percent dilution by either carbon dioxide or water vapor raises
the lower bound to the lean detonation limit in a reactor
containment to around 13 percent hydrogen,
Uater sprays have the potential of reducing the probability ofo

detonation. Of interest here is that mixtures at hydrogen
concentrations of 14.4 percent or less can be quenched oy sprays
with 1-mm-diameter drop sizes, and as the hydrogen to air ratio

/
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,

decreases evon coarser sprays can be effectivo. More refined
s

analysis and a systematic experimental.probram would substantiate
^

this conclusion. * - 4

The effect of sprays on detonation is not taken into account in |
'

x. e
regulatory analysis and may in many accident scanarios provide a

9significant margin of conservatism.
_

Current procedures of making the containment inert. for protection +
ie
!against hydrogen detonation in small volume BWR containments are

satisfactory. 1

For accident scanarios in which they operate as intended, igniterse
are a reasonable way to reduce the probability of a large scale

,

detonation in medium-vnlume containments. .

'Although the lower limit'of detonation of dry hydrogen eire
mixtures may be as low as 9 to 11 percent in large containments,
in water hydrogen cir mis..ures of the type that must be present in-.

most large volure containt.ents following a hydrogen producing ,

accident, the value is greater'than 13 percent. Thus, for the

case of uniform mixing in which the maximum hydrogen concentration
is 10 ' percent or less,' the possibility of detonation would be -

'remote. However, consideraton should be given to cases of
nonuniform mixing, as noted in'the recommendation below.

,

Based on the above discussion and cerclusions the following

tecommendatir,ns are put forth.

e Work should be conducted to develop igniter systems to improve the'i

reliabizity of' ignition for station blackout scenarios. The work
'on catalytic igniters seems promising (also see Chapter 6).

A reanalysis of the likelihood of failure of a subatmospherico
containment structure under detonation loads should be performed-
and used as e basis for deciding what, if any, further actions are |

ineeded.e

Because cf the distinct possibility of limited or localized| e

|. dstanations in large dry containments, the topic of possible
damage to equipment and structures, including containment, by

|

shock waves from limited ~ detonations requires further evaluation,'

The possibility of-detonation should be examined for each largeo
dry containment having fan coolers, to determine if a satisfactory
safety margin exists,

i
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T$w cenditions under which ignition occurs in hydrAgen tir mixtures are\î
important in determining whether combustihn will occur either ,

. ace! dentally or deliberately. One of the ' tasks of the committee (see
''

Preface) was to dateratine the conditious under which autoignition of a !
'

hydrogen jet into an ambien * atmosphere 1might occur. Furthermore,i the i

.

1

committee thought it r.ecessay to addres,s some aspects sof deliberate js

g\ ignition'strategion andethe'use of containment sprays. Consequently,
thisschapter focus on auroi nition; methods of deliberate ignit. ion,6

3 namely, igniters; tu.<i the influenec of contaismient sprayn.
'

<
\

L

AUTOIGNITIOli

bi
.

Background. |s

'

Auto- or, self-' ignition means the initiation of a stilf sustained

exothermic process of combusti.on se a given pressurs and' temperature,
,

The term iu da facto a etinnomer, an is its synonym: spontaneous.*-
'

ignition. For the process to be etartad, . the 'madium n.unt be brought to I

a certain threshold temperature. Below this temperature; after a-
.

,

4 preliminary period'of development, manifested by the generation of '

I radicals; the4procena is extinguished.. Moreover, in concrast to ;
spontaneity, in the. course of its deve16pment the process goes through,a
number of stas;es, of which the induction period of the initial i

3

generation of radicals, followerl by the. stage of a quaniequilibritan l';* radical pool, are of cracial importance to the outcome. Thus the
phenomenon undetTquestion should.be called simply thermal ignf. tion, in !"s

contrast to thermochmical ignition that is initiated by bringing the
reactive medium not only to en olevated temperature but also seeding it <

with a (ertain amount of active radicals.
The subject of ignition has a rich and distinguished literary

background.' Its critical properties, known as explosion limits--,

. another mirnotaer -have been studied extensively and expo ed rotably1 >"

in most textbooks on'cc'abustion and chemical kinetics (Ber mn, 1960;
Glassman, 1977; Lewis anc' von Elbe, 1901: Sokolik, 1960; S 3.:.hluw, 1984;
and Zeldovich et al., 1980)'.
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As far as has been ascerdained, the fundamental aspects of ignition
were firsc formulated by Van't Hoff (1896). A classical solution has !

gc
.

been provided by Semenov (1935), who subsequently expandert this subject
" ' by extensive studies of chain reaction theory (Semsnov, 1>43, 1944a,b,,

1958, 1959). As a consequence of the major emphasis he placed on the
5' che.nical kinetic aspects. in his theoty the dissipative effects of

.

diffusion and conduction were neglectad.
64 Thereupon, following the p* oneering studies of Frank Kamenetskii
k" (1967), an impressive amount of effort has been spent on the

- establishment of the role of transport phenomena in the process off('(; ignition. The temperature and concentration gradients, not considered
by Semenov, became then of essential significance (Gray and Lee, 1967;( :

Hicks, 1954; Kindelan and Williams, 1975; Linan and Williams, 1970;
Merzhanov and 'verson, 1971).. This was associated, moreovar, with
investigations cf the so called bot-spot ignition which is of 7

. particular, but not exclusive, relevance to condensed explosives. Uader
such circumstances, the geometry of the system'under stu6y was of
critient importance, as lucidly exposed by Boddington et al. (1971).

.i Most of,the' subsequent investigationsoof gaseous ignition followed the
3 same trend, as exemplified by the publications of Kassoy and associates, ; .

!(Clarke ' et al . ,1984; Kassey and Poland, 1980, 1981; Poland et al.,
3~

; 1982).,

In contrast to the Inttn,r, careful consideration of chemical kinetic
effects, with transport processes taken into account only in the form of ,

3.
s

A a loss to che surroundings rather than being involved in the evolution
\' of the process, led ta the' establishment of deterministic thermochemical
V criteria in the form of a unified 'thermokinetic theory developed by dray 5

L and Yang (196:i) and Gray and Lee (1967) with particular relevance to
i photochemien1' ignition. Tha state of the art in this methedology was ,

3

revieuad by Berlad (1973), with particular reference to thermal
'' . explosion limits for the hydrogen oxygen system adopted here for

illustration'of our method of approach. *

In the same vein, Foo and Yang (1973) investigated subsequently the
surface offects leading to quadratic branching and thu thermal processt

,

.( of self heating that occur in the oxidation of hydrogen. This us'hered
s i in the analytical studies of Kordylewski (1979), who first slucidated'

I!"' the bifurcation .nspects of critical conuitions for chermal ignition and

| then (Kordylewski and Scott, 1984) explored the coribined action of chuln'

L branching and self hesting in the vicinity of the second and third
thermal, Ignition limits for the hydrogen oxygen system. At the same. *

,

time a similar method of approach has been uned by Guirguis et al.
(1981) in che study of methune-sir mixtures.
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Process

The problem of ignition is conveniently formulated in terms of an
exothermic center (Borisov, 1974; Oppenheim 1985; 7an Tiggelen, 1969),
a system consisting of a kernel undergoing the process of an exothermic
chemical .eaction and.of surroundings absorbing the energy it emits.
The latter is expressed in terms of the relaxation time, ( r ),
the time const4 .t of temperature decay that would take place in the
absence of the exothermic process. Such a system is governed by a set
of cheriical kinetic rate equations det.ermining the chemical source and
of the energy equation specifying the thermal source.

The solution yields time resolved concentration and temperature
profiles of ignition, starting from initial conditions specified in
terms of s given thermochemical state of the reacting system.

As an example, Figure 6-1 presents the variation of species
concentration and temperature obtained for a stoichiometric
hydrogen oxygen mixture initially at a comperature of ''74"R or
775 K, a pressure of 6 atm, and a thermal relaxation time of 7- 1 s.
Concentrations, expressed in terms of maas fractions, are plotted in j

,

logarithmic scales, while the scale for temperature is linear. Solution '

for the higher initial temperature is presented by continuous lines,
wheress that for the lower, by broken lines. For the sake of
simplicity, only concentration profiles of the chain carriers - H, 0,
and OH radicals--are shown.

As can be seen, a small difference in initial temperature can exert a '
1

profound influence upon ti.e result. In one case one obtains ignition
manifested by a rapid increase in temperature, referred to as the

!

,

" Frank Kamenetskii thermal explosion." In the other case one has 'q

extinction, following cn initial buildup in radical concentration, while
the temperature remains virtually unchanged until, instead of rising, it

L falls.
. The two initial temperatures furnish the upper and lower bounds to'

what can be quite ptoperly referred to as the ignition temperature - the
|threshold between ignition and extinction. By repeating the some

procedura as that yielding Figure 6-1 over a range of pressures, j!one can
;, determine the variation of this threnheid at: a function of initial
|! anmperetures and pressures.

S'ach plots corresponding to thermal relaxation times r - i s and 30
n s are presented in Figure 6-2. Displayed there also are the classical,'

experimentally established, thermal ignition limits, usually referred to
in t;he literature by the misnomer " explosion limits" (Lewis and von
Elbe, 1961)., ,

The curves have a characteristic shape of an inverted S. They aret considered thus as comprised of three brar.cho . At low pressures, the
first limit is ascribed to the influence of quenching by the wall. At I
intermediate pressures, the second limit is accredi'ed to the onset of

'; chain branching. At high pressures, the third limic is rationalized in
t'' terras of heat co. duction los:,es.
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a

Cetting all three in a comprehensive manner as a locus of a constant
thermal relaxation time is a noteworthy outcome (Oppenheim, 1985). The
agreement between the results of numerical analysis and the classical
limits manifested by Figure 6 2 provides an interesting demonstration ',

that the thermal reicxation time may vary over a wide range withoot a
marked effect on the ignition limits. .

The most informative way to express the solution is in the form of an ;

integral curve on a sn + 1)-aimensional phase space -a space whoLe
coordinstes are the concentrations of all the chemical species (N being
their total number) participating in the reaction and the temperature. |

The time is eliminated by taking advantage of the autonomous nature of
governing equations. In the phase space, time appears
thus only as a running coordinate marking the progression of points

< representing sequential states of the system along an integral curve.
As an example a projection of the phase space solution on the plane

of the temperature end tha hydrogen atom concentration is presented in
Figure 6 3. Families of integral curves displayed there correspond to
two cases of initial conditions: on the left those of thermal ignition,
and on the right those-of thermochemical ignition corresponding to an #

initial mass fraction of hydrogen atoms of 0.001. In each case one has
a set of integral curves for ignition and for no ignition. As is !

apparent in Figure 6-3, this temperature is significantly lower for
thermochemical ignitien than for a purely thermal ignition.

The thermal curves exemplified by curves 1 and 2, with the arrows
showing the direction of time, indicate that if we start at a given

'

temperature corresponding to curve 1, ignition would be possible as.
manifested by the increase in temperature. At a slightly lower
temperature (curve 2) a decrease in temperature takes place and thermal

-ignition becomes impossible.
In the case of the thermochemical ignition, curves 3 and 4 illustrate

what can happen. In curve 3, the starting temperature is low, it
increases with tima, stays constant for a while, and then declines,
again resulting in no ignition. In contrast to this, curve 4, with a

somewhat higher initial temperature, behaves similarly to curve 3 except
that it eventually shows an increase in temperature, which mean, that
ignition hcs ensued.

One is thus led to the conclusion that the presence of active
radicals in relatively minute concentrations mry have a profound i

influence in autoignition. The particular h;drogen atom concentration
of 0.001 in Figure 6 3 could be easily attained in a hydrogen-air
mixture with fresh products of combustion provided by a flame or a
catalytic igniter.

Clearly, there are many possible sources of i nition in theb
containment other than autoignition. These include sparks from
electrical equipment and he wires, and static electricity. It seems
very likaly that a combustible mixture cannot remain very long without i
beir.g ig ited, as happened in our only example, Three Mile Island Unit |
2.,

1

1
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IGNITERS
:

For present. purposes, ignition is defined as the process of supplying ;

sufficient heat or chemically reactive species to a combustible mixture i

,of gases to' produce self-sustaining flames.= Igniters may appropriately .

be. classified as thermal (e.g., spark plug or glow plug), thermochemical
(e.g., pilot flame) -or; catalytic. -For thermal ignition, minimum energy ;

requirements have been studied extensively and can bo predicted
theorstically. On the other haad, thermochemical ignition, which
provides reactive chemical species as well as kinetic energy, is more
complicated, and modeling ignition requires a complex analysis of the
reaction kinetics and transport. Some success has been achieved in
theoretical analysis, but the performance of a particular thermochemical

. igniter cannot be accurately predicted, and therefore experimentation
must guide any evaluation. ,

tThe effectiveness of an igniter is often evaluated through the
resultant' flame speed and the peak pressure.of the burning mixture in a
closed vessel. Such measurements'are often made for near stoichiometric ,

mixtures, a practice which may not'be appropriate for
,

evaluating an igniter for the lean limit mixtures of present-interest. 3c
For'a combustible mixture whose composition is on the threshold of the
lean flammability limit, ignition nay produce only. slow oscillatory
combustion, possibly requiring frequent reignition, possibly at
different locations'. For such conditions, different criteria on

effectiveness are required to evaluate an igniter. For the ignition of
*

a lean hydrogen air mixture at conditions postulated for a loss of
coolant accident (LOCA), desirable igniter propercies also include
consideration of performance in the presence of water vapor or microfog,
reliability of operation during central station blackout scenarios i

(noted in Chapter 5), and designs to provide large effective ignition y

volumes. The types of igniters to be considered ara included in Table i

6-1.
There have been several comparative studies of the relative merits of ,

different igniters (Boston et al., 1984; Laderman and Oppenheim, 1962;
-Oppenheim, 1985) where combustion efficiency (burning velocity, peak

,

r

pressure) of'the ignited mixture is used as the comparison index. The
. purely thermal igniters can be considered loss effective than the
thermochemical ones solely on the basis of the energy requirements. For
the thermal igniters. the geometrical configuration and aerodynamics are'

often critical. A glow plug can be considered lest effective than a
spark plug because (a) it cannot transfer its energy in a rapid pulse
and (b) it will not generate turbulence in a quiescent mixture. Thus,
to reach ignition of a lean limit mixture, a glow plug would have to
transfer more energy to the combustible mixture than the other igniters
discussed, (The term soft lent,11sn has been used to characterize glow
plugs to distinguish them from the hard icnition of exploding wires.
This latter type of igniter will not be included in this discussion, nor
will the term soft innition b' used.)

M
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TABLE 6 1 Description of Different Kinds of Igniters
i-

'
<

t
,

's
: Type of Igniter Comments
! .

-

( Spark ignitersa Mechanism is by transfer of thermal
(arc or glow discharge) and sometimes thermochemical energy;

!

ignition is aided if blast wave generates
turbulence.s

Surface ig, niters Transfer of thermal energy, configuration,
(hot wires or glow and flow are important.
pluss)<

Pilot flames Usually a small stable diffusion flame
which provides free radicals as well as
heat for ignition.

<

Plasma jet igniterN Usually a small arc discharge which
generates free atoms, , radicals, and
electrons (more effective if discharge is
in a fuel gas and hydrogen atoms are *

generatei).

Catalytic igniter Under development (produces free radicals
similar to a pilot flame but at lower. '

temperatur(, does not require electric
power).

.

ASee, for example, Muly (1980).
D'

See, for example, Orrin et al. (1981) and Mittinti and Dabora (1984).
,
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A potential disadvantage of a deliberate ignition strategy is that,
for some mixtures, improvements in the ignition process will likely
result in improved complateness of combus". ion and increased overpressure
in the containment. Arguments such as these are probably responsible

>

for some ambivalence in the commitment to a deliberate ignition
strategy. If deliberate ignition is the approach, the most effective
igniters are appropriate to achieve ignition at the lowest possible
hydrogen concentration. Inefficient igniters, partial inerting, and the
use of water microfogs run counter to this approach. Water sprays with
characteristic drop diameters on the order of several hundred
micrometers should not affect gas mixture ignitability provided thatf

igniters are shielded from direct spray impu.gement and cooling. On the
3 .

other hand, small droplets produced by fog formation can potentially
increase the hydrogen concentration required before ignitors initiate
combustion. Even though the ignitability threshold may increase, the
heat sink effect associated with these amall droplets should produce
lower pressure than the equivalent dry hydrogen air mixture (see Chapter
4 cn suspended water droplet discussion).

The present Nuclear Regulatory Commission policy is to use glow plugs
or hot coils as the igniters in the deliberate ignition strategy based
on their simplicity of operation (only requiring electric power) and
their compatability with other instrumentation (no electrical noire from
sparks). Glow plugs have been evaluated extensively at simulated LOCA,

conditions for reliability, endurance, and ignition performance. Tests
conducted by Fenwall Inc., (Dalzell, 1980), sponsored by Tennessee
Valley Authority, Duke Power, American Electric power Company, and
Westinghouse, and those conducted at Whiteshell Nuclear Research
Establishment (Pamm et al., 1984) have indicated the following:

,

t

The 1 niters will initiate combustion for hydrogen concentrations1. 6
of 5 to 8 percent, but all the hydrogen will not be consumed.

2. Operation of sprays has little effect on the ability of shielded
thermal igniters to initiate combustion. At }ow hydrogen concentrations
of 5 to 8 percent, water spray promotes more complete hydrogen
comtastion because of induced turbulence.

3. Steam concentrations of up to 40 percent by volume do not affect
,

the ability of the igniter to initiate combustion, nor does the steam
| dramatically suppress peak pressures generated by a burn.

4 For hydrogen concentrations of 10 to 12 percent in the presence
of sufficient oxygen, all hydrogen present in the atmosphere will burn.

5. The igniter can initiate hydrogen burning under transient
conditions of continuous injection of hydrogen and steam unless the
mixture is outside its flammabili:y limits.

The paasibility of using platinum catalytic igniters for lean,

hydrogen air mixtures offers interesting advantages over the use of glow ,

plugs (Thorne et al., 1985). For one thing, the catalytic igniter

requires no additional power source. Thus, in the case of a total power
failure accompanying a loss of coolant accident, it would continue to

.; operate. In addition, th- catalytic igniter appears to be highly
' reactive and is thus capable of igniting hydrogen-air mixtures at''

|

y ;
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concentrations below 5 percent hydrogen and in the presence of water
vapor. Tests on a catalytic igniter are still under way at Sandia
National Laboratories, ano Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, and
have demonstrated an insensitivity to high temperature, humidity, water
spray, and gas flow velocity, as well as the. capability of repeated
operation in the event of further hydrogen buildup. Recently a
wet-proofed platinum / Teflon-coated catalytic substrate was shown to be
an effective igniter in the presence of liquid water. i

'

On the other hand, catalytic igniters have some specific
disadvantages.such as the long time constants for catalytic ignition and
the possibility of long term poisoning or deactivation of the catalyst.
The importance of these potential shortcomings can only be determined by
additional analysis and some experimental work on catalytic igniters.

The original purpose of the containment sprays was to reduce
containment pressure and to remove radioactive aerosols from the
containment atmosphere. As noted in the various sections of thin
report, sprays can also have impacts on some aspects of hyoregan
combustion. The presence of spray droplets can raise the detonability
limit. However, sprays also have the potential for increasing
turbulence, which may enhance flame acceleration. Currently, the sprays
are initiated by containment overpressure. It would appear that there
may be conditions in addition to excess press,ure that would be aided by
spray activatica.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Ignition and Igniters

Strictly speaking, ignition is the initiation of a self-sustainede

exothermic process of combustion. Actually, it can be
accomplished either by a purely thermal action, due to high
temperature only, or as a thermochemical process, that is, one
involving both an elevated temperature and active radicals,
The temperature threshold between ignition and extinction definese

an ignit. ton temperature. Since the addition of active radicals
acts as a thermal substitute, the thermal ignition temperature is,
for a given chemical system, as a rule higher than its
thermochemical equivalent.
Gas dynamic effects alone 4.e inadequate for ignition. The onlye

i

way they can be effective is by contributing toward the attainment
of the ignition threshold on either the thermal or thermochemical
side of the critical radical concentration barrier -an attractor
in the phase space for ignition (see curve 1 or 4 in Figure 6 3) .
Ignition may or may not lead to the formation of a flame. In a

o

self sustained detonation wave, for example, flameless ignition is
induced periodically by the gan dynamic action of shock
interactions, of which the most prominent are collisions between
triple point, or Mach, intersections. If a deflagtation flame is

,

formed, it can be extinguished by being overly stratched or blown
off. However, in contrast to ignition, the formation of a flame,
or inflammation, is a process governed by fluid mechanic

i
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phenomena, and consequently, its threshold cannot be specified in |
? ',-

?4 a similarly straightforward manner as that'for ignition.
By inference it follows that initiation and sustenanca of a flamev
in a gaseous fuel jet issuing into an oxidizing atmosphere is a

n' phenomenon dependent on fluid mechanic features of the field it
generates, associated with mixing and diffusion, on top of the j

'

thermochemical processes of ignition, so that its threshold cannot
be deceribed in simple terms of a go no go event. As in any fluid
mechanicelly dominated system, its occurrence besides the natural
requirement to have to settle down at the stoichiometric contour,
is so dependent on initial and boundary conditions that demanding
its description to be specified in absolute terms of a correlation

;formula is an essenstally ill posed problem.
Tests indicate that shi31ded ignitors will operate reliably undere
conditions anticipated in nuclear reactor accidents except for
total loss of power.

The following recommendation regarding ignition and igniters is made.

As discussed in Chapter 5 on detonation, methods for improving the ;
e ireliability of igniter systemt for station blackout scenarios is

desirable. One such possible method would bq with the use of
catalytic igniters or other ignition sources nct dependent on
outside sources of power such as individual battery-powered
igniters. Because of their potential value for enhancing
reliability, it is recommended that additional development of
catslytic igniters be undertaken.

I l
rOperation of Sprayso

|

| With regard to the influence of sprays on containment conditions, the ',

| 'following conclusion is drawn.
| The original intention of contkinment sprays was to reducee

containment pressure and remove radioactive aerosols from the
L containment atmosphere. Since sprays also affect hydrogen,

,

combustion (also see Chapter 4), it appears that there may be'

conditions in addition to these original ones that would be aided
by spray activation.

,

Based on the above conclusion the following recommendation is made. -

It is recommended that analysis be conducted to establish ife
| sprays should be initiated for conditions other than containment .
'

|
overpressure.

1
-
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APPENDIX A
r

STATEMENT OF TASK's. u .
.

!

|

.

,

l '. Scale uo

F. valuate' experimental data-from various test facilities with !a.
respect to the following questions:

1

(i) How typical are the combustion mechanisms in small'
enclocures as compared with full size containments?

3(ii) How well'can they be scaled to full size containments?
b. Evaluate the ability to scale the Instrument _ temperatures- ;

,

obtained from small scale tests through analytic codes to'the
temperatures predicted for full size reactor containments.

,

2. Comoleteness ,

-

Evaluate Sandia ' National- Laboratory's' program and the programs }sponsored by industry with respect to the question of whether all
important areas have been' properly covered. f

3. Detonation
[Comment on the need for extending experimental work toa.

include effects of detonation on equipment, recognizing that
most work to date has concentrated on deflagration, in view
of the difficulty of detonation work and the low probability ,

ascribed to such an event. ,

b. Previde an independent assessment of the following research:
Recent research by the Sandia National Laboratory has,

established lower limiting concentrations of hydrogen -
t

(approximately 13.5' percent) in air which would support a
detonation. Furthermore, additional testing with steam in
the heated detonation tube facility has provided results '

indicating that steam addition to hydrogen. air mixtures had
little effect on the detonability of mixtures.,.

F 4. Jet Plames
Develop inferences and comment on the quality of the inferences
with respect to the following question: What are the conditions

p3 under which autoignition of jet flames might occur, for release
,

of a steam hydrogen or hydrogen jet into an ambient mixture?l.

['+ !

|

1 90

Y
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;

5. Sunnanded Water

' .
Evaluate the influence of suspended' water droplets on hydrogen'

combustion in a hydrogen nitrogen oxygen steam mixture with
respect to the folicwing questions:

What is the influence of suspended water as a function ofa.
droplet oize and volumetric density on the limiting
concentrations for hydrogen deflagrations and detonations?

b. What is the nature of suspended water formed as a result of .

bulk condensation of steam in the subject mixtures? What are
initial droplet sizes and what are the effects of
coagulation?

!

T

b
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For reference purposes, all the conclusions and recoinmendations in the
imain body of,the report are summarizea in Table B 1:in this= appendix '
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TABLE B-1 Report Conclusions and Recommendations
-

Subject Conclusions Recommendations

Hydrogen Control Regulatory requirements have been
established by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NuRC) for ensuring that a
hydrogen detonation after a severe
nuclear plant accident is not likely
to be the cause of containment failure.
The committee further concludes that for
most accident sequences these requirements

-

generally reflect an adequate margin of 'conservatism. None of these approaches
completely eliminates the possibility of a
detonation since. for example, during
shutdown and during the startup period for e

w
boiling water reactors (BURS) the containment
is not made inert. Clearly, since the igniters
require electricity, if power is lost the
igniters will fail. In large dry containments
nonuniform mixing may pose a problem. Thus,
all that these approaches can do is reduce
the probability of a hydrogen-caused
containment failure. The goal of these
mitigative features, then, is to attempt to
ensure that containment failure by hydrogen
burning or detonation will be acceptably low.
The committee also concludes that the applied
research programs that have been sponsored
by the NuRC and the nuclear industry have
provided a credible basis for the adequacy
of the control measures. If the margin of

| conservatism is to be reduced in the future,
additional research will be needed. This
should be basic research, leading to more

.
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TABLE B-1 Report Conclusions and Recommendations (Continued)
-

Subject Conclusions Recommendations

Hydrogen control fundamental _ understanding of the
(continued) distribution of hydrogen in a centainment

and the combustion process in its various
forms. Research of this kind can be used
as a basis for analytical methods resting
on first principles, which can be used

for more confident calculations of the
features of threats to the containment.

Lumped-parameter Lumped-parameter models provide a Model evaluation should continuemodels viable, engineering approach for - with the additional requirements
treating the complexities of hydrogen that all user-specified parameters,
transport and combustion in contain- and the scaling rules to be used

g,ments. However, many of their for them, be fully documented as *
features have not been evaluated part of the evaluation. The goal
directly so that their general of subsequent evaluations should be
validity for full-scale containments
has not been adequately established.

.more generally valid guidelines for
code use with demonstrated

Furthermore, existing models are capabilities to treat hydrogen
deficient in cases where mixing is mixing and combustion in full-size
not enhanced by external means, containments.
such as when fans and sprays are
not operating. Lumped-parameter codes should be

validated by undertaking comparison
with measurements from a few large-
scale experiments. These
experiments could be carried out
using inert gases in an actual

containment or a structure of
similar size. Comparison with data
from tests at the 1/4-scale facility
would be useful in this regard.

~

H
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TABLE B-1 Report Conclusions and Recommendations (Continued)

Recommendations
Subj ect Conclusions

Future lumped-parameter models
Lumped-parameter should make greater use of zone-

models (continued) modeling techniques since zone
models offer attractive features
for treating the hydrogen problem in
containments, particularly when
auxiliary mixing sources are
absent. They are more physically
based than cd hoc subdivision of
compartments into well-mixed volumes
and provide a formalism to design
studies addressing specific aspects
of flow and mixing in structures, ,

*including plume entrainment or
mixing in stratified layers.

Coordination of National Bureau of
Standards (NBS) and NuRC efforts in
this area would be beneficial to
both programs and should be
pursued. The Center for Fire
Research at NBS is actively
developing zone models of fires
within structures. This technology

is very similar to lumped-parameter
modeling of hydrogen transport and
combustion in containments.

Field models Although field models cannot include Development and evaluation of field
model methods should continue withas many phenomena as lumped-parameter

models because of computational emphasis on the demonstration of
intractability, they can be used for grid-independent and user-independent
detailed analysis of specific results relevant to full-size

containments.phenomena.

_ -> _ - . .- . - .,. _ _ . __ _ __ _ _ __ ._ _
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TABLE B-1 Report Conclusions and Recommendations (Continued)

Subj ect Conclusions . Recommendations

Field models Field models can be used for detailed Field models should be used to
(continued) study of the flow field within compart- model the structure of the flow

ments. Results can be used to parame- within compartments based on the
terize coefficients in the lumped- results of experiments in actual
parameter codes. containments or similar multi-

compartment structures..These
results could then be used to
develop empirical parameters for the,

lumped-parameter models.

Subelements of the field models
should be developed using results
from both detailed experiments
and numerical simulations of g
turbulence. Improvements in these
areas require that one overcome the
limitations of the current
experimental data base as. described
for deflagrations in Chapter 4.

*

"Ihe National Aeronautic and Space
.

Administration (NASA)-Lewis Research
Center is actively developing field
models and methods for simulating
turbulence under the HOST research
program as well as its basic

-

-_ - _ . _ . . . _ ,- . . ~ -,.c. . .. ~,. a . _ . . - . _ . . . _ . _ . . .
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TABLE B-1 Report Conclusions end R commendations (Continued)

Subj ect Conclusions Recommendations

Field models in-house effort. This work(continued) includes sensitivity studies for
numerical closure (grid
fndependence) and turbulence
modeling procedures for
recirculating reacting flows
including sprays. The problems
that this program has addressed are
similar in some respects to the

nuclear reactor containments.
Coordination of NASA and NuRC
efforts in this area would be
beneficial to both programs and ,

-3should be pursued.

The Center for Fire Research at NBS
1s actively developing methods for

| numerical simulation of buoyant
turbulent rixing in confined
environments, which are similar to

problems of hydrogen mixing in
nuclear reactor containments.
Coordination of NBS and NuRG
efforts in this area would be
beneficial to both programs and
should be pursued.

|

|

|
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TABLE B-1 Report Conclusions and Recommendations (Continued)

Subject Conclusions Recommendations.

Deflagrations Although lean hydrogen-air mixture Parametric calculations should be
deflagrations are too complicated to conducted for turbulence effects
allow direct extrapolation of subscale associated with containment sprays,
tests to full-size containments, the ventilated flows, and flame

data are useful for (1) identifying propagation around equipment and
scaling trends; (2) computer code between compartments. Results of
validation, calibration, and input these calculations using conser-
parameter selection; and (3) providing vative estimates of turbulence
physical insights into relevant parameters and/or burn fraction
combustion and heat transfer phenomena. and flame speed will determine

whether additional tests focusing''

Peak pressures in lean hydrogen-air on these effects are warranted.
mixture deflagrations are likely to
be higher (and closer to the adiabatic, Hydrogen burn fraction and flame ,

constant-volume pressure) in actual speed correlations, quantitatively *

containments than in subscale tests. including turbulence, scale, and
Prediction of peak pressures in actual geometry effects, should be devel-
containments is tantamount, via use of oped accounting for recent data
computer codes, to predicting hydrogen such as those in the Nevada Test
burn fraction and flame speeds. Site (NTS) Dewar.

Although flame speed and burn fraction
data compilations are available, there
is no systematic, quantitative procedure
to account for turbulence, geometry, and
scale effects in actual containments.
The development of such a procedure is
hampered by the scarcity of data on flame
propagation around equipment and between
compartments, and on turbulence intensities
and length scales associated with contain-
ment sprays and ventilated flows.

.. . ., . ._ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _
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TABLE B-1 Report Conclusions end Rscommendations (Continued)

Subject Conclusions Recommendations

Diffusion flames Scaling relationships are available for Conservative calculations of

both buoyant and jet diffusion flame thermal loads on key safety

lengths, as well as for temperature equipment due to jet diffusion

and velocity distributions. These flames should be conducted to

relationships are useful in identi- determine whether the uncertainties

fying the extent of the regions in the flame length and temperature /

subject to thermal leading. It is not velocity field scaling relationships

clear yet whether the uncertainties are acceptable or whether additional

in these scaling relationships (as data are needed.

much as 80 percent for weak steam-
diluted jet flames) are critical Additional testing and analysis
from the standpoint of equipment should be conducted to develop

survivability. flame lift-off, blowoff, and
relocation criteria relevant to $

Scaling relationships for both jet containment accident scenarios.

flame and buoyant diffusion flame
lift-off distances and blowoff If a spatial resolution finer than
velocities also have significant that provided by the current Mark'

.

uncertainties in the range of the III 1/4-scale tests is needed,

large mass flow rates and release additional analyses and/or tests'

diameters hypothesized in containment may be needed to account for wakes
accident scenarios. These flame lift- and other disturbances associated
off and detachment phenomena, which with omitted small equipment and

have been observed in both the NTS structures.

experiments and in several Mark III
1/20- and 1/4-scale tests, may lead
to possible thermal damage to equipment
in reacte regions of the containment'

as well as to equipment in the vicinity
of the release site.

L
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TABLE B-1 Report Conclusions and Recommendations (Continued)

|

'

Subj ect Conclusions Recommendations

; Diffusion flames Froude scaling cannot rigorously
| (continued) simulate convective and radiative
' heat fluxes in containment accident

scenarios involving diffusion flames.
However, measured gas temperatures and
velocities can be used, along with
quantitative analyses of departures
from Froude scaling, to estimate
thermal loads on major safety

'"~*-equipment.

The spatial resolution to be expected
from Froude scaling extrapolation (;

c)of temperature and velocity data
is limited by the length scale of the
small equipment and structures present
in actual containments but omitted in
the tests.

, . - . . .- ., . . - - -
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TABLE B-1 Report Conclusions and Recommendations (Continued)

Subj ect Conclusions Recommendations

Detonation aspects The estimated energy and power density A reanalysis of the likelihood

required for direct initiation of of subatmospheric containment

detonation near but above the lean failure under detonation loads

detonation limit are very high. It is should be performed and used as a

unlikely that initiation of direct basis for deciding what, if any,

detonation near this limit would occur further actions are needed.

in a containment vessel environment.
Because of the distinct possi-

Detonation temperatures are only bility of limited or localized

slightly higher than the isochoric detonations, the area of possible

tempprature for the same mixture. damage to equipment and structures,

Any precautionary measures taken to including containment, by shock
preserve the equipment in the case waves from limited detonations e

of a deflagration should be adequate requires further evaluation. O
for detonation thermal loading as well.
However, further consideration of the The possibility of detonation

effects of detonation pressures on should be examined for each large

equipment is needed. dry containment having fan coolers
to determine if a satisfactory

The lean composition limit of dry safety margin exists.

hydrogen-air mixtures is expected to
decrease as the size of a containment
increases. It is estimated that in a
reactor space of diameter on the order
of 50 m, a 9 to 11 percent hydrogen-air

mixture might be detonable. Increasing
temperature renders a given mixture
more sensitive so that hydrogen-air
mixtures at elevated temperatures }g)'f;,,j might detonate at concentrations -

,

lower than 9 to 11 percent.
,

The presence of water vapor or carbon
dioxide decreases the sensitivity of a
mixture to detonation. It is estimated

- __ . - _ _ _ _________
, .

- - _ _ _ -
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IABLE B-1 Report. Conclusions-and Recommendations _(Continued).

Subj ect Conclusions Recommendations

Detonation aspects that a 20 percent dilution by either
.

(continued) carbon dioxide or water vapor raises the
lean detonation limit in a reactor-
containment to around 13 percent hydrogen.

Water sprays have the potential of reducing
the probability of detonation. Of interest
here is that mixtures at hydrogen concentra-
tions of 14.4 percent or less can be quenched
by sprays with 1-am-diameter drop sizes, and
as the hydrogen gq air ratio decreases even
coarser sprays can be effective. More refined

-

analysis and a systematic experimental program
would substantiate this conclusion. ~

g

'O
The effect of sprays on detonation is not -

taken into account in regulatory analysis
and may in many accident scenarios provide
a significant margin of conservatism.

Current procedures of-inerting for protection
against hydrogen detonation in small-volume
BWR containments is satisfactory.-

For accident scenarios in which they
operate as intended, igniters are a
reasonable way to reduce the probability of
a large-scale detonation in medium-volume
containments.

.-

" , -
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TABLE B-1 Report Conclusions and Recommendations (Continuad)

Subject Conclusions Recommendations

Detonation aspects Although the lower limit of detonation
(continued) of dry hydrogen-air mixtures may be as

low as 9 to 11 percent in large
containments, in water-hydrogen-air
mixtures of the type that must be present
in most large-volume containments
fellowing a hydrogen-producing accident,
the value is greater than 13 percent.
Thus, . for the case of uniform mixing in
which the maximum hydrogen concentration
is 10 percent or less, the possibility of
detonation in these cases is remote.
However, consideration should be given ._

to cases of nonuniform mixing. 3

Ignition and igniters Strictly speaking, ignition is the As discussed in Chapter 5 on

initiation of- a. self-sustained detonation, methods for improving

exothermic process of combustion. the reliability of igniter systems

Actually, it can be accomplished for station blackout scenarios is
either by a purely thermal action, desirable. One such possible

due to high temperature only or as method would be with the use of
catalytic 1 niters or othera thermochemical process, that is, 5

one involving both an elevated ignition sources not dependent on
temperature and active radicals. external power sources such as

individually battery-operated
The temperature threshold between igniters. Because of their

ignition and extinction defines an potential value for enhancine;
ignition temperature. Since the reliability, it is recommended

addition of active radicals acts as that additional development of

a thermal substitute, the thermal catalytic igniters Le undertaken,
ignition temperature-is, for a given as well as other methods for

enhancing reliability until the
most desirable method can be
chosen.

-
_
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TABLE L-1 Report Conclusions and Recommendations (Continued)

Subj ect Canclusions Recommendations

Ignition and igniters chemical system, as a rule higher
(continued) than its thermochemical equivalent.

Gas dynamic effects alone are
inadequate for ignition. The only
way they.can be effective is by
contributing toward the attainment
of the ignition threshold on either
the thermal or thermochemical side of
the critical radical concentration
barrier--an attractor in the phase
sosce for ignition.

Ignition may or may not lead to the y

formation of a flame. In a self- 2
sustained detonation wave, for example,
flameless ignition is induced period-
ically by the gas dynamic action of
shock-interactions, of which the most
prominent are collisions between triple
point, or Mach, intersections. Elf a
deflagration flame is formed, it can
be extinguished by being overly
stretched or blown off. However, in
contrast to ignition the formation of a
flame, or inflammation, is a process-
governed by fluid mechanic phenomena,
and consequently, its threshold cannot
be specified in a similarly straight-
forward manner as that for ignition.

i

I
|

|
|
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Subject Conclusions Recommendations

Ignition and igniters By inference it follows.that initiation
(continued) and sustenance of a flame in a gaseous

fuel jet issuing into an oxidizing
atmosphere is a phenomenon dependent on
fluid mechanic. features of the field it
generates, associated with mixing and
dif0.nsion, on top of the thermochemical

-processes of ignition,'so that.its _
threshold cannot be described in simple

terms of a'go-no go event. As'in any
fluid mechanically dominated system, its
occurrence, besides the natural requirement
to have to settle down at the stoichio-
metric contour, is so dependent on initial
and boundary conditions that da== Ming o

*
its description to be specified in absolute
terms of a correlation formula is an
essentially ill-posed problem.

Tests indicate that shielded igniters

I will operate reliably under all conditions
anticipated in nuclear accidents except
for total loss of power. ,

4

Influence of suspended 1.arge-water-droplet containment sprays
water droplets increase flame speeds in lean hydrogen-

air mixtures and cause peak pressures
to be closer to the adiabatic, constant-
volume values. However, these sprays <

also enhance cooling of the burned
gases and therefore cause pressures and
temperatures to decrease more rapidly

i
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TABLE B-1 Report Conclusions and Recommendations'(Continued)

Subj ect Conclusions Recommendations .

. - .

_

Influence of suspended to precombustion levels. Thus,
water droplets depending on the relative safety

'

margins for pressure loads and thermal
loads, the sprays can be either
beneficial or detrimental during
permixed combustion. They are
definitely beneficial for postcombustion
cooling and for the diffusion flames
anticipated with deliberate ignition.

Water sprays have the potential of
reducing the probability of detonation.
Of interest here is that mixtures at
hydrogen concentrations of 14.4 percent g

or less can be quenched by sprays with jg
1-mm-diameter drop sizes, and as the
hydrogen to air ratio decreases even
coarser sprays can be effective.

Droplets on the order of 20 pm or less in
diameter can significantly raise the lower
flammability limit for hydrogen combustion.
However, it is not clear whether such fogs
would form in a containment atmosphere under
conditions postulated for an accident scenario.
The presence of such fogs would delay the onset
of hydrogen ignition by igniters (see Chapter 6)
but should also mitigate the effects- of hydrogen
combustion. Experimental confirmation of the
extent of these mitigating effects would be
desirable if they are necessary to maintain
containment integrity.

. -_ __. _ . . . - -. - -. ,, .. -- . _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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TABLE B-1 _ Report Conclusions and Recommendations (Continued)

Conclusions Recommendations
Subject

Nature of suspended There is considerable uncertainty

water droplets in droplet size and fog density
(continued) resulting from fog -forsation in

containment during postulated
severe light-water reactor (0WR)
accidents.

Operation of sprays The original intention of As addressed in Chapters 4 and 6,
containment sprays was to there appear to be conditions in

addition to excess pressure thatreduce containment pressure
and remove radioactive aerosols would be aided by spray activation,
from the containment atmosphere. .It is therefore recommended that
Since sprays also affect hydrogen analysis be conducted to establish ,,

combustion (also see Chapter 4), if sprays should be initiated for S
it appears that there may be conditions other than containment
conditions in addition to these overpressure.
original ones that would be aided
by spray activation.

Documentation of The committee recognized the dearth It is important that the NuRC
hydrogen accidents of informaton regarding hydrogen continues to keep track of any

explosions in industrial accidents. past and future accidents involving
-hydrogen such as occurred or might
occur in its production, use, or
handling. These accidents should
be studied on a continuing basis
with the aim of finding any

possible similarity between them
and what may occur in a reactor
accident. This information could
be used by NuRC for making

-decisions regarding hydrogen-
related mitigation procedures in
the future.

- - _. ._._ __ ._ .c._ , _ . . _ . . . -, _ - . _ _ _ - .. ,. . . . . . _ ..m_ _
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TABLE B-1 R; port Conclusions and Recommendations (Continued)
.

Subject Conclusions Recommendations

Alternative means of Although beyond the charge of the A careful analysis of the benefitshydrogen control present committee, a study to and liabilities of alternative
investigate means of hydrogen hydrogen-control systems in
control in comparison to igniters comparison to igniters should be
would be worthwhile. conducted.

Proposed committee on A critical assessment of modeling A committee of experts should be
modeling techniques techniques would be worthwhile. formed to conduct a critical

assessment of modeling techniques
used and/or under development as
well as consider their future use
and development. In particular,
this assessment should focus on
numerical fluid mechanics applied y

to transient flow problems g
involving turbulence.

, _ . __ . - - . - - . - . . . . _ . - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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APPENDIX C
MINORITY REPORT:

,

COMMENTS ON THE HAZARD OF HYDROGEN COMBUSTION
, ILLA NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

,

'' A. K. Oppenheim

i

INTRODUCTION
t.
! These comments are based on the premise that, in essence, the principal +

task of our committee was twofold in nature:
,

(1) appraisal of the technological merit of past work, and (2)
advice on future work.

One should bear in mind that of major concern in this respect is'

nothing else but the minimization of hazard.
Unfortunately, the emphasis of the whole program was misplaced right

from the outset. Too much attention was devoted to the question of
whether a detonation wave can develop or not, and too little was devoted
to the real hazard, the actual damage that hydrogen combustion may ,

cause.
Fortunately, as a consequence of a significant effort, conducted

throughout the world for a quarter of a century, startinB from the
mid 1950s, the mechanism of the development of detonation waves and
their structure are today known sufficiently well to provide practically
all the information one may need not only on the evolution but also on
the abatement of this process (Oppenheim, 1935). In a nutshell, the

view one should have consequently upon the flame acceleration leading to ,

the onset of detonation is that it is an essentially transient event
whose evolution is extremely sensitive to initial and boundary
conditions. As a typically nonlinear process, it is earmarked by the
property that minute variations in these conditions have a significant ,

influence on the outcome. Moreover, in establishing the limit, it is
| not only the critical energy that is of importance but also the rate at

which it is deposited in the reacting medium, i.e., the critical power.

Thus, even if problems associated with initial and boundary conditions
I; are properly handled, the minimum one requires to express the limit is a

line on the plane of specific energy and specific power, where it would
appear as a hyperbola, so that at higher powers less energy would be .

required to enter the domain of hazard. Under such circumstances simpic
scaling laws are obviously out of the question, and the essential
objective of scaling, specified as one of the major tasks of the
committee, appears to have been ill-posed. It is not the information on
the scaling-up of data one should ask for but information on the actual

L 109
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mechanism of the process, a'relatively. easy task in view'of the
abundance of knowledge acquired as a consequence of the '

quarter of a century, worldwide program of studies that has been
recorded, in particular, in the Proceedings of the International
Colloquia on Dynamics of Explosions and Reactive Systems, in addition to
the vast scientific literature on the subject.+ ,

;

As far as the potential for damage is concerned, it is, however, the ;

energy content alone that matt'ers, irrespectively of whether the '

detonation may be developed or not. After'all, one should not overlook
the fact that all the detonation parameters, such as its velocity of
propagation or pressure jump across its front, arc functions of energy
rather than power. The practical way of dealing with the potential
hazard of hydrogen combustion is then to do all one can to prevent the
accumulation of an appreciable amount of hydrogen in the oxidizing
atmosphere. Waiting until it is sufficiently large and well mixed to be
set off by a passive ignitor, such as a glow plug, is certainly not very .

smart. *

In what follows, salient features of the pragmatic aspects of the
problem are presented. This is followed by a discussion of the
fundamental aspects and concluded with a list of recommendations. ,

PRAGMATIC ASPECTS

3

In the following, two strategies available to deal with the potential
hazard posed by accidental discharge of hydrogen from a nuclear reactor .

are considered: (1) elimination of hydrogen by deliberate burning, and
(2) neutralization of oxygen by total or partial inerting.

Burning

This strategy occupied, in effect, exclusively the attention of the
whole program, as well as of the committee, with consequent diminution,
if not outright rejection, of all other considerations.

To make matters worse, the solution universally adopted and accepted
by the committee, the glow coil igniter, le the least effective in
mitigating the hazard and the most likely to exacerbate its
consequences. The main reason for it is its essential nature as a
onssive ignition source. It cannot become operative until the local
concentratien of hydrogen in air at the point of ignition reaches the

'low inflammation limit of 4 percent. The probability that hydrogen is
then at a much higher concentration level in the surroundings is much
too high for comfort. In fact, the tests performed by Factory Mutual
Research Corporation indicate that it was 100 percent where the
diffusion flame was observed.

,
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The likelihood of aggravating the situation under such circumstances 'i
is, in my opinion, sufficiently high to question the whole rationality ;

of this technique. |
,

If getting rid of hydrogen by_ burning is deemed necessary, one should
| resort to an asj;ive' innition souret, such as a pilot flame. For the '

purpose at hand, such a flame could be maintained in a small combustion ,

Ichamber, preceded by a compressor fan capable of inhaling a significant
volume of air and backed up by an expander and cooler. A system like
this would constitute, in effect, a miniature gas turbine, except that 1

Iit would require power to drive the fan. This could be provided either
by the electrical supply system or, to deal with potential black out, it
could be furnished by compressed gas or water. If hydrogen is used as ;

fuel, the exhaust gases may be condensed so that the system could
'

operate for a long time without causing any increase of pressure in the
containment. If one wishes, the effectiveness of the combustor could be
enhanced by the use of catalytic surfaces.

The cost of tiae development, production, and installation of such
devices cannot be, under any circumstances, considered prohibitive.

Inerting

'

The concept of inerting was, in my opinion, much too readily discarded.
Here, the most promising concept is the principle of partial inerting
(dilution). According to the essential premise of deliberate burning
that received such overwhelming epproval, a hydrogen fire is evidently

'

considered an acceptable risk an essentially questionable decision.
The only hazardous event, then, that by all means must be avoided is
detonation. In this case, the extent of required inerting is just that
which would be sufficient to prevent the transition to detonation. For ,

this purpose one does not have to eliuinate all the oxygen from the
atmor,phere beyond the inflammation limit of 4 percent- tantamount to
complete inerting but only enough to make sure that a self-sustained
detonation wave could not develop.

One way in which such an atmosphere could be created is by the use of
.

a suitable diluent, such as carbon dioxide. Its effects were studied
I experimentally at McGill University and at Sandia National Laboratories
| several years ago, and the results were published last year at the Tenth
|

International Colloquium on Dynamics of Explosions and Reactive Systems
|

in Berkeley. In an earlier version, they were presented at the Twelfth
|

Water Reactor Safety Research Information Meeting (Sherman, 1984).
|

Figure C 1 presents the essential result, in the form of a plot of
cell sizes (A), of detonation waves for different concentrations of

| CO in air. The minimum for any fixed concentration is at the
2stoichiometric hydrogen air mixture. Figure C 2 shows that A*1 for

suchmixturesisa1{nearfunctionoftheCO2 concentration,
intersecting the A' - O axis at a point where the mole fraction of
CO2 is 17 percent.

|
|

_ _ . _ . _ _._ _ _ _ _ _
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L .L On.this basis.one can conclude that detonation.cannot be attained if j
, ,

'the mole' fraction of CO is, say,.20 percent. .The cost of the gas and ;
''

2
- a11' auxiliary equipment, such as pumps to partially evacuate the .,,

us enclosure, and of the facilities:and supplies to maintain the desired io

'; concentration of CO .cannot possibly be considered to be exorbitant.2
Moreover. it should be noted that CO2 can be easily fabricated in situ ]
by a suitable clean combustor, that is, one provided with a proper '

'

chemical processing system and operated so that the exhaust products are *

'
pollutant free. Should an engine be adopted for this purpose, it could>

drive an exhauster to maintain an atmospheric or, even better, j

subatmospheric prehsure in the containment,
.Th6 CO -diluted atmosphere should be maintained in the containment'

u 2

L[
all the time that the nuclear reactor is in operation. The maintenance
crew would be required then to use oxygen masks and' carry small gas ;

i tanks, but that could not possibly cause any impediment. It should be
;

also noted as demonstrat.ed by Figure C-3, a photocopy of a page .from the -

last edition of the classic book by Lewis and von Elbe (1961), that
dilution by CO2 at a level f 20 percent has a negligible influence ,

upon the low inflammation' limit of hydrogen'in air. Consequently, the :

hydrogen,2 as a diluent does not precluc.e deliberate burning of
use of CO

should that be deemed desirable. ,
.

As to future studies, one may consider the need .for an independent *

experimental verification of the critical concentration of CO2 at the [*

<detonability limit. At the same tipe m.i may consider the advisability
of confirming the results of such a study by the measurement of the '

4

strong ignition limit (Oppenheim, 1985), a parameter that,'in contrast *

to the cell size of an already established self sustained detonstion ;

wave, manifests the salient feature of the essentially transient process -

of an explosion-in explosion that triggers the transition to detonation. i

The possibility of having the' atmosphere made totally inert by the
2 and/or N , thus extending to large containments theuse of CO 2

technology already instituted for smaller reactors, should not bc :
overlooked. The fact that one thereby obtains complete protection from t,""

fire as well as detonation should be recognized as an exceptional asset
- one that cannot be annihilated by reasons of economy or impediment. i

em In spite of my best efforts, I have not been able to find any evidence r

of a thorough engineering study of this technology, let alone a disproof . '

of its applicability to large containments. I cannot imagine that'the
cost of a relatively small engine driving an exhauster to maintain

'

subatmospheric pressure in the containment and, at the same time, .

provide inert gas to maintain a sufficiently low 02 concentration ~

p could be economically unfeasible.
+

FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS

b
'

All the phenomena of primary concern to the task of the committee are

L dominated by the turbulent flow conditions under which they occur.
L Proper appreciation of the essential features of turbulence is therefore
j' indispensable for the assessment of their effects. Fortunatcly,

fundamental knowledge of turbulent flow and combustion dynamics has

,
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p/ been advanced significantly over the'last decade; unfortunately, this j
[ knowledge has not yet been disseminated sufficiently well for the

'

'u realization'of its benefits. t

!:' The major purpose of-this section, then, is to present highlights of ,

Jmodern concepts on turbulent flow'and their effects upon flame
,

acceleration that may lead to the development of detonation. It should
;

[ be noted that this topic is quite wide, so that it cannot be covered in
,

! a short note without vast oversimplifications. By the same token,
citation of the impressive literary background on which it is based has
to'be, for the sake of brevity, omitted (Oppenheim, 1985).

Turbulent Flow

Traditionally, turbulent flow has been treated as a phenomenonE

associated intimately with fluctuations around an average. That is how
,

it appeared,- indeed, to experimenters since the founding of this branch
." .of science in the pioneering study of Osborne Reynolds. It it. for this

reason that its theory was essentially statistical, manifesting the
7
' predominant concern over its apparently chaotic nature. At the same

time its physical effects largely have been considered the major cause
of energy dissipation. The stochastic theory was in this respect most

L satisfactory.
Over the last decade it became apparent that turbulence has the

attribute of coherence, whereby it has the capability of concentrating
rather than just dissipating--a feature providing a completely

F different, in effect. opposite, view upon this phenomenon than realized
so.far. Effects that were thought of before as characteristic of the.
breakdown of laminar flow (e.g., the Von Karmaa vortex street behind ag

J rod, the Kelvin Helmholz vortex generation at.the interface between
fluids of different densities, the To11 mien Schlichting collapse of
laminar boundary layer, the Taylor instability in Couette flow, to
mention just a few) were found now to occur in their equiva"ent form
under fully developed turbulent flow conditions. However, in the latter
case, instead. of being on the threshold of laminar and turbulent flow in
the parameter space, they were found to be at the boundary between

,.

turbulent and inviscid regions in the physical space.
The concomitant switch from the viscous to the inviscid aspect of

fluid mechanics has a profound effect upon the interpretive and
predictive analysis of turbulent flow phenomena. In particular, it
brings to the fore basic flaws in most of the computational techniques
used today.

They are two major factors contributing to this state of affairs;

namely, (1) presumptuous algorithms, and (2) premature averaging.c
They briefly are elucidated here.

Presumotuous alcorithms are causing more confusion than providing i

elucidation for turbulent flow phenomena. To assess the gravity of the |
situation that they create, a remark on algorithms in popular practice !s

is in order. At the risk of a gigantic oversimplification, i
'

computational techniques currently used for the analysis of flow
phenomena may be divided into two categories: lumped-parameter and
finite difference.

,

1
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Lumped. parameter analysis is based on the postulate that the flow;
' system can be considered as a composite of a set of suitably

interconnected subsystems, This reduces the problem, specified, ,

essentially in terms of partial differential equations, into a set of
ordinary differential equations..a transformation associated inherently ;

with misinterpretatJon of the effect,of boundary conditions.. Although *

this simplistic approach may be adequate for many practical problems of I

h. a steady. state nacure, it is definitely inappropriate for the typicallya,
,

}- transient, highly time dependent phenomena of an accidental nature. |

especially when escalation is of particular interest. The major reason t

for this is that one excludes them from consideration of the most [
L. essential feature of the Navier. Stokes equations, namely, their elliptic i

L, character whereby any local variation has an immediate effect upon the |
| vhole field. In a lumped. parameter network, on the contrary, local

,

effects propagate through the field at finite speeds governed by |
impedances of branches and capacitances of nodes. ;

Finite. difference analysis is, as a rule, associated with the effects. |
of numerical viscosity which is detrimental to the attainment of a ;

[- solution for a slightly viscous flow, as is nost characteristically the !

case in turbulent combustion. Numerical viscosity is introduced j
intrinsically with the specification of the finite difference technique t

when the question is posed as to what the value of an unknown is at a !''

given point and time. In the finite difference solution of ;

Navier Stokes equations, such a question invokes interpolation whose
r

_

effects are diffused throughout the field as if it were induced by }
! viscosity. The computational error in the solution is consequently. j

proportional to the Reynolds number, imposing a serious drawback upon
such techniques for the analysis of the esser.tially high Reynolds number '|
phenomena of turbulent combustion. |;

hsaature averacin is the salient feature of the vast majority of !
turbulent combustion theories in vogue today. Its consequences are ;

particularly detrimental to the analysis of transient turbulent flow r

phenomena. The source of trouble lies in averaging the equations right ;

at the outset, rather than seeking the average of the solutions upon
their final evaluation. This was reiterated recently by Chorin (1985) ;g

more or less as follows. :-

It is quite unsafe to average the equations in the hope that the !
solution of the averaged. equations to related to the average solution of j
true equations. In general, the combustion in an averaged flow field is '.
very different from the average combustion in an unaveraged flow I

,, system. In dealing with large fluctuations, and a reacting turbulent !
' flow certainly is full of them, theories based on averaging are likely |

to be wholly unreliable. Furthermore, the problem of constructing i
realizable closures is unresolved, whereas, to maka matters worse, the r

averages that one obtains from averaged equations may fail to be the |
averages of any functions whatsoever, let alone the averages of real

!solutions of the equations one is trying to solve.
As a ennsequence of the presumptuous algorithms and premature i,

averaging, most of the computational techniques used today exert an,
.

inhibiting effect upon the constructive features of turbulence, that is, '

aspects which are of particular relevance to the escalation of the -

combustion process leading to the onset of explosive detonation.
,
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Both these flaws of conventional techniques are obviated by the |
(. Langrangian particle techniques pioneered by Chorin's (1985) random
; vortex method. Their major attribute is the severance of dependence
! upon an a priori prescribed spatial grid and the capability of treating ;

'

j unaveraged variables. Their drawback is the increased amount of i
computational effort required for the solution, limiting their i

applicability to relatively simple cases. The net gain obtained by I,

their use is then in getting a better grasp of the mechanism of the ;

constructive effects of turbulence, exhibited by the formation of the ;

large scale vortex structure, and its consequences, rather than in the ;

extrapolation or sealing up of experimental data. !
| One should realise that the solution of the equations of motion ;

provides, in effect, information on the consequences of the initial and i,

: boundary conditions. Thus, once e solution is obtained, the i
! conventional nondimensional scaling parameters, such as the Reynolds i

numbers, can be applied only if the initiation of the process and the !

geometry of the enclosure are the same a conclusion that is of (
relatively little practical value for the individual that may -

overexpeditiously wish to have a more general scaling law, preferably in '

scalar form, as is usually the case. !

!Flame Acceleration
; i

The flame front in a flow field acts, in essence, as an interface, a ;

boundary between the burnt and unburnt gases. Its propagation mechanism ;

consists of the following four components:
1. advection by the flow field,
2. self advancement in the direction normal to its surface at a i

so called normal burning speed the eigenvalue of the system,
[3. action as a velocity source brought about by the expension due

to the exothermicity of the combustion process, and
4. production of vorticity as a consequence of the baroclinic |

effect. !

It is by virtue of the last two components that the flame exerts a 'l
feedback upon the flow field, contributing toward its growth. At the

|same time the flame gets stretched by being pulled apart along its ifrontal surface by the flow field in which it resides.
In turbulent combustion, the acceleration of the process is due to t

the generation, growth, and shedding of large scale vortices. The flame I

front tends to acquire the role of a contact boundary, stretched to the
;

limic of its endurance at a contour of a large scale vortex. Its !;'

acceleration is then caused primarily by the volumetric expansion of tho :
vortex due to the exothermic process taking place inside of it, while f
the residence time of reacting particles is enhanced by the '

recirculation that it induces, with both effects having a profound ;
influence upon the escalation of the combustion process.

|
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Development of Detonation f'

Since the 1950s there has been over 25 year of effort spent by a
multitude of scientific groups scattered all over the world (in the ,

Soviet Union, Vest Germany France England, Canada, United States, and
Japan) on the study of the development and structure of detonation ,

Although this effort was based on a distinguished background of Iwaves. '

knowledge, founded by such great men of science as 14 Chatelier,
Rankine, von Neumann, and Zeldovich, to mention just a few, a good deal
of it was initially directed to provide straightforward answers to ,

questions concerning such practical aspects as the detonability limit ,

and the detonation induction distance the latter reprasenting the ,

salient feature of what became known as DDT, the deflagration to ,

detonation transition. The major problem with this type of quest was ;

that it was performed blindly and, as a consequence, could not produce ,

satisfactory answers, As soon as correlation formulas were developed,
,

experimental evidence was produced disproving their validity, j

lt is primarily due to the development of optical experimental .

techniques, especially pulsating, laser + powered, high frequency (up to [
megahertz) schlieren cinematography, that the real nature of the t

phenomenon was discovered. The essence of truth turns out to be i

extremely simple. The process is by definition time dependent, and in i
the course of development, its history is dominated by the generation ,

and subsequent effects of a highly turbulent flow. To make matters more t

interesting, the major culprits in creating such flow conditions are
acoustic effects of small disturbances produced by the accelerating '

flame. These wave.s, or wavelets, coalesce to form shock fronts which
'

interact in a variety of ways to give rise to an unrepeatable set of
conditions that defy description by a unique set of global criteria. [

iThe progress made as a consequence of the 25 year effort has been
recorded in scientific journals, proceedings of combustion synposia, and
in particular, the biennial internationM colloquia on dynamics of

'

explosions and reactive systems. The tenth colloquium, after 20 years i

of activity, was held in Berkeley in August 1985. The development and ,

structure of detonation waves evidently has been considered to have [
reached satisfactory solucions, so that major emphasis was placed this :

time upon the fluid mechanic aspects of combustion, proceedings of this ;

colloquium are to be published soon by the American Institute of
'

Aeronautics and Astronautics.
In summary, answers to practically all the rational qusstions one may '

pose concerning the development and structure of gaseous detonations, ;

with special emphasis placed upon hydrogen as the representative fuel, r

are available today. At the same time, they provide rational reasons ;

that most of the practical questions concerning this subject are i

ill posed and, hence, irrational to great chagrin, no doubt, of the !

questioners.

i
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RECOMMENDATIONS

i i

1. All future efforts should be directed toward the study of I
alternative means for the prevention of hydrogen combustion hazard
rather than the glow coil technique..the worst possible choice',

U primarily as a consequence of its passive nature, The few alternatives |presented here should be regarded just as examples of what kind of
]measures can be devised. A properly mounted engineering effort is bound

to produce much better and more effective means.
; 2, Due recognition should be given to the fact that in providing a |

,

' seal of approval to the principle of deliberate burning, admission is ;

made that it is not the process of hydrogen combustion that is j; hazardous, but just the onset of the detonation that it may cause; both *

events should be avoided by all means.
!

,

| 3. It should be realized that neither experiments on the development
|'

of detonation nor large scale tests, let alone elaborate computer codes, i

can provide a satisfactory solution. Large scale experimental j
demonstrations of the nonoccurrence of hazard at the sufficiently low i

L level of probability one wishes to attain is simply unfeasible. One has
: no other recourse than to trust the theory. !

4 proper cognizance should be taken of the fact that in theory ;
transition to detonation cannot be accomplished without an !

explosion in explosion a blast wave by which it is triggered. The ;
specific exothermic power required for this purpose cannot be lower than ;
that driving a self sustained detonation. Experimental data on the i
decay of such detonations therefore should be considered of much Greater Isignificance in establishing a limit of hazard than the tests of the :
nondevelopment of explosion. As a consequence, large scale f

demonstration tests as well as their modeling analyses should be
y

considered unsatisfactory and inadequate for the establishment of a j
limit of hazard at the desired extremely low level of probability. j
Concomitantly, the coverage of these topics in the report of the
committee should be cut down to a minimum.

5. A critical assessment of the modeling techniques used,and/or i
developed for the hydrogen combustion problem, as well as '

recommendations on their future use and/or development, should be '

considered to be outside the scope of the committee. Numerical analysis !of transient flow systems should be recognized as a subject of great |concern and significant cost to the government. Setting proper [atandards in this respect should be of much more general significance
than our committee could provide. The Energy Engineering Board of the :

National Research Council should consider the formation of a special icommittee for this purpose. The cost to the office that would finance !it, such as the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, should be significantly e

lower than the expense of supporting further work in this field.
:

Members of this committee should be authorities in numerical fluid ;

mechanics, rather than developers of codes, so that they could provide i

unbiased advice on strictly academic grounds without the handicap of jvested interest in any particular methodology. -

!
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APPENDIX D p

COMMENTS ON ISSUES RAISED IN MINORITY REPORT (APPENDIX _C)
-

' ' Norman C. Rasmussen, Chairman .

Herbert J.C. Kouts, Vice ChafIBAD
Eli K. Dabora

Gerard M. Faeth :

Dsniel J. Seery !

Robert G. Zalosh f
,

The statement of Professor Oppenheim (Appendix C) contains five |

recommendations, many of which were discussed by the committee and not i

included in the report either because they were felt to be beyond the (
scope of our charge or a majority of the committee disagreed with them, t

We feel compelled to respond to them. |
t

i
THE VALUE OF DELIBERATE IGNITION

[

In a large fraction of the hypothetical accidents analyzed, the hydrogen f
is released into the containment at an average rate of a few tenths of a j

kilogram per second. In many scenarios this release may be a series of :

bursts at 10 to 100 times higher rates as, for example, when relief !
valves open and close. Typically, such a release might continue for an [
hour or more. The points in the system from which the release might ;

occur are almost all below the reactor floor. The goal of the igniter .

approach is to burn the hydrogen before a large amount of it can collect !

in the large volume above the reactor floor, thereby greatly reducing
the probability that the hydrogen in this large volume might reach a
detonable concentration. This approach is based on calculations that ;

lead one to the conclusion that the containment cannot easily withstand !

a global detonation. To increase the likely level of success of this |

approach, a large number (>60) of igniters are used, with at least one !

in every compartment below the reactor floor and a number above the (
reactor floor as well. The remainder of the committee concluded that !

this is a reasonable approach and much preferred to doing nothing and i

waiting for a possible ignition by a random source later in the release |
af ter a significant amount of hydrogen has accumulated. In our i

judgment, the probability that a random source will eventually ignite a |

combustible mixture before it can be vented or recombined is essentially ,

unity. Thus the committee concluded that given a hydrogen release, the j
sooner ignition occurs, the lower the risk of a containment damaging
detonation.

,

,
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DELETERIOUS EFFECTS OF IGNITERS

lt is known that once ignition occurs, the flame may start in a lean>
i

} concentration and accelerate back toward a higher concentration region
!. nearer the hydrogen source. Under certain conditions (see Chapter 5)'

this accelerating flame can cause the hydrogen to detonate. Thus, the
igniter may be the cause of a detonation. Because of the large number
of ignitors, we conclude that it is highly likely that any potential,

detonation would be limited to a local region. In addition, iny

| accidents where the hydrogen. generating process is terminated after a
i short time, the amount of hydrogen, if diluted in the containment, night
| be below the flammable limit. In this case the igniters might cause a' fire in a reactor compartment that would not have occurred if the

hydrogen were allowed to become dilute in the containment volume.
! Because of the limited amount of hydrogen generated, such an event is
; not of major concern. However, one cannot avoid the conclusion that in
! certain postulated accident scenarios the presence of igniters may

aggravate the situation. Nevertheless, we conclude that the probability
that the effects of igniters will be beneficial overwhelmingly outweighs

; the deleterious effects that can be postulated.

ALTERNATIVES TO IGNITERS

The committee did not consider methods for controlling hydrogen other
than those currently in use. Professor Oppenheim suggests several
possibilities that he feels would be better than deliberate ignition.
On the surface, each seems to be a possible alternative method for
reducing the likelihood of a detonation. It is possible te postulate
vaya in which each might fail to be effective. A careful analysis of
benefits and liabilities of each of these systems compared to those of
igniters vos.id be worthwhile. Such an analysis seemed far beyond the
committee chargo, so it was not undertaken as part of this review.

iARGE-SCALE TESTING

We agree that it is not feasible to conduct enough large scale tests to
prove, to a high degree of certainty, the lowest concentration of
hydrogen at which a detonation might occur. Theory must certainly be
used, but of courte, the theory must be consistent with experiment. We
see no alternative but to use large codes to estimate the hydrogen
concentration in the containment. A few large.seale experiments to
verify _ that there are no major errors in extrapolation from small scale
tests seem appropriate.
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PROPOSED CONNITTEE ON MODEl.IWG TECHNIQUES
, .

,

Professot'Oppenheim suggests that the assessment of modeling should be
'

outside the committee scope and should be left to a committee more ,

expert in this methodology. Because of mmerous important applications i'

-

of those models to a variety of problems, we believe that the formation |

|,< of such a committee is a good idea. ,
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10. SUPPLt ML Ni AR v Idoii s .

i t. AbsT R ACI (70c we ., ens
Unresolved Safety issue (ust) A-48 arose as a result of the large amount of
hydrogen generated,and burned within containment during the Three Mile Island
accidtnt. This issue covers hydrogen control measures for recoverable degraded
core accidents for pil boiling water reactors (BWRs) and those pressurized-water
reactt,rs (FWRs) with ice-condenser containments. The Comission and the nuclear
industry have sponsored extensive research in this area, which has led to
significant revision of the Comission's hydrogea control regulations, given in
Title 10, Code of Federal Fegulations, part 50 (10 CFR 50), section 50.44 BWR$

having Mirk'l and 11 containments are presently required to operate with inerted
containment atmospheres which ef fectively prevent hydrogen combustion. BWRs with
Mark 111 containments and pWR5 with ice-condenser contairments are now required
to tse equipped with hydrogen control systems to protect containment integrity and
safety systems inside containment. Industry has chosen to use hydrogen igniter
systems to burn hydrogen produced in a controlled f ashion to prevent damage.
An independent revitw by a Comittee of the National Research Council concluded
that, for most accident scenarios, current regulatory requirements make it
hie'hly unlikely that hydrogen detonation would be the cause of containment
failure. On the basis of the extensive research effort conducted and currenti

| regulatory requirements, including their implementation, the staf f concludes
i, that no new regulatory guidance on hydrogen control for recoverable degraded.

core accidents for these types of plants is necessary and that U5l A-48 is'

resolved.,
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